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ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE 
WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY

EVACUATION OF THE JAPANESE AMERICANS

Eugene V. Rostow, Dean of the Yale Law School, denounced the 
evacuation of Americans of Japanese ancestry at the beginning of World 
War II as America's “worst wartime mistake’’ (Rostow 1945a). He also 
referred to the legal cases arising out of the evacuation as “disasters,” 
viewed from the standpoint of civil rights (Rostow 1945b). Rostow re
garded the evacuation and subsequent incarceration of Japanese Ameri
cans as a serious threat to fundamental citizenship rights. He understood 
the attack to be based on considerations of race and regarded it as indis
tinguishable, in the legal view, from the position of the Nazis with respect 
to the Jews in Germany. Rostow was one of the few public figures who 
did not shrink from stating this point of view in the midst of war in a 
country deeply hostile to Japan and the Japanese. Yet his position was 
precisely that taken by United States Attorney General Biddle up until 
a few weeks before the evacuation order (Grodzins 1949: 242, 258-259).

Denunciation of the action taken in March 1942 by President Roosevelt, 
ordering the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry from their 
homes on the West Coast has been vigorous ever since the event (ten 
Broek 1954; Daniels 1971). Although the Supreme Court upheld the evac
uation as constitutional on the grounds of “military necessity,” the de
cision was by majority vote and the dissenting justices stated strong 
opinions against the singling out of the more than 80,000 citizens of the 
United States on the basis of their racial origins (Korematsu v. United 
States 323 U.S. 214: 233-242, 242-248). The fact is that the governmental 
action took place in the face of vigorous opposition by the Department 
of Justice and cannot in any way be regarded as the result either of 
consensus among high government officials or concerted, widespread pub
lic demand. The evacuation was rather a response to limited special in
terest groups on the West Coast, such as the Shipper-Growers' Association 
in business competition with Japanese Americans, and constituted a hasty 
concession in government circles to the implacable prejudice of a single 
army general who happened to command the strategic west coast military 
area (Grodzins 1949: 362-365).

Nevertheless in March 1942, the evacuation was ordered and there was 
no rescinding it. The consequences directly and immediately affected 
some 110,000 people and had to be dealt with promptly. What has since
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been generally judged as a very bad decision led to a determined effort 
by the United States government to undo the effects of that decision. The 
undoing of the evils has been paid far less attention than it merits. Within 
a few days of the evacuation order. President Roosevelt created a civilian 
agency—the War Relocation Authority—and appointed as its director 
Milton K. Eisenhower, who was soon replaced by Dillon S. Myer, both 
experienced in the administration of agricultural programs growing out 
of the New Deal. It became clear early, as these men sought to deal with 
the problems of 110,000 men. women, and children suddenly made home
less and excluded from the coastal states, that the policy pursued would 
proceed on wholly different assumptions from those that prompted evac
uation. It must be emphasized that the War Relocation Authority im
mediately saw the issue in terms of the restoration of human rights (Myer 
1971).

During the 35 years since the evacuation, the label ‘‘concentration 
camp" has repeatedly been loosely applied to the communities which 
were established for the Japanese Americans. To do so obscures the issue 
which the policymakers in the WRA recognized as fundamental. As might 
have been expected as one effect of the decision to evacuate, organizations 
and individuals immediately appeared who sought to bring about complete 
imprisonment of all the evacuees, both citizens and noncitizens. Pressures 
to move in this direction were very strong in a country at war with the 
Japanese and in a phase of that war, during early 1942, which was going 
steadily against the United States. There were individuals and groups who 
assumed that evacuation had been ordered as a result of real evidence 
that all persons of Japanese ancestry in the United States were a serious 
threat to the country’s security. The facts that very little evidence was 
ever presented, that that which was offered was extremely flimsy, and 
that even this was not applicable to the overwhelming majority of the 
evacuees were not known to the public at large. The influential columnist, 
Westbrook Pegler, wrote regularly but without solid information that the 
Japanese Americans were extremely dangerous. The American Legion 
passed a resolution in convention calling for the total imprisonment of all 
persons of Japanese ancestry (Spicer 1945). Such influences continued 
strongly during 1942 and led the Un-American Activities Committee of 
the House of Representatives to institute a noisy investigation. The pres
sures mounted steadily for making concentration camps out of the tem
porary communities which the Army had built and for which the WRA 
had taken the administrative responsibility. A segment of Americans had 
rapidly become convinced as a result of the misleading action of evacuation 
that the U.S. citizens and their parents were dangerous enemies who 
should be deprived of all human liberties. This resulted in the urging of 
real concentration camps, that is, places where the men, women, and 
children were to be imprisoned indefinitely with no possibility of getting 
out. The demand for this kind of treatment reached as far as both the 
House of Representatives and the United States Senate. It was in this
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situation of intensifying demand for repressive measures against’the eva
cuees that the War Relocation Authority had to forge its policy for fulfilling 
the mandate given by President Roosevelt, namely, to provide for the 
welfare of the evacuees (Tozier 1946).

WRA POLICY AND ITS VALUE FOUNDATIONS

It would have been an easy course to pursue at the time to accede to 
the demand for concentration camps. This was not, however, the path 
that the WRA took. On the contrary, its policymakers struggled to look 
at the situation from the view of law and civil rights, of the long-term 
cultural adjustment of the Japanese Americans in the United States, and 
of the effects of arbitrary confinement on a racial basis of young American 
citizens, in short, in the broadest possible framework of human problems 
of an uprooted segment of the population of the United States. Consid
eration of the problems from the standpoint that the evacuees were human 
beings and most of them citizens of the United States required the for
mulation of a set of principles for shaping policy. The values adopted as 
the basis of WRA action might be summed up as anti-concentration camp 
values resulting in nonrepressive policy. More positively, the WRA pol
icymakers chose to open up the whole of the United States apart from 
the newly restricted West Coast to resettlement by the Japanese Amer
icans. This resulted in a conception of the camps which the Army had 
built for the reception of the evacuees as “way-stations” on the path back 
into normal American society. This basis of policy was fundamentally 
opposed to the concentration camp policy advocated by the various groups 
and individuals who had been misled into believing that the evacuees were 
dangerous people. It was a difficult policy to pursue, one that required 
courage on the part of the policymakers in a nation actively tooling itself 
for all-out war with the Japanese. Nevertheless the WRA formulated its 
policy position with great clarity in the course of its first year of existence 
and, ultimately with the help of the War Department and always supported 
strongly by the Department of Justice, followed through to execute the 
policy with great consistency and finally liquidated itself as the war came 
to an end (Myer 1971). It is ironic that the way-stations into American life 
which the WRA called relocation centers are still often spoken of by 
commentators on the evacuation and its aftermath as “concentration 
camps” (Bosworth 1967; Daniels 1971). It was precisely to forestall the 
appearance of such institutions in American life that the WRA devoted 
itself.

The WRA approach to achieving its policy goals was many-sided. It 
maintained constant, close liaison with representatives of the Justice De
partment which had not essentially changed its position that mass evac
uation of American citizens could not be justified on any grounds and 
which fully expected that forced detention of the Nisei citizens would 
quickly be declared unconstitutional as Nisei proceeded to bring suit. The 
top officials of the WRA encouraged the War Department to learn what 
the Office of Naval Intelligence (Ringle 1942) already knew before evac
uation, namely, that there was reason to assume that Nisei were the most 
actively loyal among American citizens; Army teams were encouraged
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to visit relocation centers and interview Nisei for service in Army Intel
ligence units; and in 1943 the WRA cooperated fully with the Army in 
developing its plan for reopening Selective Service to Nisei and urging 
them to volunteer for military service. From the summer of 1942 the WRA 
arranged for Nisei to leave the camps for seasonal agricultural labor in 
the mountain states. Thus the WRA moved rapidly on several fronts for 
establishing the relocation centers as temporary way-stations, not per
manent prisons, from which those evacuees who were able and willing 
could move out even while war with Japan was in progress. It was this 
broad approach to the problems created by the evacuation which the WRA 
initialed early and which it pursued through the four and one-half years 
of its existence, ultimately resettling some 25,000 evacuees before the end 
of the war and closing out all the centers and the agency itself by the 
summer of 1946.

THE BUREAU OF SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

This conception of the use of social science was applied first in one of 
the relocation centers which had been established on an Indian Reservation 
and over which the Commissioner of Indian Affairs had retained some

SOCIAL SCIENTISTS IN THE WRA

As an integral part of its program to reintegrate the evacuees into normal 
American life and to forestall efforts on the part of some Americans to 
create concentration camps, the WRA enlisted the aid of social scientists. 
This was carried out in a novel manner not theretofore employed in at
tempts to bring social science knowledge to bear on administrative prob
lems. It was assumed that there would be difficult problems confronting 
administrators as a result of the fact of sharply differing cultural back
grounds between themselves and the evacuees and that these problems 
would be constantly recurrent in the day-to-day operation of the relocation 
centers. In order to resolve such problems it would be necessary to retain 
as part of the working staff individuals who would learn the nature of the 
motivations and the cultural influences affecting the behavior of the ad
ministered people; this called for social scientists who would constantly, 
through observation and interview, be in touch with the population of the 
relocation centers. The approach also called for frequent contact between 
the social scientists and the administrators, so that problems small and 
large could be freely discussed; moreover, since there were various levels 
of administrators involved from the relocation centers to the several levels 
of administration in Washington, it would be necessary to maintain the 
working contacts between social scientists and administrators at all levels. 
This kind of structure was eventually achieved, so that at least three levels 
of administrators had available informed social scientists as staff advisers. 
What was novel about this arrangement was, first, that it constituted an 
employment of social science not on the assumption that it consisted of 
already completed bodies of knowledge, but rather that it was a developing 
understanding of human phenomena and, second, that social scientists 
could be employed effectively within the administrative organization, 
not only as occasional consultants outside the structure.
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jurisdiction. The Commissioner at that time was John Collier, who had 
earlier made an effort to employ anthropologists in an Applied Anthro
pology Unit in the Bureau of Indian Affairs (McKeel 1944). With the 
establishment of a relocation center called Poston on the Colorado Indian 
Reservation, John Collier conceived the idea of setting up an applied 
social science unit to assist in the administration. He placed the unit under 
the direction of Alexander H. Leighton, who named it the Bureau of 
Sociological Research and proceeded to hire as his assistants two an
thropologists, Edward H. Spicer and later Elizabeth Colson. Leighton 
was a psychiatrist who had been associated with the anthropologist Clyde 
Kluckhohn and who had carried out field research among the Navajos and 
the Eskimos. The Bureau of Sociological Research (Leighton and Spicer 
1945) set a pattern of procedure which influenced the later development 
of social science utilization in all the other relocation centers. It relied 
heavily on a staff of evacuees, both Nisei and Issei, for its knowledge of 
evacuee attitudes, viewpoints, and ways of behavior. Leighton, as.head 
of the Bureau, established constant working contacts, both informal and 
formal, as an adviser with the Director of the center.

John Collier, as Commissioner of Indian Affairs, had demonstrated 
much interest in the application of anthropology to problems of Indian 
administration. He advocated the view that the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
ought to be employed as a laboratory for the better understanding of 
problems of administration (Collier I945). He had hired Leighton with this 
approach in mind and gave him a free hand to develop it in the relocation 
center at Poston. While the first focus of attention in the Bureau of So
ciological Research was on the evacuees and how they saw their problems 
and sought to solve them, the Bureau rapidly found itself studying the 
administrators as intensively as the evacuees. Bureau staff frequently 
attended administrative staff meetings of various kinds and quickly found 
themselves viewing each problem situation in terms not only of evacuees' 
but also of administrators' attitudes and behavior. Each problem and each 
solution was studied as a compound of both.

In October 1942, when the Bureau of Sociological Research was just 
beginning to function adequately, a series of beatings of evacuees by other 
evacuees and related disturbances broke out in Poston, culminating in a 
general refusal of the evacuees to carry on any but the most necessary 
work for the maintenance of the center. The strike was accompanied by 
withdrawal of evacuees from the administrative offices and by demon
strations with Japanese music and speeches. The administrators were 
isolated from the community for several days, the military police (sup
posed to confine their guard duty to the perimeter of the camp) entered 
the center with armed vehicles, and there was thus immediate threat of 
the breakdown of the peaceful conditions which had prevailed. Negoti
ations were arranged and, at first tense and difficult, they resulted in 
increased understanding and new forms of organization with more evacuee 
participation in management. The head of the Bureau of Sociological 
Research took an active role in advising the administrators who effected 
the settlement and prevented the taking over of the camp by the military 
police.

This crisis, which was a result on the one hand of the cross-currents
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of conflict among the Japanese Americans and on the other of fear and 
mishandling of situations by some administrators, was analyzed and de
scribed in a book published by Leighton in 1945, The Governing of Men. 
The study effectively presented the approach which had been developed 
in the Poston research unit by Leighton and Spicer and their evacuee 
assistants. It was quite clear that the work of the Bureau was not conceived 
as a study of the evacuees to be packaged for the better understanding 
of their ways by the administrators. It was rather an ongoing analysis of 
the interaction of administrators, at first quite ignorant of evacuee attitudes 
growing out of recent and earlier experience with American prejudice and 
discriminatory laws, with Japanese Americans wracked by internal con
flicts in their communities and without clear clues as to what their future 
would be in the United States. This analysis of the successive adminis
trative situations in which evacuees and administrators participated was 
interpreted by Bureau staff for evacuee leaders who developed in the 
center as well as for the WRA personnel. Leighton’s published account 
shifted the focus from Japanese Americans as persons with a unique and 
unfamiliar cultural background to human beings under a variety of stresses 
in a process of mutual adaptation with administrators also under stress 
in an unfamiliar setting. The book contributed to both a broader under
standing of the Japanese-American experience in the United States and 
of administration as a process involving administrators and administered 
people.

THE COMMUNITY ANALYSIS SECTION

While the Poston strike and some other relocation center disturbances 
were in progress, an effort was being made in the WRA in Washington 
to bring social scientists into the agency's program on a larger scale. When 
the WRA was first organized, it included among its top administrators an 
anthropologist-turned-administrator, John H. Provinse, who had worked 
in the Soil Conservation Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Provinse had taken a prominent part 
in the formulation of the value principles on which the nonrepressive 
WRA policy was based. Together with Dillon S. Myer, former director 
of the United States Conservation Service, and Philip M. Glick, govern
ment attorney of varied experience, Provinse, as Chief of the Division of 
Community Management, had participated in forging the policy. He also 
had as early as May 1942 conceived the idea of employing social scientists 
with knowledge of Japanese cultural background. He had been able to 
hire only one by the fall of 1942, John F. Embree, who was employed at 
first as historian in the Reports Division. Embree and Provinse were 
engaged in persuading the director of the WRA that Japanese experts 
could help the administration of the agency when the Poston and other 
disturbances broke out. These crises in relocation center affairs had a 
prompt impact on the general public and on Congress, whose members 
began to wonder whether after all concentration camps might not be the 
solution. Both the House and the Senate instituted investigations, which 
ultimately vindicated the WRA approach, but which in late 1942 were 
ominous for the WRA open-door policy. Embree had already moved far
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THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY ANALYSTS

Administrative Relations. The basic formal relationship of the com
munity analysts, at both the Washington and the relocation center levels, 
was that of staff advisers. The head of the section in Washington met in 
regular staff meetings with the division heads and the director of the 
agency. In some cases community analysts in the relocation centers par

in convincing the top administration that scientists familiar with Japanese 
background could be useful. Now with reports coming in that the staff 
of the Bureau of Sociological Research had played a helpful role in a 
constructive outcome of the Poston crisis, the director of WRA became 
convinced that Provinse’s plan for more social scientists should be acted 
on immediately. The hope was that it would help to forestall any further 
disruption of the relocation centers. Two outside consultants—Robert 
Redfield and Conrad Arensberg, anthropologists who had visited the cen
ters briefly during the summer of 1942—both supported Provinse and 
Embree’s proposal that a social science unit be created.

The result was the formation of the Community Analysis Section within 
Provinse’s Division of Community Management (Embree 1944). Embree 
became the head of the section and proceeded to hire as his assistant a 
sociologist, Frank Sweetser. Their plan, following the objective of locating 
social scientists at all levels in addition to the Washington office staff of 
two, called for placing an analyst in each of the ten relocation centers. 
Within three months they had filled the nine field posts, other than Poston, 
with seven anthropologists: Weston La Barre, E. Adamson Hoebel, Mor
ris Opler, Marvin K. Opler, John DeYoung, Charles Wisdom, and G. 
Gordon Brown, and two sociologists: John Rademaker and Forrest La- 
violette. Thus by the late spring of 1943, one year after the formation of 
the WRA, a working team of social scientists had been established, linking 
all the centers with the Washington office.

Meanwhile a difference in policy thinking had developed between John 
Collier and Dillon Myer resulting in the withdrawal of Collier from ad
ministrative responsibility for the Poston center. The Bureau of Socio
logical Research was eliminated, and Leighton and Colson resigned. About 
the same time Embree and his assistant Sweetser also left the WRA to 
take other war-related jobs, and Spicer took Embree’s place in Washing
ton. Another anthropologist, David French, became Community Analyst 
at Poston. The Washington office staff was increased by the addition of 
two anthropologists. Katharine Luomala and Rachel Sady; later they were 
joined by another anthropologist. Margaret Lantis. Two of the sociologists 
first hired, Laviolette and Rademaker, resigned after only short tours of 
duty, as did two anthropologists. La Barre and Hoebel. They were even
tually replaced by Asael Hansen, Charles Hoffman, and Edgar McVoy, 
sociologists, and Elmer Smith, anthropologist. Thus reorganized with 
some turnover in personnel, the later addition of sociologist J. R. Mc- 
Farling. and leaving two of the centers without analysts for extended 
periods, the Community Analysis Section continued operation until the 
liquidation of the agency in June, 1946. In all it employed 21 social sci
entists, 13 anthropologists, and 8 sociologists.
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ticipated similarly in staff meetings, but more often the relationship be
tween analyst and director of a center was informal. Some analysts never 
developed any regular sort of communication with administrators. The 
fact is that with only two exceptions. Morris Opler who had been a member 
of John Collier’s Applied Anthropology unit in the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Mekeel 1944) and G. Gordon Brown who had worked with a British 
colonial administrator in Africa (Brown and Hutt 1935), none of the social 
scientists had had prior experience in applied situations. Moreover, none 
of the administrators had had any experience in the utilization of social 
scientists as members of their staffs in daily operations. No well-under
stood model for a working relationship existed. The result was much 
variation, and the communication which developed depended heavily on 
the personalities of both analysts and camp directors.

Whatever communication did develop with respect to daily operations 
was chiefly oral rather than written. Some memoranda were written, but 
the WRA program was fast-moving, making constant demands on ad
ministrators’ time, so that oral communication was better adapted to 
getting relevant information into the administrative process. In Washing
ton the head of the section, drawing on the flow of reports to him from 
the centers and on his own frequent trips to the centers, reported regularly 
in staff meetings on evacuee attitudes, reactions to programs and regu
lations, the activities of evacuees in the centers, and the growth of or
ganization among them. What he said was for most Washington division 
heads an important source of comprehensive knowledge about the currents 
of thought and trends of reaction in the evacuee communities, as opposed 
to the bits of information about specific matters connected with their 
particular operations. At the relocation center level analysts were faced 
with a different situation. Here the administrators were all in close touch 
with many evacuees in the course of carrying out their responsibilities 
and were not isolated from evacuee contacts; reporting that filled the 
administrators’ needs was thus more difficult. One of the most successful 
roles was as participant in meetings between the camp director and his 
assistants and various evacuee administrative groups, such as the block 
managers, and evacuee committees organized for particular purposes. 
Here the role was not simply reporter of information but participant in 
decisions affecting operations. The analyst in such a role combined an 
awareness of the viewpoints of both administrators and evacuees and 
often was able to bring about adjustment of differences simply by stating 
the differences clearly. An analyst who demonstrated this sort of capacity 
usually gained the confidence of evacuees and was relied on for aid in 
getting fair consideration by them. Not all analysts had such negotiating 
ability or interest, and those who did not tended to withdraw from op
erating participation and spent more time in the preparation of written 
reports which the Washington Community Analysis office constantly 
requested.

Community Analysis Reports. From the beginning the Community Anal
ysis Section undertook as a major responsibility the preparation of reports 
which were mimeographed in quantity and distributed throughout the
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agency (Spicer 1946). The first of these by John Embree treated such 
matters as “Dealing with Japanese Americans" (which contained a dis
cussion of race and culture and the institution of the go-between, among 
other things), “Japanese Groups and Associations in the United States," 
and “Notes on Japanese Holidays." While short reports on special Jap
anese customs continued to appear occasionally throughout the program, 
the subjects of the reports quickly changed character, beginning in Feb
ruary 1943. “Causes of Unrest in Relocation Centers," “Army Registra
tion at Granada," “Preliminary Survey of Resistances to Resettlement 
at the Tule Lake Relocation Center," “An Analysis of the Segregation 
Program," and “The Tule Lake Incident" were the subjects of reports, 
for example, during 1943 and early 1944. Such reports indicated the shift 
of focus to urgent immediate problems of center administration as they 
became more complex, with the Army’s decision to reopen Selective Ser
vice to Nisei, the WRA initiation of its all-out resettlement program from 
the centers, and the creation of the “segregation center" at Tule Lake. 
The reports ranged from five to a dozen or more pages and were circulated 
among all WRA personnel. More than 50 such reports were issued (see 
Spicer et al. 1969 for complete list).

By November 1944 the Community Analysis Section decided that there 
was need for a regular and frequent reporting of the effects of the WRA 
programs for resettlement and center closing on evacuee attitudes and 
organization. A series of trend reports was initiated, collating information 
from all the centers, which shortly became weekly. Thirty of these were 
prepared and distributed and were widely read by evacuees and WRA 
staff. They were issued throughout 1945, until the closing of all the centers 
at the end of that year, as the Supreme Court decided that Japanese 
Americans could no longer be excluded from the West Coast. At the same 
time a series of studies of attitudes of West Coast communities to which 
Japanese Americans were returning or expected to return were initiated: 
“Prejudice in Hood River Valley—A Case Study in Race Relations," 
“West Coast Localities: Sacramento County and City," “West Coast 
Localities: Imperial Valley," and others.

The most influential of the Community Analysis written reports among 
the agency personnel were probably those that reported directly the results 
of analysts' interviews with evacuees of various viewpoints. Notable 
among these were Morris Edward Opler’s “From a Nisei Who Said ‘No’" 
and “A Nisei Requests Expatriation." These were products of the Army’s 
registration program which required evacuees to fill out a registration form 
containing a question that came to be labelled the “loyalty question." 
Many*Nisei gave replies of “no" for various reasons ranging from deep 
anger at the whole evacuation program to wild and careless defiance of 
what they felt was arbitrary government power. Some Nisei then sought 
to renounce their U.S. citizenship and ask for expatriation to Japan. The 
“morass," as some WRA staff called it, of conflicting attitudes and loy
alties among the Nisei was only slowly realized by the administrators. 
The direct reporting of interviews which were then circulated among 
administrators at all levels was a major influence in the steady growth of 
understanding on the part of administrators, most of whom had begun
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Relations with Evacuees. In the job descriptions for the position of 
“Social Science Analyst” (the Civil Service name for what WRA called 
Community Analyst) there was no mention of any responsibility to the 
people administered by the agency for whom the analyst was to work. 
The position was described entirely in terms of responsibility in reporting 
and other matters upward to administrators in the line organization. The 
community analysts nevertheless found themselves immediately in situ
ations in which it appeared that there were additional responsibilities, 
namely, to the evacuees from whom most of the materials with which 
they worked were derived. The Bureau of Sociological Research staff, 
first in the field, came promptly up against some problems. The first was 
a result of a complete misunderstanding by administrators of the nature 
of social science research. This lack of understanding was not surprising, 
in view of the absence of prior experience with staff social scientists. It 
had to be made clear by the director of the Bureau that his staff was not 
aiming at the collection of information on individuals, even though indi
viduals were the source of all the knowledge which the research was 
developing. In short, the sources of information were not to be made 
available to the administrators, only the results of interview and obser
vation on an anonymous basis. This procedure had to be learned by the 
administrators and was eventually accepted. They ceased to look to the 
Bureau for information about any particular individual and realized that 
they had to rely on other members of their staff for that, such as Internal 
Security officers and welfare workers, whose work depended on the iden
tification of individuals. The limitation on what was made available came 
up again when investigators of the House Un-American Activities Com
mittee appeared in the relocation center. The BSR staff decided to make 
portions of their materials completely unavailable because the handling 
of hearings in Los Angeles had made it apparent that the investigators 
could not be relied on for fair and reasonable handling of evidence. The 
decision of the Bureau would probably have forced its staff into illegal 
actions if the investigators had pushed the matter, but they did not, and 
so the problem was avoided rather than solved.

These experiences made it clear that there was a responsibility to eva
cuees which was not at first accepted by the administrators or the agency 
as an arm of government. The problem was dealt with both formally and 
informally by the Community Analysis Section. The responsibilities of 
analysts were defined in terms of providing to administrators only infor
mation about group processes and structure and attitudes and viewpoints 
anonymously reported. This was finally fully accepted as policy by the 
WRA, although to some administrators it raised questions about any real 
utility the analysts might have. In practice it meant that analysts main
tained confidential, as well as other, file material. In all analysts’ reports 
the confidentiality of “key informants,” through whom they worked con
stantly, was scrupulously maintained. The question of the availability of 
confidential file material is of course still a controversial matter being

their service in WRA with no knowledge whatever of the background of 
Japanese Americans or of the real nature of the impact of the evacuation 
on them.
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Scientific Obligations. A third kind of responsibility, which is to be 
regarded as an imperative in all instances of applied social science, was 
also recognized and acted on by some individuals and by the Community 
Analysis Section as a whole. This is the obligation to colleagues in the 
social sciences to interpret the results of the experience in application.

decided by the courts in connection with government supported research. 
No case of breach of confidence was ever complained of by any evacuee.

Despite the absence of obligation to report to the administered people 
as provided in the analysts'job descriptions, probably every analyst chose 
to assume some kind of such responsibility. All the Community Analysis 
offices in the centers had staffs of evacuees who provided information for 
the analysts' reports, oral and written. Every analyst knew that what was 
done in his office was known eventually in some form in the evacuee 
community. No system of classified reporting was developed. The work 
of the analysts was, in short, common knowledge among the evacuees. 
Moreover, the mimeographed reports that emanated from the Washington 
office were available equally to evacuees and “appointed personnel," as 
the WRA employees were called. In addition most, if not all, the analysts 
became intimate with a number of older Japanese with whom they fre
quently discussed the problems of relocation life from the social scientist’s 
point of view. Reports prepared for the Washington office of the Section 
were often worked out jointly with such close associates of the analysts. 
In these relationships the influences undoubtedly worked both ways, so 
that in some degree the analysts’ viewpoints and analyses became known 
in various levels of leadership in the evacuee communities. This did not 
mean, of course, that the analyses were accepted as the basis for evacuee 
cooperation or opposition any more than the Community Analysis reports 
were accepted as the basis for action by the administrators. In both con
texts they were part of the situation, sometimes exerting strong influence, 
sometimes merely providing knowledge of alternatives not incorporated 
into policy or program of either evacuees or administrators. There is no 
question, however, that in two or three centers the intimate relations 
between influential Japanese and Community Analysts affected the course 
of events.

It should be pointed out that both the final reports of the Bureau of 
Sociological Research and the Community Analysis Section devoted con
siderable space to the history of interethnic relations of the Japanese 
Americans in the United States. The social scientists apparently regarded 
it as impossible to prepare reports for their scientific colleagues wholly 
apart from their obligation to the people studied. While the background 
material may be regarded as merely necessary for an understanding of 
the analysis of, in the case of The Governing of Men, a particular crisis 
in one relocation center and, in the case of Impounded People, the dy
namics of community development under the relocation center conditions, 
the character of the introductions to the two reports suggests a great deal 
more. The social scientists were in both instances concerned to present 
what may be called a vindicating picture of the Japanese Americans for 
a general reading public by clearing away the misleading implications of 
the action of evacuation.
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The responsibility as fulfilled by individuals is best and most fully rep
resented by Leighton's study focussed around the Poston general strike 
(Leighton 1945). In the published book Leighton makes an analysis of the 
particular relocation center situation in terms of general ideas about the 
nature of human psychological types—stereotype-minded and people- 
minded—and provides a hypothesis regarding their behavior in a specific 
type of administrative situation. This idea might be applied further in, for 
example, the selection of personnel for particular administrative assign
ments. Leighton, however, went further in his book and developed an 
elaborate theory regarding the behavior of individuals and of communities 
under different forms of “stress.” The book was widely read by social 
scientists as well as by a general reading public and constituted a contri
bution of some influence in the fields of both administrative management 
and psychology.

Individual community analysts also made some contributions in the 
special fields of their interests. For example, Morris Opler (1944), Marvin 
Opler (1950, 1958), John Embree (1943, 1944), K. Luomala (1947), E. C. 
McVoy (1943), G. Gordon Brown (1945), E. R. Smith (1948), and E. H. 
Spicer (1945, 1946, 1952, 1969) published in various journals, ranging from 
the American Anthropologist to the Utah Humanities Review, analyses 
of different aspects of the relocation program. It was true also that the 
Community Analysis Section as a whole made an effort to meet this sort 
of obligation. The final report of the Section, prepared by four of the 
analysts, was obviously aimed at social science colleagues (Spicer et al. 
1969). The report focuses on the Japanese Americans as uprooted people 
seeking to build a new kind of community life after extreme disruption. 
It analyzes the processes of reorientation of the generations in relation 
to each other and to the United States. Lacking the explicit formulation 
of theory that characterized The Governing of Men, Impounded People 
presents a concrete account of life in the relocation centers organized on 
an implicit framework of processual analysis.

The work of the Bureau of Sociological Research and the Community 
Analysis Section is hardly to be understood apart from the total activity 
of the War Relocation Authority. A striking characteristic of these applied 
science units was their thorough integration into the total program. They 
served the overall goals of the agency just as did the other specialized 
structures of the WRA, as organs of the whole. Hence any evaluation of 
what the social scientists contributed is best carried out in the light of an 
understanding of the whole accomplishment of the wartime agency.

Orientals in the U.S. The WRA program played a decisive role in the 
interplay of opposing processes which came into operation in the United 
States beginning with the arrival of the first Chinese immigrants in the 
1840s, following the Taiping Rebellion and during the California gold rush. 
On the one hand, prejudice against the Orientals grew rapidly in the 
western states, culminating during a first cycle in the Chinese Exclusion 
Act of 1887 (Lee 1960). One effect of this legislation was the stimulation 
of new immigration from Asia, specifically from Japan. A new cycle of
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anti-Oriental prejudice developed, as thousands of Japanese entered the 
United States. Novelists such as Peter B. Kyne wrote romances rooted 
in the belief that a “Yellow Peril” threatened California and that Japanese 
were everywhere infiltrating the defenses of the country. New efforts to 
stop Oriental immigration, this time directed at the Japanese, were suc
cessful. Surges of anti-Oriental feeling repeatedly swept California and 
the western states (McWilliams 1944: 14-72). By the 1920s discriminatory 
legislation of several kinds was enacted. The intermarriage of Orientals 
and “Caucasians” was prohibited; Alien Land Laws kept first generation 
Orientals from owning land (Millis 1915: 316-319; Kawakami 1921: 
103-122); and, far-reaching in its adverse effect on the adaptation of 
Japanese to American life, U. S. citizenship was denied to persons of 
Asiatic birth. These laws sanctioned and confirmed the various local dis
criminations stimulated by the widespread prejudice and gave rise to new 
suspicion toward the Japanese, both first generation immigrants and their 
children who were American citizens by virtue of birth in this country.

On the other hand, at the same time that hostility toward the Japanese 
grew, the immigrants and their children were making a notably successful 
adaptation to American life. The outbursts of popular feeling against them 
led to their becoming the special subject of investigation. The United 
States Immigration Commission carried out studies as early as 1910 to 
determine whether they were actually as popularly depicted. The reports 
of the Commission revealed that among all the immigrants from Asia and 
Europe, the Japanese were making an outstandingly rapid and successful 
adaptation (Millis 1915: 251-275). They were surprisingly quickly adopting 
American ways. They were keeping their children in school, and they 
were moving up in the economic and occupational scale. Later studies 
showed that the educational achievements of the second generation in the 
public schools and universities were exceptional (Strong 1934). Thus de
spite the persistent hostility and attempts to exclude Japanese Americans 
from participation in American society, they continued to exhibit all the 
signs of good adjustment. The processes of cultural assimilation and eco
nomic adaptation produced results in marked contrast with the negative 
beliefs about Orientals. These beliefs nevertheless continued to be held 
in some segments of the West Coast population as late as the 1940s.

WRA Policy in Perspective. The evacuation order in February 1942, 
was a drastic move by the federal government in support of the restrictive 
actions against Orientals which had begun in the 1880s and continued 
through the 1920s. The action came as a result of the power suddenly 
conferred in wartime on a particular commander of the Western Defense 
Command—General John L. DeWitt, whose ideas about Japanese ex
pressed the extreme in anti-Oriental prejudice (McWilliams 1944: 251; 
Grodzins 1949: 262-267). The order establishing the WRA which imme
diately followed resulted, however, in action directly contrary to that 
initiated by evacuation. The Presidential decree did not in itself define the 
nature of that action; it merely created the new caretaking agency for the 
Japanese Americans. It was the men who took control of policy in the 
WRA who initiated the action counter to the older repressive trend against 
Orientals in American life.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

Influence on Policy. The social scientists in the WRA played a part both 
in policymaking and in day-to-day operations. With respect to policy the 
major figure was the anthropologist John H. Provinse, who was from the 
beginning of the agency’s life prominent in the highest level of policy 
decision. He was one of the original of the President’s appointees along 
with Milton Eisenhower and continued in his same role after Dillon Myer 
succeeded Eisenhower as director. Provinse held the position of chief of 
the Community Management Division throughout the agency’s existence. 
He participated with Myer, former director of the Soil Conservation Ser
vice in the Department of Agriculture, and Philip Glick, government at
torney with wide experience in various agencies, in the first policy 
decisions which moved WRA decisively in the direction of nonrestrictive

Results of the WRA Program. As the WRA moved toward the elimi
nation of restrictions on the evacuees, it did so in close collaboration with 
the Department of Justice, which had strongly opposed mass evacuation 
from the first. Within a year the WRA found itself working closely with 
the War Department, which in its upper levels was flexible and open to 
consideration of facts about the Japanese Americans, in contrast with the 
lower level of the Western Defense Command. The efforts of the WRA 
were directed primarily to undoing the effects of the evacuation order, 
that is. to opening up the relocation centers promptly to resettlement by 
both first generation and Nisei Japanese Americans, the reopening of 
Selective Service and the armed services to the Nisei, and finally the 
restoration of the evacuees to their land and homes on the West Coast. 
In addition the WRA accomplished other results which worked to the 
advantage of the Japanese Americans. The resettlement program brought 
about a much wider distribution of the Japanese Americans over the 
United States than had characterized them before World War II, thus 
eliminating the concentrations in west coast slum areas. Working in close 
conjunction, the War Department and the WRA succeeded, through a 
program of publicizing the active part by Nisei in both the European and 
Pacific theatres of war. once the armed services were reopened, in dis
pelling the suspicion about Nisei loyalty which evacuation had raised to 
a high pitch. Finally the WRA, through its resettlement program and other 
positive measures, contributed greatly to the diffusion through the United 
States of a broad and sympathetic understanding of the Japanese American 
experience. The growth of this understanding bore continuing fruit after 
the WRA ceased to exist; in 1952, for example, the United States Congress 
removed the fundamental prohibition on the naturalization of Japanese 
and other Orientals (Kitano 1969). Thus the whole restrictive trend nur
tured by anti-Oriental prejudices was reversed and Japanese assumed a 
legal status in American society like that of all other peoples. The essence 
of the WRA accomplishment was the giving of a new and decisive impetus 
to the positive acceptance of Japanese in American life. It is as a part of 
that total effort that the contribution of the social scientists in the WRA 
is to be understood.
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policy. His influence continued along the same lines. In this role he sought 
the aid of other anthropologists. In the summer of 1942 he employed 
Robert Redfield of the University of Chicago as a consultant who rec
ommended that an open-door policy be maintained, that social scientists 
be included among the working staff, and that in general the processes 
of adaptation to American life be continued rather than reversed. In ad
dition, Provinse set up in the Division of Community Management, a 
section of Community Government and employed Solon T. Kimball, an
thropologist, as head of the section. Kimball’s job consisted of encouraging 
and advising evacuees in all the centers with regard to establishing Com
munity Councils (Kimball 1946). He regularly travelled to the centers and 
advised Provinse of developments in community organization, thus con
tributing to Provinse’s understanding of developing structure and senti
ments in the relocation centers. In addition, the Community Analysis 
Section was a part of the Community Management Division and its head 
regularly reported individually to Provinse as well as to the director’s top 
staff group in Washington. Thus Provinse, more than any other Wash
ington official, had available the fullest information on developments 
within the relocation centers and was able to make use of this in fulfilling 
his responsibilities as a top policymaker and head of the Division of 
Community Management. While the community analysts worked only in 
advisory roles, they nevertheless channelled their findings directly to a 
WRA official who functioned in the top level of policymaking. Their 
specific influence cannot be measured, but it is reasonable to presume it 
was important in view of the close working relationship between the 
Community Analysis Section and the Chief of Community Management.

The earliest policy decisions, which determined the WRA fundamental 
position, were made before either the Bureau of Sociological Research 
(BSR) or the Community Analysis Section was in effective operation. One 
of these was, however, in process of formulation as the BSR was beginning 
its reports. This was the decision to open up the centers as soon as 
possible, beginning in some degree in the autumn of 1942. The BSR, taking 
its lead from the Collier policy, tended to emphasize the importance of 
establishing the relocation centers as places of real security in the midst 
of the host of insecurities which had developed in evacuees' lives and to 
hold back with respect to such matters as encouraging Nisei employment 
in agricultural labor during the early fall of 1942. The WRA decision to 
push the opening of the centers came into full force by November 1942, 
and became a point of difference with Collier. As this decision was de
veloped into specific programming, it ultimately took the form of a na
tionwide (except for the West Coast states) resettlement program. Called 
the “Relocation Program,” it became a major focus of WRA activity. The 
agency set as a goal the emptying of all the centers if possible before the 
war should end, a very bold program; it was justified by the WRA poli
cymakers on two primary grounds: (1) the need to prevent what it was 
assumed would be the demoralizing effect on the evacuees of living in 
government-administered communities for any length of time, and (2) the 
importance of moving evacuees back into the mainstream of American 
life before the end of the war so that there would be the least possible
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discontinuity in their long-term adjustment in American society. In the 
development of this policy the community analysts (CA) played what 
might be called an indirect role.

The CA reports from an early period in the beginning of 1943 described 
what took definite form as “resistance to relocation." Evacuees were not 
ready to give up the relative security of the centers for the uncertainties 
of life in wartime America far from their familiar West Coast. A vigorous 
leadership within the center communities came into existence promptly 
which took the position that the Japanese Americans should not let them
selves be “pushed around" any further. This leadership continued to be 
strong for the duration of the centers. The community analysts learned 
a great deal about the values and the attitudes connected with this evacuee 
position, which one analyst called “resistance to freedom" (Embree 1943). 
Living intimately with the people who maintained these attitudes and 
gathering details regarding the position, analysts tended to conclude that 
the all-out effort at resettlement during the war was an impossible goal. 
They tended therefore to be at odds with the WRA employees, who were 
charged with getting the evacuees to resettle promptly. The analysts saw 
those activities as a “hard sell" approach which was likely to encourage 
increasing opposition. They did not recommend against the relocation 
program, but they did continue to report constantly the negative devel
opments in the centers. In a sense the view which their investigations led 
the analysts to favor was correct. The WRA did not succeed in resettling 
from the centers quite 25,000 evacuees after two and one-half years of 
the relocation program. The maximum goal was not attained. However, 
the fact that relocation outside the centers was a very active part of the 
WRA program was in itself an important indication of government policy 
regardless of achievement of the declared goal, and moreover, the reset
tlement of thousands of evacuees in Chicago, for example, established a 
new and highly favorable condition for the future of the Japanese Amer
icans. The Community Analysis Section’s pessimism was vindicated, but 
the relocation policy had wider implications to which the policymakers 
were paying attention and that fell outside the purview of the analysts' 
circumscribed operations.

The community analysts played a somewhat similar role in connection 
with the second major policy decision during their period of effective 
operation. In order to open the way to the all-out resettlement program, 
the suspicion that evacuation had engendered among the American public 
and that had invaded the national Congress by the winter of 1942-43 had 
to be dealt with. The policymakers of WRA believed that in order to open 
the centers for the evacuees it would be necessary to give concrete evi
dence that they were not dangerous. This decision called for a screening 
of evacuees so that the WRA could give official approval of “leave clear
ance" for each one who chose to resettle. Working with the War De
partment. the WRA developed a plan for “separating the loyal from the 
disloyal." This involved submitting what was called a loyalty question, 
differently phrased for Nisei and Issei. The theory was that the answers 
would serve as the basis for classifying all the evacuees into two groups, 
those who could be vouched for as loyal to the United States and therefore 
safe for resettlement and those who could not. The latter group would
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then be denied leave clearance and held in what was designated a “seg
regation center” for the duration of the war. while the “loyal” would be 
encouraged to resettle out of the nine remaining relocation centers.

The screening did indeed result in two groupings, but the community 
analysts were intensely aware that the classification was faulty. Hundreds 
of young men and women, citizens of the United States, believed that 
they had not been treated as citizens from the moment of evacuation; they 
refused to answer the loyalty question at all or answered it negatively in 
a spirit of deep criticism of the United States government for having dealt 
with them as it had. Others had already decided that they could feel no 
loyalty to the United States, even though they had been among the most 
devoted to the country before the evacuation, and sought somehow to 
renounce their citizenship and go to Japan. It was clear, even though the 
questions were modified in accordance with suggestions by Nisei and Issei 
for making them more realistic, that what the screening did was simply 
to demonstrate that the evacuation had roused complex feeling in the 
evacuees about their place in the United States and about the relations 
of citizen children and noncitizen parents. The community analysts played 
a leading part in recording and describing these attitudes and viewpoints 
and diffusing knowledge of them throughout the WRA personnel. Their 
reports, together with those of the Army and WRA interviewers, gave 
solid evidence that the projected segregation of the “disloyal” in the 
segregation center of Tule Lake could not be a neat separation of evacuees 
potentially dangerous to the United States from those who could be safely 
given leave clearance. The screening simply was not accomplishing that. 
The community analysts, along with many other WRA staff, knew, in 
short, that the segregation program was not what it purported to be. They 
were not asked for a recommendation; but the top policymakers had been 
made as aware as they of the true situation. Nevertheless they proceeded 
with the plan for segregating all those who answered “no” to the loyalty 
questions in the segregation center apart from the “yes” answerers in 
the other nine centers. The justification for following through with the seg
regation policy remained what it had been, namely, that only in this way 
could the overwhelming majority of evacuees be given leave clearance 
for resettlement. A screening had been carried out and this could be made 
known to the general American public. The several thousand sent to the 
segregation center consisted of some who definitely were or had become 
anti-United States; the majority did not share such sentiments. They, 
however, in the eyes of the policymakers had to be regarded as a sacrifice 
for the great majority.1 Once segregation was carried out, the WRA pro
ceeded with its full-scale relocation program.

The third major policy decision made after Community Analysis came 
into operation was that to close down the centers completely at the end 
of 1945 before the war was over. This was a result of the termination of 
mass exclusion in December 1944, in response to which the WRA set 
closing dates for all centers except Tule Lake before the end of 1945 (ten 
Broek 1954: 173-174). The immediate evacuee reaction in the centers was 
that, despite complete freedom to return to their homes or wherever they 
wished on the West Coast, there would remain in the centers an unre- 
locatable “residue.” Community analysts, again, deeply involved in the
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relocation center perspective for the most part, appeared to believe this 
for several months of the new program as they reported in detail the 
evacuee reactions. The WRA, however, proceeded on the assumption 
that all evacuees would be out of the centers except Tule Lake by January 
1946. Analysts found themselves predicting that the program could not 
be accomplished and again found themselves wrong. The closing was 
accomplished more speedily than the WRA expected after the end of the 
war in August 1945, even though at the beginning of the year 60,000 
evacuees were still present in the relocation centers.

In each of these instances regarding major policy decisions during the 
period of activity of the Community Analysis Section, it is significant that 
the findings of the analysts led them to doubt the feasibility of the new 
WRA programs. What seems to be demonstrated is that the social sci
entists were so deeply involved with their own special field of competence, 
namely, the attitudes and viewpoints of the administered people, that they 
were not in a position to develop views fully relevant to overall policy. 
The data with which they were deeply familiar constituted only one of 
the several elements that had to be taken into consideration by those who 
made the broad policy decisions. Nevertheless it may be said that, as a 
result of the Community Analysis work, each of the new directions in 
policy was decided on in full awareness of the impact on evacuees, even 
though that factor was not deemed the most decisive in making top policy.

Cross-Cultural Interpreters. It was as cross-cultural interpreters that 
the social scientists in the WRA were hired. That is, recognition by the 
administrators in charge that their staff would be working with Japanese 
Americans of very different cultural background from themselves led to 
the view that assistance would be needed from specialists with knowledge 
of the unfamiliar ethnic ways. The expectation of problems arising out of 
the cultural differences played a part in the establishment of both the BSR 
and the CAS. In both instances, within a very short time the conception 
of “cross-cultural problems” was widened to include not only those stem
ming from Oriental in contrast with Western customs and beliefs, but also 
those resulting from differences of viewpoint and objectives between 
minority and dominant peoples, and ultimately between administrators 
and administered. In short, the idea that help would be needed in something 
thought of as a “cross-cultural” situation was adopted and continued 
throughout the life of the WRA, but the realization that the situation was 
complicated by more than one factor came later and steadily broadened 
the approach. The social scientists employed were by no means all spe
cialists in Japanese culture. Only three of the first hired—Embree, La- 
violette, and Rademaker—could be so characterized. All the others 
qualified simply on the basis of other kinds of cross-cultural or community 
study experience.

The WRA experience contributed to the definition of a type of role in 
which anthropologists have practical usefulness. The community analysts 
demonstrated both techniques of investigation and reporting and the nature 
of needs created in situations in which bureaucratic administration im
pinges on administered people who are not part of the bureau formal
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NOTES

'For accounts of the heartbreak and turmoil which characterized the segregation center, 
see Spicer et al.. Impounded People. Pp. 178-186. 229-241. 267-276. and Rosalie H. Wax 
Doing Fieldwork. Pp. 59-174. The vivid portrayal of effects of the WRA “sacrifice” by 
Rosalie Wax was a product of a study of the evacuees carried out by another group of social 
scientists including the anthropologists Rosalie Hanke (later Wax). Robert Spencer, and 
Tami Tsuchiyama under the direction of the sociologist Dorothy Swaine Thomas. This study, 
the University of California Japanese American Evacuation and Resettlement Project, con
tinued for the duration of the centers. It was an academic investigation not designed to 
provide assistance to the WRA administrators. It resulted in two major monographs among

r

structure. In the relocation center situation, the reporting by the analysts 
made clear to administrators the nature of the aims of evacuees and pointed 
out the relation between those aims and their recent experience during 
and before evacuation. The WRA administrators, for the most part, ex
hibited a steady growth in awareness of evacuee problems from the evac
uee point of view. In the light of such knowledge the adaptation became 
mutual; that is, most of the administrators in their operations increasingly 
accepted advice and assistance from the whole range of evacuees, old and 
strongly Japanese as well as young and strongly Americanized individuals. 
Increasingly they also learned that they could give far more responsibility 
to evacuees of the older age group in the management of the centers than 
they had at first thought possible or desirable. In this sense there was as 
much adaptation by administrators of their behavior as there was by the 
administered people to the situation in which all were involved.

It was by no means true that the only source of awareness of the evacuee 
viewpoints, aims, and capabilities consisted of the knowledge which the 
community analysts accumulated and made meaningful to administrators. 
The top administrators and others in the agency kept in close touch per
sonally with a variety of Japanese Americans, especially the Nisei leaders 
in and out of the centers (Hosokawa 1969). The Reports Division of the 
WRA carried out some important research into the circumstances of Jap
anese American life leading up to the crisis of evacuation, made summaries 
of their findings, and distributed them to the WRA personnel as well as 
to the general public. A great many of the employees of the agency de
veloped close relations with individuals and families and constantly 
learned in deeper and deeper ways how the evacuees felt and how they 
viewed themselves in relation to the agency's goals and their own. The 
Community Analysis Section was one of the several means through which 
a significant diffusion of knowledge about the Japanese Americans took 
place, both inside the agency and more widely in the United States. 
However, the community analysts were more than gatherers and dissem
inators of information. They had been employed to study the evacuees 
and explicitly to assist the men and women in charge of the WRA in 
gaining an understanding. The existence of the Community Analysis Sec
tion constituted a formal recognition by the bureaucratic agency of the 
importance of knowing the administered people on their own terms. Com
munity analysis became a symbol of administrative concern for unpre
judiced understanding of the people under governmental jurisdiction.
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THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY AS A CASE IN THE

APPLICATION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

By
Edward H. Spicer

The purpose of this paper is an analysis of the work of the

Bureau of Sociological Research and the Community Analysis Section

of the War Relocation Authority as attempts to apply social science

in the approach to and solution of a complex social problem which

arose during World War II.

The Social and Cultural Processes Giving Rise to the The

This order (No.?$Ji)19U2.

sharply bounded and designated as the Western Defense Command.

Approximately 110,000 persons of Japanese ancestry were eventually

included as those to be evacuated. They were removed from all or

portions of the states of Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington,

and the territory of Alaska. The removal was placed in the hands of

the War Department with the Western Defense Command’s General DeWitt

The removal was carried out in two stages, both in thein charge.

i

- (•

"persons of
Japanese ancestry"

wRA was creared as a government agency to attend to the results of
Fc-b*an executive Order issued by President F. D. Roosevelt on far oh £9,

^gyeed1 the removal of allA
from an area of the west coast of the United States

hands of the War Department: (1) immediate removal from homes 

following the March date of.the Executive Order to "Assembly Centers”4

"Problem."
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consisting of race track and fairgrounds areas within the Western

Defense Command and (2) later transfer which was not completed until

November, 19^2, to specially constructed in

between the West Coast and the Mississippi River.

With completion of the second stage, beginning as early as June, 19^2,

the new civilian agency, the War Relocation Authority, assumed

responsibility for the welfare of the evacuated Japanese Americans.

The evacuation was a decisive event in a series which began in

the 18h0’s with the exodus of thousands of south Chinese after the

These Chinese migrated to the United States at theTaiping Rebellion.

time settlers were moving from the eastern states to the western

territories. The immigrants filled important needs of the expanding

Anglo-American society as laborers and menial servants. At the same

time they became the object of racial prejudice, and the foundations for

antagonistic interethnic relations were laid. Anti-Chinese attitudes

grew strong among some segments of the west coast population and these

groups were successful in getting national legislation passed, such as

the Chinese Exclusion Act of 188?. Later, immigration from Japan began

and the Japanese immigrants were met with similar hostile attitudes.

Nevertheless Japanese immigrants continued to enter the United States,

especially the west coast states.

As they did so, prejudice at the level of face to face relations

spread among Anglos, and legislation at both the state and national

During the 1920’s, when the Unitedlevels were promoted and enacted.

States was beginning to be generally concerned to restrict immigration

’’wilderness areas”

’’Relocation Centers”
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from southern and eastern Europe, California and the western states

were swept frequently with surges of anti-Oriental feeling. Novels

such as those of Peter B. Kyne were written based on beliefs that

there was a ’’Yellow Peril. Japanese became the special target of

efforts to cut off immigration and to restrict intensively those who

had already settled in the United States Legislation was passed by

California and other Western states sharply limiting participation

of persons of Oriental background in American life. Aliens of Oriental
fi, ndescent were prohibited from intermarrying with Caucasians, from

owning land, and—the fundamental restriction—from becoming naturalized

citizens of the United States. The laws were designed to cut off the

increase of immigrants from the Oriental countries and to prevent those

already in the United States from acquiring voting or property rights.

Back of all the legislation lay the basic belief that Orientals had

sinister and unfathomable purposes. Yet no limitations were established

on the citzenship rights of individuals born in the United States of
i Oriental aliens. There were thus sharp differences in the degree of

participation in American life between, for example, the first generation

of immigrants called Issei among the Japanese and the second generation

The latter had full citizen rights, although popularcalled Nisei.

prejudice and discrimination was as strong against them as against their

parents.

At the same time that anti-Oriental prejudice and legislation were

developing, the Japanese immigrants and their children were moving

into fuller participation in American economic and educational life.I
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Hard work, traditional interest in intensive agriculture, and high

achievement orientations resulted in their moving into particular

By the 1930's they had becomeeconomic areas with great success.

important producers of celery, strawberries, and other specialized

The necessary land was legally owned by Nisei while managecrops .

They were also successful inment was often in the hands of Issei.

The Nisei in general adaptedsmall businesses, such as restaurants.

quickly to the United States school system and a high proportion graduated

Studies indicated that their adaptation to Americanfrom universities.

society involved a great deal of cultural assimilation, that they

were indeed outstanding among immigrants in record of school achievement

and also in extent of acceptance of American cultural traits such as

dress, language, and occupation. Nevertheless in the atmosphere of

widespread prejudice, a high proportion of Japanese of both generations

were forced to concentrate together in in the west

coast cities and in particular farm industries in which they were able

They^therefore, remained highlyto gain footholds.

was a decisive event in a

It was now extended to their children, sincethe Japanese immigrants.

all persons of Japanese ancestry were required to be evacuated. This

action can then be regarded as an extreme move in a direction

continuing the legislation of the 1920 ’s when the Alien Land Laws

It was a throwback in this sense, reversing a trend awaywere passed.

The evacuation order in March, 19^2, Z
long series of government actions discriminating specifically against

prejudiced and unprejudiced Anglos.

’’visible" to

"Little Tokyos"
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from officially sanctioned discrimination, especially with respect

to the Nisei. It was an action based solidly in the attitudes of a

particular general of the Western Defense Command whose ideas about

Japanese expressed the extreme in anti-Oriental prejudice.

The evacuation order was moreover a result of political pressures

by such organizations as the California Shipper-Grower Association.

These wanted to reduce competition from Japanese in the agricultural

production fields where they had been most successful. Pressure from

this and similar organizations and from newspapers and politicians

supporting anti-Japanese feeling built up steadily beginning a few

weeks after the attack on Pearl Harbor in December, 19^1.

clamor for evacuation of Japanese Americans however did not as a

matter of fact grow strong until late February, 19^2, three months

after Pearl Harbor and two months after the various organizations of

agricultural producers and patriotic associations (such as the American

Legion and the Native Sons of the Golden West) had established

pressures on politicians such as Attorney General Earl Warren of

California. The evacuation order thus had roots in the past interethnic

relations of the West Coast, elements of which could be re-stimulated

by special interest groups under the conditions of Japanese success

in the war in the western Pacific.

The practical problem which the WRA was created to find solutions

for was a complex one involving racial prejudices of high intensity

re-stimulated by a recently declared war, the economic displacement of

’’Popular”
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a small but highly productive and culturally well-adapted ethnic

minority, and a nation attempting to tool itself rapidly to carry on

a war on a global scale. The problems arising from the sudden displace

ment of the 100,000 people, it became immediately apparent, could not

The evacuees were definitelybe solved on a piecemeal, ad hoc basis.

excluded by the Executive Order from free movement in the three west

Represented as dangerous, or potentially so, theycoast states.

could not, according to the terms of the executive order, be introduced

into the population in any way in the states of the Western Defense

Moreover, meetings of the governors of states immediately toCommand.

the east rejected any plan for feeding the evacuees into their populations

While the WRA was stillas free-moving new residents and workers.

recruiting its upper levels of administrators it was perfectly clear

that the evacuees would have to be concentrated somewhere and their

immediate physical needs taken care of, while the policy makers of the

new agency cast about for longer term solutions.

The policy questions which the WRA had to decide, once the

physical locations and facilities of places of concentration were

determined, required answers concerning the legal status of the United

States citizens who constituted two-thirds (65,000) of the whole group,

the probable legal status of any program of detention in the light

of immanent decisions by the Supreme Court on suits brought by evacuees,

industrial needs which the adult working members of the evacuee group

might fill in a wartime nation, the trends of congressional and public

opinion with respect to evacuees moving out of the relocation centers
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during the war or after, the probable reactions of evacuees to

confinement in the centers for the duration of the war, to mention

only those issues of fundamental importance. These questions were

taken up during the months between April, when Milton Eisenhower

the new Director of the agency took charge, and October, 19^2, when

the evacuees had nearly all been moved into the relocation centers

and Dillon S. Myer had replaced Eisenhower.

The three men who played probably the greatest part in the

making of the long term policy decision were l^yer, whose experience

was in agricultural extension and as Director of the Soil Conservation

Service; Philip Glick, a lawyer with wide experience in government;

and Dr. John H. Provinse, an anthropologist whose interests were the

application of social science and who had served in the Soil Conser

vation Service and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. The policy

framework which they constructed and became the persisting structure

within which WRA operated for some four years rested on the following

(1) any sort of detention of United States citizens withoutassumptions:

individual charges would be declared illegal and hence the Nisei could

not be kept in the relocation centers; (2) life in the centers under

bureaucratic supervision would be destructive of individual initiative

and hence was generally undesirable and should be as brief as possible;

(3) resettlement under conditions of ordinary free life in the United

States should be the immediate aim; (^) this should be done during

wartime, because it would be much more difficult afterwards if evacuees
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had spent years under the administered conditions. The decisions, in
short, led to a policy which called for as quick as possible emptying

of the relocation centers and the prompt re-establishment of the

evacuees in the general society.

An alternative policy proposed by John Collier, Commissioner of

Indian Affairs who had encouraged the setting up of two of the centers

on Indian Reservations was as follows. Plans should be made for making

the relocation centers good places to live in for the duration of the

war, whatever length of time that turned out to be. Resources should

be devoted to developing the best possible living conditions;

opportunities should be developed for agricultural production which

would be helpful to the nation in wartime and would give Japanese

Americans scope in their most successful economic field. Communities

of this sort would provide security which could not be hoped for on

the outside in a nation at war with Japan. Schools, hospitals, and

community government should be developed for highest quality and

the evacuees should take important parts in managing them. This

proposed policy was rejected out of hand by the top administrators of

the WRA and at that point Collier withdrew from any further administrative

involvement.

The general policy adopted recognized some of the basic features of the

sociocultural processes in which the Japanese Americans had been involved. *

The evacuation was conceived as an event which had resulted in the creation

of institutions, the relocation centers, which defied constitutional

legality; the WRA as a government agency could not therefore encourage
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their maintenance, except as places of voluntary residence by evacuees

in their re-adjustment back into the general society. Once this legal

basis of policy was clearly defined, then certain responsibilities had

to be accepted by the WRA. The first was the maintenance of the centers,

not as quasi-permanent communities for economic and social development,

but as reasonably comfortable places to and from which evacuees could

The second basic responsibilitymove according to their circumstances.
was to facilitate in every way possible the movement of evacuees out

of the centers into the general stream of American society, this movement

to be contingent on no events in the war or elsewhere; every individual

or family who chose to move out must be assisted immediately in every

way possible. These were the foundations of WRA policy; they clearly

rested on a value position with reference to the past and future of the

Japanese Americans. This was that it was desirable to eliminate every

restriction on the movement and participation of Nisei in American life.

The WRA proceeded to dedicate its activities to this goal. The

main outlines of its policy were maintained until the agency was

liquidated in June, 19^+6. In response to Congressional pressures

certain modifications of the policy, primarily a program for the separation

and the permanent detention of the latterof the

whether Nisei or Issei, took place. The extreme conception of the

goal, that is, the emptying of the centers before the end of the war,

surrenders.

was actually achieved, as a result of the timing of Supreme court decisions, 
b*reformulation of War Dep^tment policy, and the Japanese and German

"loyal and the disloyal"
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Objectives in Establishing the Social Science Units. The Commissioner

of Indian Affairs in initially taking the responsibility for the Poston

relocation center—on an Indian Reservation in Arizona—put into

operation a Bureau of Sociological Research directed by Dr. Alexander H.

The purpose of this unit within the center administration wasLeighton.

to carry on a study of the behavior of the human beings involved, both

evacuees and administrators; it was believed such study would be useful

in understanding the kind of human relations involved in administered

communities of the general type which the Commissioner expected this

relocation center to become in the course of the war. An equally

important goal, as conceived by its director, was an immediate contri

bution to the practical administration of the developing community

which would result in informed and intelligent administration. Leighton

assembled a small staff and was at work in the Poston Relocation Center,

in late June, 19^2. Leighton was a psychiatrist much influenced by

contacts with Clyde Kluckhohn, anthropologist, and John Collier, social

activist and administrator. After nearly a year the administration of

the BSR along with the Poston Relocation Center was taken over by the

WRA, when John Collier withdrew from administrative responsibility. At
the same time Dr. Leighton, who had been lent by the Navy in which he

held the rank of Lieutenant Commander, left the BSR for other wartime

service.

The BSR had been strongly encouraged by Dr. John H. Provinse,

Chief of Community Management in the WRA. Meanwhile he had begun in

the autumn of 19^2 to work with an anthropologist, Dr. John F. Ernbree,

I
I
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towards the setting up of a social science unit in the WRA. He had

been encouraged in this by Robert Redfield of the University of

Chicago. The efforts of Provinse and Embree, who had been hired to

work on the maintenance of an historical record of the WRA., resulted

in the establishment of a Community Analysis Section of the Division

of Community Management in February, 19^3. The conception was

However, the emphasis wassimilar in some ways to that of the BSR.

strongly on immediate aid to administration through the constant

analysis of the relocation centers as communities, the development

of social organization within them and the processes of change in

There was less emphasis on the maintenance of ahuman relations.

record of what happened, although it was implicit that this would

be done inevitably in the course of ongoing community analysis. There

was also emphasis on interpreting the customs and ways of thought of

the Japanese Americans to the administrators who were unfamiliar with

This in fact had to be emphasized in persuading the directorthem.

of the WRA to agree to the establishment of the Community Analysis

The unit was much easier to justify in his eyes on the basisSection.

of interpreting strange customs than on the basis of simply reporting

and analyzing a human community, which presumably an experienced

administrator would be able to carry on as well as a social scientist

unfamiliar with administration.

The objectives in common with the BSR carried on by the CA Section

were the analysis and interpretation, for the benefit of administrators,

of the developing human relations under the peculiar conditions of
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involuntary residence in isolated and bureaucratically controlled

local groups. The fact that the cultural backgrounds of evacuees and

administrators were different was given more emphasis by the CAS but

was not the fundamental focus in either case. The background of the

people to man the units was not defined as necessarily that of

The primary qualification was background in

social science training which equipped one for analysis of total

communities, that is, not simply in political science, or economics,

The decision was made that sociology and anthropologyor history.

training would be the best background and accordingly recruitment

Ultimately, 20 individuals were recruited forwas in those fields.

10 field and three Washington positions, seven of these with background

Only two, both sociologists, hadin sociology, 13 in anthropology.

any previous experience in the study of Japanese persons or communities.

Only two, both anthropologists, had had any-previous experience in

the application of social science—M. E. Opler who had worked for a

time in the Applied Anthropology Unit of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

and G. Gordon Brown who had worked in an experimental program in the

application of anthropology in an African colonial situation. All the

others had been trained purely in academic social science and had no

experience that could be called application.

The work accomplished with reference to the objectives for which

the social science units had been set up was strongly influenced by

the lack of training in practical action programs. It should be

pointed out, however, that the administrators with whom the analysts

"Japanese experts."
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worked most closely also lacked background experience which equipped

them to make use of staff social scientists. The situation, therefore,

A conception of suitable and effective

roles within the organization had to be worked out as the working

situation developed.
Relations with administrators.Working Roles and Relationships. a.

The fundamental role for analysts as conceived in establishing the

social science units was that of staff serving the administrators in

charge of policy formulation and of programming for policy execution.

This meant that the Community Analysts were conceived as working in

However, to whom they were to channelpurely advisory capacities.
not clearly defined and remained to beinformation and analysis was
and analysts in contact with one another.worked out by administrators

to have been very general, namely, thatThe initial conception seems

analysts would develop a stockpile of information which might be drawn

It was planned that this would be

(local) level and that information prepared

there would be channeled to the central (Washington) office and made

Circulation of information beyondavailable for administrators there.

any one local unit would be the function of the Washington Community

Analysis office.

The working out of this staff advisory role took various forms and

slowly crystallized in different ways at local and Washington levels.

In the BSR there was a very early, within two months, establishment of

on by any members of the WRA staff.
n done at the relocation cefer

were fluid and experimental.
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a pattern of reporting relationship. This consisted of the attendance

of the director of the BSR at all general top staff meetings, in which

he participated freely, reporting orally on information which the unit

had gathered and responding to questions of all the administrators

(division heads) present. This was supplemented by much informal

contact between the BSR director and the Project Director (the chief

administrator) and also by the submission of written reports to him.

There came to be, in the course of a year, a ready flow of information

and results of analysis which the top administration could use or not

Communication channels were well established at theas they chose.

The pattern of the BSR director’s regular participation withtop level.

division heads became fully accepted in the course of a major crisis,

the Poston strike, four months after the establishment of the unit—a

situation fully reported on by Leighton (19^5).

At other relocation centers somewhat different communication lines

were set up and became the rule during the four years of existence of the

In at least three there were never any patternedrelocation centers.

The Community Analyst worked largely in isolation fromarrangements.

other parts of the administration, irregularly talking with various

members of the administration and with evacuees in administrative positions

in the center, passing on selected information and discussing issues as

In such centers the only formal and regular channels ofthey arose.

communication were those which were required by the Washington office

of the Community Analysis Section in its periodic reporting system on

assigned topics.
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At the other extreme were arrangements like those of the BSR

during its existence at Poston, namely, regular attendance at top

staff meetings with encouragement to participate on the same basis

as the administrators present. In only two centers did this sort

In the remaining five centersof communication become established.

clear patterns were established for local communication; theyno

varied from intermittent participation in staff meetings, on request,

with informal contacts with various administrators at other times to

regular requests for written reports by the local center director

he was specially interested in and no formalon matters which

participation with any other administrators.

In general, it probably can be said that communication channels

tended to be informal and that they tended to be as much with all

levels of staff as with top administration. What actually developed

depended heavily on the personalities of the Community Analysts and

the administrators whom they were supposed to advise. There were

Analysts who never became focused on any of the practical problems

in the centers and spent their time gathering materials for

ethnographic descriptions of center life; at the same time there were

others who became so concerned withand involved in certain selected

practical problems that they never succeeded in preparing on paper

systematic analyses of any of them.

The staff advisory role was developed in the Washington office

very much as it had been at Poston by the BSR. The head of the CA

section participated in top staff meetings regularly along with the

Ki
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chiefs of division—Community Management, Solicitorsw Officep Operations,

Administration, Reports (Public Relations), Statistics, and Relocation^—

the Director, and selected section heads (as occasion called for their

special knowledge). The CA head was accepted as having a special area

of information and knowledge—evacuee attitudes, reactions, and interests—

and was frequently called on for comments on proposed or operating plans

His information went into the mill along with that on Unitedand programs.
States public opinion, legal developments on evacuee status, budget

prospects, evacuee reception in places of resettlement, etc. as the

This participation was all oral.basis for decisions by the director.
Only very rarely was a written report on any specific subject asked for

by the top administration for use in policy meetings. However, requests

did come for particular written reports from the Community Management,

Statistics, and Relocation chiefs of division. The majority of written

reports prepared were decided on by the Community Analysis staff on the

basis of their knowledge of areas of special concern, ignorance, or

unconcern on the part of the administrators locally or in Washington;

perhaps fewer than twenty-five percent were prepared in response to

requests from Washington top administrators.

The other side of the Washington CA role in communication of

advisory information consisted in the preparation and dissemination of

These dealt with a great variety of informationmimeographed reports.

and analysis (listed below). As indicated, the majority were prepared

on the basis of estimation of needs by CA personnel. This depended on

contact with the ongoing programs in all their phases. The head of the
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section spent time with a few Washington administrators keeping in

touch with program development and frustration; he also called for, and

in most cases received, CA letters from the centers reporting on program

On the basis ofprogress as well as evacuee reactions and attitudes.

these materials topics were selected for more extended treatment and

reports were prepared and disseminated throughout the WRA administration,

local and Washington levels. The early reports were occasional and

often extended, amounting to more than 20 pages. The later generally

disseminated reports were brief and frequent, such as the

Reports" summarizing current reactions at the centers to the rapidly

developing WRA program of center closure in its final phase.

The social science units were not conceivedb. Relations with Evacuees.

as relating their findings directly to the administered people, but

rather as indirectly serving their welfare through the administrative

This was essentially a "colonial ft situation.structure. The social

scientists agreed to accept pay from the agency which had almost

total power over the evacuees in the relocation center communities.

They agreed to advise the power-holding agency about the nature of the

evacuee community, its structure and orientations, and leave the

decision as to how to use such information in the hands of the policy

makers and program administrators of the agency. This was the basis

of the relationship with the people who were the primary object of

study by the analysts.

All the analysts sought personal relations with evacuees in the

usual manner of the field anthropologist. They selected relationships

"Weekly Trend
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on a "basis of their own personalities and those of the assistants

they chose, the assistants being in all cases evacuees. The usual

principles of representativeness were attempted but not systematically

Selection followed the usual key informant techniques ofachieved.

anthropologists in the field. Every analyst was subject to open

scrutiny "by members of the evacuee community, the purposes of CA not

Besides assistants, both Nisei and Issei, who became paidbeing kept secret.

staff members and participated freely in data-gathering and staff discussions,

there was in each center unsolicited (but usually encouraged,

contact with responsible members of the community who sought to find out

the nature of the CA work and what uses the information was put to.

Each analyst kept confidential files of information which came to

them about individuals, files which were not open for general use in

The content?of such files were used in advising thetheir offices.

administrators according to the discretion of the analyst. The

Washington office urged that no information about any individuals be

given to the administration and particularly nothing that might be in

The gathering of such information was defined asany way incriminating.

strictly the business of Internal Security, not of CA.

The channels of communication of findings to evacuees were not very" -

systemically. developed. : Although it was recognized that analysis and

information could be helpful to the Community Councils and Block Managers

and individuals in leadership positions., no formal channels with them

were established, but informal relations did develop in a variety of

ways.

once begun)
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The Product: The Nature of the Reporting. The reports produced fall

(1) ethnographic description, (2)into four different categories:

viewpoints (Spicer 19^6). All the types were focused on defining

situations in connection with which the administrators recognized

problems; this was the criterion for reporting. Special emphasis

was placed in the CA reports on making clear those factors in the

backgrounds; this was regarded as themajor responsibility of the CAS

However, it must not be concluded that reports dealt

only with evacuee viewpoints and characteristics; they dealt also,

although the emphasis was rarely there, with the viewpoints and

characteristics of the administrators. The book by Leighton, The

Governing of Men, reported explicitly on administrators1 behavior

and analyzed it in relation to WRA program objectives. Leighton

described and illustrated two general types of behavior—"people-

and and presented detailed analyses of the

At the time Leighton published this study (19^5) he was nottypes.

a member of the WRA staff. The CAS never made such explicit written

analyses for presentation to administrators in the regular channels.

However, it should be pointed out that analysts in several centers and

in the Washington office frequently discussed informally with

administrators the consequences of different kinds of admini s t rative

in all its work.Z

situations which arose from the evacuees’ cultural and situational 
, . , ... . /

current trend reporting, (3) situational analysis, and (4) evacuee

minded11 ’’thing-minded”
/I

consequences of administrative behavior based* olF the contrasting
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No collation of analystsT conclusions on this topicapproaches.

was ever made. Nor were recommendations in writing ever made in

terms of alternative administrative approaches possible in given

situations and the related probable consequences.

In general the written reports of analysts, in contrast with the

oral reporting of many of them, were descriptive and analytical. A

technique of recommendation was never developed; in fact, it is difficult

to discover in any of the written reports the development of viewpoints

which generated, or might have generated, systematic recommendation in

The overwhelming impression is that analyststerms of alternatives.

were too preoccupied with becoming familiar with and describing the

One senses that (and this confirmssituations which confronted them.

the head of the section’s impressions) the analysts uniformly accepted

and concurred in the general value position adopted by the top policy

makers of the WRA—which we may call

they were sensitive to actions by individual administrators and

policies adopted in particular centers which they regarded as inconsistent

with the general objectives, but there developed no leadership by CA in

systematic policy guidance to the WRA administration either at the

Reporting remained devoted, when it wasWashington or the local level.

not purely descriptive, to implicit, rather than explicit, criticism

of departures from the general policy. By hindsight it appears that

training sessions could have been devoted to explicitly analyzing the

tenets of general policy and developing through interaction among

the analysts a set of principles for evaluating any given situation

"non-restrictive policy"—and that
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with reference to the general policy. This was not done. The general
conferences of analysts called by the Washington office were devoted to

consideration of techniques of data gathering and reporting and exchange

of information about the different situations in the several centers.

One type of report which was more common at the beginning of the

program, but appeared sporadically throughout was simple description

of strange (to Anglos) customs of the Japanese Americans. These reports
consisted of short notes on Japanese language usage, courtesy customs,

folk beliefs and other miscellaneous matters which appeared to analysts

to be interesting, usually as bases of misunderstanding between Anglo

administrators and evacuees. These were popular with administrators

generally. Longer reports were prepared dealing with more complex and

deeply misunderstood matters such as status and cultural position of

the Kibeis educated in Japan. A long report of 30 pages on this subject

was widely circulated and, presumably, cleared up many misapprehensions.

administrators and analysts as potential sources of misunderstanding.

These were ordinarily fairly long and contained implied recommendations,

but did not become explicit on recommended action. Examples are
IIReport on an Unorganized Relocation Center which dealt with the situation

in the early stages of community organization in a single center; it

attempted to point out factors leading towards evacuees organizing

themselves to oppose paternalistic tendencies in the administration of

Another CA report,the center. in the wake of

1

”A

A second type of report sought to increase understanding of 

particular situations which distrubed administrators or appeared to

’’The Tule Lake Incident,”
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a rebellion against WRA administration at what became the segregation

center tried to point out the major factors, such as for example, the

concentration in a single center of dissident elements and some pro-

Such reports

They were long; they were essentially academicwere not widely read.

in approach, tending to summarize past events and circulated at times

when the fast-moving events of the program made them obsolete in the

context of newly developing administrative problems.

Closely related to the
simply reported evacuee viewpoints and were essentially records of

interviews with evacuees of various ages and backgrounds. The most notable
!fof these were a result of the "registration program in the spring of

19^3 when the WRA was forced, against the better judgement of its top

administrators, to carry out a program of separation of

The complex set of factors which made it impossible to

carry out any realistic separation of this sort became evident as soon

the interview program on which the separation was to be based wasas
The simple record of interviews revealed more clearly forinaugurated.

the WRA staff than any formal description the nature of the problems

Such reports were widely circulated and widely used infor evacuees.
Similar reporting, although not in theconjunction with the program.

same verbatim way, was also carried out by the CA section in connection

with surveys and interviews of areas of the West Coast to which evacuees

began returning as the program for center closure was inaugurated in I9U5.

x----
1

"loyal and

"situational" analyses were reports which

Japanese leadership following the "sorting for loyalty."

disloyal."
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These were interviews with non-Japanese in communities to which

Japanese Americans were returning. These were used in limited ways
in planning specific strategy for particular evacuees 2n their return.

In the final phase of the WRA program the CA section produced a

long series of hastily prepared weekly trend reports, attempting to

report to Washington and center staff and evacuee groups in the

centers the reactions of evacuees to what had finally become an

involuntary movement geared to a deadline for closing the agency.

The trend reports were focused on the evacuee reactions and tended to

give much less attention to the administrators1 attitudes. There

was little detectable influence of these reports on administrative

action, although they were sometimes used by evacuee groups in their

efforts to slow down the program for closure and make it less

decisive.

Finally, one may gain insight into the assumptions in terms of

which the CA section was guided by examining its final report,
i Impounded People (1969)3 edited by the head of the section. This sums

up from his point of view the important findings of the CA section

The general form is that of anduring its period of existence.

academic report, descriptive and analytical, without any conceptual

guidance from social science except as it is purely implicit in the

There are no recommendations; there is no framework oforganization.

processual analysis related to the action goals of the WRA as adminis-

The only relationship which the report seems to beartrative agency.

to the agency operation is that its subject matter is very definitely the

to—
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nature of the changing communities of Japanese Americans under the

relocation center conditions. The focus is, in fact, although it

remains implicit in the report, the dynamics of human relations under

administered community conditions. The report recounts the growth

of the different social structures which developed in the centers,

those among the various segments of the evacuee population and also

those involving the Anglo administrators and the Japanese Americans.

The cultural products of these relations, such as orientations towards

in the centers, evacuee opposition to and acceptance

of the WRA resettlement program, motivations behind declarations of

loyalty and disloyalty, and finally the reactions to center closure

are described and their manifestations in center life are analyzed. In

general this summarizes the approach of the CA staff, but there were

individuals among the analysts who did not accept this academic approach

and who as individuals advocated the evacuee causes in connection with

one aspect or another of the WRA program. These did not dominate CA
a policy.

Ethical Issues and Responsibilities. The CAS, and the BSR before it,

accepted as primary responsibility the obligation to serve the WRA

agency as its client. This meant the obligation to report to the

WRA administrators research which they were paid to carry out. There

was however a definition of obligation here which both BSR and CA
This involved a distinction betweenpersonnel participated in.

information about individuals and about group behavior; the former was

i

"a dayTs work”
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defined as not available to WRA administTatars - Any use of such

information was disguised and individuals were rendered unidentifiable.

It required some adjustment of administrators to accept this distinction.

but in general it was accepted after some resistance, even though it

made CA appear as largely useless in the eyes of some administrators.

Other distinctions such as that information bearing on internal security

of the centers and espionage activities were completely outside the

province of CA was eventually accepted but had to be made explicit by

the CA section. Thus CA participated in aspects of the definition of its

advisory to the WRA administration.

Generally the analysts expressed obligations to what the WRA

defined as the object of investigation, the evacuees. This was not

expressed consistently in formal arrangements to make CA information

and general understanding available to evacuees.

centers analysts developed close working relationships with various

individuals and groups among the evacuees who were taking community
i leadership roles, and this was encouraged from the Washington office.

The evacuee staffs of the analysts served in these cases as channels

of communication with the evacuee community at large, but also there

were arrangements through individuals who were information sources but

not as paid members of the CA staff. The latter were probably the most

effective channels of communication. Precisely what sorts of information

were effectively used by the evacuee community was never recorded and

nothing can be reported about the impact. It is true that individual

evacuees found assistance in terms cf morale, information, and specific

<7

However, in some

role, but accepted the general role as
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support through various analyst friends. No channels with formal

organizations of Japanese Americans were opened through the Washington
office of CA. Thus it may be said that the sense of obligation to

serve the interests of evacuees, who were the primary object of study,

was never formalized, although it was constantly on the tongues of

analysts and led most of them as private individuals to be constant

critics of WRA programs. Awareness of this in some centers led to

distrust of CA on the part of administrators.

In only a general way was responsibility to social science

colleagues accepted and recognized. The reports of the CAS were

prepared more often than not from an academic point of view, as

descriptive records of the whole WRA relocation center experience.

The final report of the section epitomizes this. Leighton went

farther in his report on the BSR work presenting it in the form of

a body of conceptualized and theoretically interpreted data with

recommendations. Other published reports, by CA analysts, fell far

short of being related to any body of theory in the social sciences.

In view of the absence of materials prepared in the framework of

social science, it may be said the CAS generally placed responsibility

to colleagues at a third priority level, below that to client and to

people studied. All three kinds of responsibility were recognized,

Client (WRA), 2. People studiedand the priorities were clear: 1.

(evacuees), 3. However, it should be emphasized that theColleagues.

responsibility to the client was recognized and fulfilled in a very

limited way; the emphasis was overwhelmingly on provision of selected
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kinds of information with very little attention given to formulating

policy recommendations and program alternatives. The social scientists

did not, in short, emerge as informed critics of the WRA program; they

were severely limited, apparently, by their training, and their reports

tended to be wholly academic in approach. On the other hand, although

definitely academically oriented, the social scientists, with the

exception of the director of the BSR, produced only a body of descrip

tive data; they never fulfilled in a significant way the obligation

to colleagues by preparing, either during or after the program, a

conceptualized study of the relocation center phenomena aimed at

contributing to any body of academic knowledge. Finally, aside from

many services as individuals to evacuees, the analysts did not with the

exception of the analyst at Tule Lake Segregation Center attempt to make

their knowledge or reports useful in any way to organizations of or

spokesmen for evacuees.

Evaluation. For comparative analysis of cases in any effort to promote

general understanding of practice and possibilities in the uses of

applied social science, we need answers to the following questions:

1.

What goals was the use of social science designed to further?2.

3.

U. Were these consistent with the proposed application?

5- What alternative goals and uses were possible in the given 
situation?

What roles were established specifically for the application of 
social science?

How did the program served relate to processes of social 
and cultural change which it was designed to encourage or 
discourage?
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6.

1. The WRA program was built on the principle that the citizen members

of a minority group ought to be removed from restrictions which a wartime

action had imposed on them. WRA policy based itself on the principle

that Japanese American Nisei be restored to full and equal participation

with other citizens in United States society and that Issei be returned

This policy placed the WRA in directto their former, alien status.
opposition to the restrictive position taken at first in 19^2 by the War

Department and lined the WRA up with the Justice Department which had

In general, the WRA position was in support of whatopposed evacuation.

after the war became a trend towards extension of full civil rights to

This position had to be maintained byOrientals in the United States.

the WRA in the face of active opposition from citizen groups such as the

American Legion, the House Unamerican Activities Committee, individual

Congressmen and Senators, influential columnists such as Westbrook Pegler,

and many others.

The basic policy of WRA had been decided on before social scientists2.

There were however three other

These were the decisions to sort out the loyal from

the disloyal and segregate and maintain complete restriction of movement

Division of the WRAon the

with an aggressive program for immediate resettling of evacuees outside

the relocation centers, and to close the centers during 19^5 before the

What contribution did the application make to the goals of 
the program?

were brought in as such to the agency.

basrc policy decisions which had to be made after the establishment of the 

social science units.

"disloyal," to establish a large "Relocation"
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end of the war.

not sought in the processes of making these decisions; they were not

admitted to the top policy circle which decided them.

The immediate problems which gave rise to the hiring of social

scientists were demonstrations in the relocation centers by evacuees

against specific features of relocation center management. The issues

involved in these demonstrations came to be recognized generally by

the administrators as deeper than the complaints over inadequate

housing and hospital facilities which were voiced by evacuees. It

was recognized in a general way that conflict among evacuees stemming

from factional and generational splits in the pre-war communities were

intensified by the experience of evacuation and the conditions of

involuntary concentration in the relocation centers. WRA administration

came to the conclusion that social scientists could help in informing

the administrators concerning the many causes of conflict, both within

the evacuee communities and between them and the administrators. The

scientists were therefore hired to study the evacuee attitudes and

reactions under the relocation center circumstances and report them to

the administrators. This, it was thought, would make for administration

in the better interests of both evacuees and administrators and would

prevent conditions arising in the centers which would obstruct the

program for removal of restrictions. The goals, then, which social

science was to serve were those of bringing about the most peaceful

possible arrangements in the centers with the least possible restriction

on the evacuees.

Formal participation of the social scientists was
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The social scientists were established as staff advisers to the3.
WRA administrators. They were regarded as facilitators of the policy

already and to be established. Their responsibilities were wholly

advisory and they were permitted to fulfill these in a variety of

No rigid structuring of their relations with the administratorsways.

or evacuees was required; in general they functioned in the following

They set up offices in the centers and hired evacuees as researchway.

They planned their own research topics and operationsassistants.
than from the localwith direction from the Washington CAS office rather

Some operated almost entirely as data gatheringadministrators.

organizations oriented toward academic interests rather than the

immediate practical problems of administration. Most operated as

informal advisers to the top administration on current problems and

as contributors to analysis of the problem situations identified by

At the Washington level there was regularthe Washington CAS staff.

participation in top staff meetings, where the CA representive was

recognized as having a kind of specialty information along with that of

This kind of information was presented when called fordivision heads.

This specialized knowledgewith reference to particular problems.

concerned evacuee attitudes, reactions, and viewpoints relevant to

It was treated by the Director of theaspects of the ongoing programs.

(who made the ultimate decisions) as one type of factor thatagency

required to be taken into consideration for any program formulation or

In short, information about evacuees was considered alongevaluation.

with budget considerations, personnel capabilities, intergovernmental
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relations, public opinion, and international relations as necessary

for most decisions of importance. In some instances it had the

highest priority, in others very low priority.

In connection with the three high policy decisions made after

the social scientists were hired, the kind of information in which

Thus in connection with the segregation policy

of primary importance were decided by topand program, the factors

administration to be (1) dominant attitudes in the United States Congress

The CAS collected information .which made it

clear along with information gathered by United States Army Intelligence,^/

and other means that a simple separation of evacuees into

The process of interviewing itself altered

people’s attitudes moment by moment; most Nisei were in a state of

doubt about their loyalty, whether to parents or to a country which

flouted their citizenship rights. Dozens of factors which made the

categorization irrelevant to actual danger to the United States were

uncovered and led to conviction by WRA administration that the

segregation policy demanded by various groups in the United States could

never accomplish its ostensible goals. Nevertheless, WRA decided that

if it conceded and set up the program, this would make possible the

carrying out of the policy for lifting all restriction on evacuees
n I!disloyal. WRA therefore proceededwho did not declare themselves

with segregation, the knowledge that it had, partly as a result of

CAS research, not being given the greatest weight in the decision.

B, 
|

■

and (2) maintenance of the non-restrictive policy with regard to a 
b h U 11majority of the evacuees.
A

the analysts became specialists was regarded as important but not of 

overweaning importance.

"disloyal" was not possible.

"loyal" and
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The CAS was also through its interviews and surveys instrumental

in making clear the nature of in connection

with the WRA efforts to open the relocation centers wide and encourage

the evacuees to resettle somewhere in the United States while the

war was still in progress. Most analysts inclined to regard the

However, WRA did not scale downresettlement program as unworkable.

their efforts to resettle as many as possible; on the contrary they

steadily intensified efforts. Ultimately it was demonstrated that

only a small percentage, about one-fifth of the evacuees were interested

The rest remained in the centers despite the aggressivein resettlement.

In this sense the CA analysis was demonstrated toresettlement program.

Yet the CA reports were used as the basis for devisingbe sound.

In general analysts, and certainly this was true of the author, did not

approve the policy, regarding it as unrealistic in the sense that it

turned out to be and also as working against the policy principle of

maintaining the centers as places of some security. However, CAS never

made the analysis which could have been decisive in this policy decision,

namely, one which would have included a study of the relations between

relocated evacuees and those remaining in the centers and projections

regarding effects on the center life of alternative volumes of resettled

Here alternative programs could haveevacuees over different periods.

been assessed, but the method was not employed and hence a kind of

unstated conflict persisted between CAS and the personnel of the

Relocation Division.

techniques which were aimed at, and to some extent worked towards, 

breaking down the evacuee leadership who opposed immediate/resettlement'r

’’resistance to freedom,”
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Something similar to the resettlement program developed in connection

Here again with their attentionwith the final program of center closure.

fixed on evacuee attitudes in the centers, analysts generally regarded the

closure program as unworkable and believed that if it were made to work,

it would in some degree do so in the face of a principle of maximum
As inhumane treatment of evacuees which WRA was thought to stand for.

the case of resettlement, it appears in hindsight that the nature of the

conception of their work which the analysts maintained did not lead them

They were completely absorbed into make long term predictions.
understanding the immediate situations in front of them, which called for

much close attention and the constant gathering of new data in the ever

processes which were in operation.

u. The advisory role was not wholly consistent as it was developed

This inconsistency has

A

It appears now that the top administrators,late in the WRA program.
! chiefly those who made the first basic policy decisions, were the ones

who made the long term analyses, not the social scientists. I believe

that this kind of role was not understood by the head of the section,

who tended to work on close range problems in the same way that the

It was in the end not the socialrelocation center analysts did.

science analysts who guided the administrators into those decisions which

led to the long range solution of the problems of lifting restrictions

with a goal of long term analysis and advise.

been considered with respect to major policy decisions that came

changing situation. The head of the section did not arrange to remove 
dk h P J- S ,'/ I >

himself^far enough from the demands of analyzing the immediate scene to 

allow time for developing a longer term view of the whole and of the
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on the Japanese Americans; the administrators themselves without

social science staff were responsible for their formulation.

5- The alternatives not taken which would have been more or less

consistent with the basic original policy decision would have been

(1) to maintain the centers with no active resettlement program and

consequently probably only a tiny trickle of evacuees, if any, into

the larger society during the war and (2) to develop the centers as

Collier proposed into vigorous communities engaged in agricultural

production and a variety of creative community activities. So long
as no restraints were imposed on evacuee movement out of the centers

these would have been possible even after the Supreme Court decisions

in the Endo and other cases on the unconstitutionality of detaining

Nisei. Centers without WRA taking responsibility for obtaining jobs

and acceptance outside them would have been a rather negative policy;

it could have been done, but would have been a sort of fence-sitting,

If

the center development program had been adopted there are interesting

possibilities, providing Congress were willing to appropriate funds

throughout the war for this sort of development. In certain ways such

a policy would have been unacceptable to the Issei, who would have

asked for whom they were developing the center land: For Indians?

For whom other than themselves? They would have had in some way to

have been assured of a developing stake in the centers commensurate

neutral program which probably would have resulted in fewer and fewer 

WRA personnel being kept and much dissatisfaction among evacuees.
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with the effort they put into it. There is a great chance that this
program would, have failed, for lack of cooperation, especially judging

from the limitations on work which the Issei and many Nisei imposed

from the beginning. If it had been successful, then there would

have come the problem of resettlement after the war with no active

program relating them to the United States public having been carried
on in the meantime. Such considerations as these would have to be

gone into in detail as to the possibilities if we are to assess the

administrative wisdom involved in the alternative which the WRA took.

Other alternatives urged by various segments of the United States

population were in complete opposition to the basic value premise on
which the WRA worked and cannot be imagined or explored from the WRA
basis. These would have required the maintenance of such restriction

as developed in the months immediately following the evacuation order—

all families held under total surveillance, Nisei already in the armed

services forced out and put with their fami 1 i es in the restricted

communities. Administration probably would have developed on a basis

of increasing restriction, increasingly repressive and the effects would

have been negative with regard to maintaining and stimulating loyalty

The effects of increasingly repressive,to the United States of Nisei.

or even ordinary restrictive administration, on family life as well as

on national loyalty would have been destructive. There is no space to

go further in this analysis here. The fact that this alternative had

strong advocates in United States society should be emphasized, however,

because that fact makes clear the great significance of the choice

which the WRA administrators made.

■ \
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A third general sort of alternative is one which was on the

minds of some of the analysts from the heginning of their service.

This is the greater participation of Japaenese Americans in the policy

decisions of the WRA. This was advocated almost immediately by various

Japanese organizations after the evacuation. Several organizations

The Japanese American Citizens League which

expressed no opposition to evacuation at the beginning and therefore

earned the hostility of most Issei and many Nisei maintained an informal

advisory relationship with the top administration of the WRA throughout

the war period until the dissolution of the agency. Without ever

taking time to work out all the consequences of participation of

Japaense Americans outside and inside the centers in policy determination

most analysts were advocates of greater participation. Again however

of the moment and spent their time makingthey succumbed to the

analyses of relocation center situations in relocation center context

rather than in the context of the total Japanese American society. They

did not therefore contribute to the understanding of this alternative or

provide any basis for the rejection of it; the WRA administrators did.

however, decide against formal Japanese-American participation in any

The effects need further analysis.way.

6. The social scientists made an as-yet unmeasured contribution to

clearer understanding of Japanese American viewpoints and cultural

This was applied by the administratorsorientations by WRA administrators.

in the organization of community institutions in the centers by placing

evacuees in charge of various operations and by asking evacuees for advice.

“A

were formed at different times for the purpose of ’’helping the WRA

’’urgency”

solve our problems . ’’
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The important differences in life orientations of Nisei and Issei

came to be understood by top administrators with some aid at least of the

BSR and CA reports oral and written. It is a question whether the
social scientists added much of importance to the understanding which

developed among the more sensitive of the administrators in the course
of trying to do their jobs. What the analysts contributed cannot now

be measured. They were in most centers and in the Washington office

definitely a part of the process of getting acquainted and in the

process of changing attitudes to permit good working relations. They

assisted administrators, and in some instances evacuees, in becoming

aware of the factors stemming from minority group experience and from

bureaucratic administration which gave rise to strain and sometimes

conflict in various center situations.

alternatives and their probable effects.

It does not appear that the social scientists took much 

responsibility in any major policy decisions; they did^define their 

role in terms of helping administration chart courses through possibleA
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THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY AS A CASE IN THE

APPLICATION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE*

By•ir*
Edward H. Spicer

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the work of the Bureau

of Sociological Research and the Community Analysis Section of the War

Relocation Authority as attempts to apply social science in the solu

tion of a complex social problem which arose in the United States dur

ing World War II.

The WRA was created as a government agency to attend to the re

sults of an executive Order issued by President F. D. Roosevelt on Febru

ary 19, 19^+2 (U.S. Department of interior 19^6: VIII-IX). This order

(No. 9066) opened the way to the removal of all

from an area of the west coast of the United States sh

bounded—and designated as the Western Defense Command. Appr oximat ely

110,000 persons of Japanese ancestry were eventually included.

Xhey-~wer.e_jiemoved from all or portion^ of the states.to be evacuated,.
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*This chapter is based on a paper prepared for a symposium called ’’Across 
Generations” coordinated by Barry Bainton and presented at the annual 
meeting of the Society for Applied Anthropology at Tucson, Arizona, 
April, 1972.
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THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY AS A CASE IN THE

APPLICATION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE*

By
Edward H. Spicer

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the work of the Bureau

of Sociological Research and the Community Analysis Section of the War
Relocation Authority as attempts to apply social science in the solu
tion of a complex social problem which arose in the United States dur
ing World War II.

The Social and Cultural Processes Giving Rise to the Problem

The WRA was created as a government agency to attend to the re

sults of an executive Order issued by President F. D. Roosevelt on Febru

ary 19, 19^2 (U.S. Department of Interior 19^6: VIII-IX). This order

(No. 9066) opened the way to the removal of all

from an area of the west coast of the United States sharply

bounded and designated as the Western Defense Command. Approximat ely

110,000 persons of Japanese ancestry were eventually included as those

They were removed from all or portions of the statesto be evacuated.

of Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington, and the territory of

The removal was placed in the hands of the War Department withAlaska.

*This chapter is based on a paper prepared for a symposium called ’’Across 
Generations” coordinated by Barry Bainton and presented at the annual 
meeting of the Society for Applied Anthropology at Tucson, Arizona, 
April, 1972.

ancestry"
"persons of Japanese
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the Western Defense Command’s General DeWitt in charge (U.S. Depart
ment of War 19^3). The removal was carried out in two stages, both in

(1) immediate removal from homes,the hands of the War Department:

following the March date of a subsequent Executive Order, to
consisting of race track and fairgrounds areas within the

Western Defense Command and (2) later transfer which was not completed

until November, 19^2, to specially constructed in
between the West Coast and the Mississippi River.

With completion of the second stage for some evacuees, beginning as early

as June, 19^2, the new civilian agency, the War Relocation Authority, as

sumed responsibility for the welfare of the evacuated population.
The evacuation was a decisive event in a series which began in

the 18hO’s with the exodus of hundreds of south Chinese after the Taiping
These Chinese migratedRebellion and during the California gold rush.

to the United States at the time settlers were moving from the eastern

states to the western territories (Lee i960). The immigrants filled im

portant needs of the expanding Anglo-American society as laborers and menial

At the same time they became the object of racial prejudice,servants.

and the foundations for antagonistic interethnic relations were laid.

Anti-Chinese attitudes grew strong among some segments of the west coast

population and these groups were successful in getting national legislation

passed, such as the Chinese Exclusion Act of 188?. Later, immigration from

Japan began and the Japanese immigrants were met with similar hostile at-

Nevertheless Japanese immigrants continued to enter the Unitedtitudes.

States, especially the west coast states.

I

"Assembly

"Relocation Centers"

Centers"

"wilderness areas"
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As they did so, prejudice at the level of face to face relations

spread among Anglos, and legislation at both the state and national
levels was promoted and enacted. During the 1920’s, when the United

States was beginning to be generally concerned to restrict immigration
from southern and eastern Europe, California and the western states

19^2+: 1U-72). Novelists such as Peter B. Kyne wrote romances based
on beliefs that a Japanese be
came the special target of efforts to cut off immigration and to re

strict closely those who had already settled in the United States.

Legislation was passed by California and other Western states sharply
limiting participation of persons of Oriental background in American

life. Aliens of Oriental descent were prohibited from intermarrying
from owning land, and—the fundamental restriction—with

from becoming naturalized citizens of the United States. The laws were

designed to cut off the increase of immigrants from Oriental countries and

to prevent those already in the United States from acquiring voting or

Underlying the passage of restrictive legislation layproperty rights.
the popular belief that Orientals had sinister and unfathomable purposes.

Nevertheless no limitations were established on the citizenship rights

of individuals born in the United States of Oriental aliens. Thus sharp

differences in the degree of participation in American life existed be

tween the first generation of immigrants, called Issei, among the Japa

nese and the second generation, called Nisei. The Nisei had full citizen

rights, although popular prejudice and discrimination were often as strong

against them as against their parents.

were swept frequently with surges of anti-Oriental feeling (McWilliams

’’Yellow Peril” threatened California.

’’Caucasians, ”
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At the same time that anti-Oriental prejudice and legislation
were developing, the Japanese immigrants and their children moved into

fuller participation in American economic and educational life (Strong

193*0. Hard work, traditional interest in intensive agriculture, and

high achievement orientations resulted in their moving into particular
economic areas with great success. By the 1930’s they had become im

portant producers of celery, strawberries, and other specialized crops.

The necessary land was legally owned by Nisei while management was oPten
in the hands of Issei. They were also successful in small businesses,
such as restaurants. The Nisei in general adapted quickly to the United
States school system and a high proportion graduated from universities.
Studies indicated that their adaptation to American society involved a

great deal of cultural assimilation, that they were indeed outstanding

among immigrants in record of school achievement and also in extent of
acceptance of American cultural traits such as dress, language, and oc

cupation. Nevertheless in the atmosphere of widespread prejudice, a high

proportion of Japanese of both generations were forced to concentrate to
ilLittle Tokyos” in the west coast cities and in particular farmgether in

industries in which they were able to gain footholds. They, therefore,

remained highly visible to prejudiced and unprejudiced Anglos.

The Army evacuation order in March, 19^2, was a decisive event in

the long series of government actions discriminating specifically against

Government action now extended to their children,the Japanese immigrants.

since all persons of Japanese ancestry were required to be evacuated.

This action can be regarded as an extreme move in the direction pointed

by the legislation of the 1920’s when the Alien Land Laws were passed. In
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this sense, it was a throwback reversing a developing trend away from

officially sanctioned discrimination, especially with respect to the
Nisei. The action was based solidly in the attitudes of a particular

general of the Western Defense Command—General J. L. DeWitt—whose

ideas about Japanese expressed the extreme in anti-Oriental prejudice
(McWilliams 19^+: 251).

The evacuation order was moreover a result of political pres-

ation, which wanted to reduce competition from Japanese in the agricultural
production fields where they had been most successful. Pressure from
this and similar organizations and from newspapers and politicians sup

porting anti-Japanese feeling built up steadily beginning a few weeks

after the attack on Pearl Harbor in December, 19^1 (Grodzins 19^9: 19-61).

clamor for evacuation of Japanese Americans, however, did not

after Pearl Harbor and two months after the various organizations of

agricultural producers and patriotic associations (such as the American

Legion and the Native Sons of the Golden West) had put pressure on poli

ticians such as Attorney General Earl Warren of California. The evacu
ation order thus had roots in the past interethnic relations of the West

Coast, elements of which were re-stimulated in 19^2 by special interest

The anti-Japanese activities gained new intensity as Japanesegroups.

military victories followed in rapid succession in the Pacific theatre

of war during 19^2.

as a matter of fact grow strong until late February, 19^-2, three months

sures by such organizations as the California Shipper-Grower Associ-

"Popular”
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THE CORNELLIAN REPUBLIC: THE VICOS CASE
by B. R. Bainton

1.

2.

3.

11.

i5.

6. The roles(s) of the anthropologist have not been clearly defined for 
the project.

The transferability of the Vicos experiment to other developmental 
contexts owing to the total lack of documentation required by standard 
tests of validity and reliability.

The Cornell-Peru Project failed in its efforts to train applied 
social scientists.

The ethical issue(s) has never been adequately dealt with by Project 
spokesmen. Specifically, given the complex network of social relation
ships established by the Project staff during the project, no guide is 
given to the ethical priorities governing the staff.

The project fails to draw a cle?r distinction between its "pure” 
science and ’’applied" component and the manner these-were integrated 
to facilitate program goal maximumization.

"pure

The Cornell-Peru Project has failed to provide a documentary record 
for the social science experiments it proposed to test in the Vicos 
context.
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By
Edward H. Spicer

The purpose of this paper is -an analy^s*^f the work of the

Bureau of Sociological Research and the Community Analysis Section
of the War Relocation Authority as attempts to apply social science

0.

sharply bounded and designated as the Western Defense Command.

Approximately 110,000 persons of Japanese ancestry were eventually

They were removed from all orincluded as those to be evacuated.

portions of the states of Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington,

The removal was placed in the hands ofand the territory of Alaska.

The removal was carried out in two stages, both in the

zl

i <? ;

i

7t/-/y

in the -approach.-to-and-* solution of a complex social problem which 
in Ke . - ■■■' f';'"'

arose during World War II.
rj

• >> The Social and Cultural Processes Giving Rise to the

THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY AS A CASE IN THE
APPLICATION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE^

^Problem.The

the War Department with the Western Defense Command's General DeWitt 

in charge^

’’persons of

hands of the War Department: (1) immediate removal from homes > 

following the March date ofj.the Executive Order to ’’Assembly Centers11

Ths ckspet- i$ 0^
ct> fff-d by

an executive Order issued by^President F. D. Roosevelt on I larch £9 5
He. tvay I*

19^. This order (No.?0i&) ^jscreed^the removal of all

Japanese ancestry” from an area of the west coast of the United States

WRA was created as a government agency to attend to the results of

4
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consisting of race track and fairgrounds areas within the Western
Defense Command and (2) later transfer which was not completed until

in

the 181+0’s with the exodus of theus-a-nds of south Chinese after the

These Chinese migrated to the United States at the

The immigrants filled important needs of the expanding
At the same

time they became the object of racial prejudice, and the foundations for
Anti-Chinese attitudesantagonistic interethnic relations were laid.

grew strong among some segments of the west coast population and these

groups were successful in getting national legislation passed, such as

the Chinese Exclusion Act of 188?. Later, immigration from Japan began

and the Japanese immigrants were met with similar hostile attitudes.

Nevertheless Japanese immigrants continued to enter the United States,

especially the west coast states.

As they did so, prejudice at the level of face to face relations

spread among Anglos, and legislation at both the state and national

levels w< promoted and enacted. During the 1920’s, when the United

States was beginning to be generally concerned to restrict immigration

Ii

I' I

’’ between the West Coast and the Mississippi River.
With completion of the second stages, beginning as early as June, 19^2,

I

territories.A
Anglo-American society as laborers and menial servants.

’’wilderness areas
November, 19^2, to specially constructed ’’Relocation Centers”

the new civilian agency, the War Relocation Authority, assumed

responsibility for the welfare of the evacuated Japanese—Americans.
A

The evacuation was a decisive event in a series which began in

Taiping Rebellion. ~ 
A

time settlers were ^moving from the eastern states to the western
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Novel$$7$

ttthere-was a

California and other Western states sharply limiting participation
Aliens of Orientalof persons of Oriental background in American life.

nnCaucasians, fromdescent were prohibited from intermarrying with
owning land, and—the fundamental restriction—from becoming naturalized

The laws were designed to cut off thecitizens of the United States.
increase of immigrants from the Oriental countries and to prevent those

on
sharp differences in the degree ofOriental aliens.

called Nisei.
prejudice and discrimination as strong against them as against their

parents.

developing, the Japanese immigrants and their nhi 1 Htam urrr mrnring

Z 
sinister and unfathomable purposes.

’Yellow Peril.
A

efforts to cut off immigration and to restrict wt-en-sively those who
A

had already settled in the United States, Legislation was passed by

- -- - - A
into fuller participation in American economic and educational life,

I

,4 t

At the same time that anti-Oriental prejudice and legislation were 
. _ . . .................. . HaVe-Jl .

- '4

Ybt no limitations were established 
4

the citzenship rights of individuals born in the United States of
There--were thus sharp differences in the degree of

participation in American life betweenthe first generation

of immigrants^called Issei^among the Japanese and the second generation^

already in the United States from acquiring voting or property rights.

Back-of: 'all# -the legislation lay the bae-i^ belief that Orientals had

from southern and eastern Europe, California and the western states s 
ClAc

were swept frequently with surges of anti-Oriental feeling. Novel$5/S

such as tho-se^f Peter B. Kyne were—written based on beliefs that 
kv-e^f . ec «

’’ Japanese became the special target of

The tester had full citizen rights, although popular

A
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Hard work, traditional interest in intensive agriculture, and high

achievement orientations resulted in their moving into particular
economic areas with great success. By the 1930’s they had become

important producers of celery, strawberries, and other specialized

The necessary land was legally owned by Nisei while managecrops .

ment was often in the hands of Issei. They were also successful in

The Nisei in general adaptedsmall businesses, such as restaurants.

quickly to the United States school system and a high proportion graduated

Studies indicated that their adaptation to Americanfrom universities.
society involved a great deal of cultural assimilation, that they

indeed outstanding among immigrants in record of school achievementwere

and also in extent of acceptance of American cultural traits such as
Nevertheless in the atmosphere ofdress, language, and occupation.

widespread prejudice, a high proportion of Japanese of both generations

in the westwere forced to concentrate together in

coast cities and in particular farm industries in which they were able

to gain footholds.

The evacuation order in March, 19^2, A
long series of government actions discriminating specifically against

the Japanese immigrants.

This

h

now extended to their children, since 4

prejudiced and unprejudiced Anglos.
Av-^y

all persons of Japanese ancestry were required to be evacuated.

direction

was a decisive event in

’’Little Tokyos’’

action can be regarded as an extreme move in

'the legislation of the 1920’s when the Alien Land Laws
A /t JeveUbinif

were passed. A.Zt was a throwback^ln this sense/*reversing a^trend away

They^ therefore, remained highly ^isible^'to
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to the Nisei.

•\Thesfc wanted to reduce competition from Japanese in the agricultural
Pressure fromproduction fields where they had been most successful.

this and similar organizations and from newspapers and politicians

weeks after the attack on Pearl Harbor in December,

matter of fact grow strong until late February, 19^2, three months

after Pearl Harbor and two months after the various organizations of

agricultural producers and patriotic associations (such as the American

Legion and the Native Sons of the Golden West) had ■e.

California. The evacuation order thus had roots in the past interethnic

from officially sanctioned discrimination, especially with respect

'It—was~an- action based solidly in the attitudes of a 

particular general of the Western Defense Command whose ideas about x 

Japanese expressed the extreme in anti-Oriental prejudice.A
The evacuation order was moreover a result of political pressures 

by such organizations as the California Shipper-Grower Association  ̂Vn

supporting anti-Japanese feeling built up steadily beginning a few x
1^:1^) 

"Popular"

pressure^ on politicians such as Attorney General Earl Warren of

relations of the West Coast, elements of which coulcUbe re-stimulated 
c£l| Ulftet JJ'tned

by special interest groups, under.^hpwlpnnd.4-t4ens<wggfA Japanese UiM
In y^)p\A $ ihAin-tho Tmii urn the wcfropn Pacific^ 

rjke V.e-).b.
11 “ —*■ -A— — — n -U « i—

clamor for evacuation of Japanese Americans^ however^did not as a

infiSn^fTy 3$
... Japanese success 

__ __
practical problen?/which the WRA was created to find solutions

V’chdetl <n intense.for was a complex one wrye-lv-mg racial prejudices A
re-stimulated by a recently declared war, the economic displacement of
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a war on a global scale.

Represented as dangerous, or potentially so, theycoast states.
could not, according to the terms of the executive order, be introduced

into the population in any way in the states of the Western Defense
Moreover, meetings of the governors of states immediately toCommand.

the east rejected any plan for feeding the evacuees into their populations

as free-moving new residents and workers.!

The policy questions which the WRA had to decide, once the

physical locations and facilities of places of concentration were

determined, required answers concerning the legal status of the United

States citizens who constituted two-thirds (65,000) of the whole group,

the probable legal status of any program of detention in the light

of immanent decisions by the Supreme Court on suits brought by evacuees,

ment of the 1(10,000 people, it became immediately apparent 

be solved on a piecemeal, ad hoc basis.

a small but highly productive and culturally well-adapted ethnic

minority, and a nation attempting to tool itself rapidly to carry on A
The problems arising from the sudden displace-

1CU..LCL UCXJ txppcx± Cll U , COUld not

_____  The evacuees were definitely

excluded by the Executive Order from free movement in the three west A

industrial needs which the adult working members of the evacuee group 

might fill in a nation, the trends of congressional and public

opinion with respect to evacuees moving out of Hrr_n pfetion centersA

While the WRA was still
feeCc? re

recruiting its upper levels of administrators^it wsre perfectly clearIn Wke bC. v
that the evacuees would have to be concentrated. their

immediate physical needs taken care of, while the policy makers of the A
new agency cast about for longer term solutions.
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These questions were

the evacuees had nearly all been moved into -tfee^relocation centers,

and Dillon S. Myer had replaced

The three men who played probably the greatest part in the
making of the long term policy decision*were Myer, whose experience

in agricultural extension and as Director of the Soil Conservationwas

and Dr. John H. Provinse,
application of social science and who had served in the Soil Conser-

The policy

not be kept in the relocation centers; (2) life in the centers under

bureaucratic supervision would be destructive of individual initiative

and hence was generally undesirable and should be as brief as possible;

(3) resettlement under conditions of ordinary free life in the United

States should be the immediate aim; (h) this should be done during

wartime, because it would be much more difficult afterwards if evacuees

in

taken up during the months between April, when Milton Eisenhower 

the new Director of the agency took charge

vation Service and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

framework which they constructed and^became the persisting structure

Service; Philip Glick, a lawyer with wide experience in government;

an anthropologist whose interest^ wre the

e during the war or after, the probable^ evacuees fesr
c vf l xa C:t?‘o'Ow*, 1/*t f»e$

confinement in t-he—e-enters for the duration of the war, to mention A
only those issues of fundamental importance.

and October, 19^2, when 
h

* ’>

Ei s enhower $ ^35 4

within which WRA operated for some four years rested on the following
Oyei-/<?7l jzM?'

assumptions: (1) any sort of detention of United States citizens without
'ioindividual charges^-wGHld be declared illegal and hence the Nisei could
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had spent years under the administered conditions. The decisions, in
short, led to a policy which called for as quick as possible emptying

of the relocation centers and the prompt re-establishment of the

evacuees in the general society.

An alternative policy proposed by John Collier, Commissioner of

Indian Affairs who had encouraged tfye setting

Resources should

Communities

Schools, hospitals, andWer-outsifte in a nation at war with Japan.

community government should be developed for highest quality and

Thisthe evacuees should take important parts in managing them.

proposed policy was rejected outefflfcteEMi by the top administrators of

the WRA and at that point Collier withdrew from any further administrative

involvement.

the relocation centers defied constitutional
-uA-guited J_n

The general policy •'d?pt?J--- gnincii 0011111 oY~ ~trh«rfr~"'i
■ ‘ d' aJdkta'tthe Japanese Americane

legality; the WRA as a government agency could not therefore encourage

up Of two of the centers

on Indian Reservations was as follows. Plans should be made for 
ewvttf A
the relocation centers gocul.:pl-ac:esj to-.live-in for the duration of the 

war, whatever length of time that turned out to be.
£ 9 i Pw I 1 be devoted to developing''the best possible living conditions; •

d V <• > e/plnSAw
opportunities-■ ehoul’d-be-"'develOped’*TOTr agricultural production.which

would be7 help^.tto., the nation in wartime and give Japanese

Americans scope in.their most successful economic field. 
on VaS'tV 

wm. w vz -4. /\

2?
tf’n v»£ hr 4b>c? 

d—eon-eeiyed g?-?n (awt- whieh ha

eoedee^ttrra'lrpTo’
bohcv wa5

The -th Pj -.or Pj3ti.ru)

ctttaal ass/VifeYix- foe?tupoo >
'to ^^5had.been invelvcd^

ZF
'©f—this—^sort would provide security which could not be hoped for

Pj3ti.ru
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legalOnce t!

to be accepted by the WRA.

but as reasonably comfortable places to and from which evacuees could

The second basic responsibility
was to facilitate in every way possible the movement of evacuees out

of the centers into the general stream of American society, this movement

to be contingent on no events in the war or elsewhere; every individual

family who chose to move out must be assisted immediately in everyor
These were the foundations of WRA policy; they clearlyway possible.

rested on a value position with reference to the past and future of the

This was that it was desirable to eliminate everyJapanese Americans.
restriction on the movement and participation of Nisei in American life.

The WRA proceeded to dedicate its activities to this goal. The

main outlines of policy were maintained until the agency was

of the

surrenders.I

was actually achieved, as a result of the timing of Supreme court decisions, 
rreformulation of War Dep^tment policy, and the Japanese and German

liquidated in June, 19^6. In response to Congressional pressures
SoJhC btacC.

certain modification|i»of the-poliey, primarily a program for the separation
' 'eliskv-J1
loyal and the disloyal and tho.i. permanent^ detention of the-^Latter / >

whether Nisei or Issei, teok-plaoe^ The ext-rome■rnncpption of-the
v eU e ip*x

goal, that is, the emptying of the^centers before the end of the war,

their maintenance, except as places of voluntary residence, bjp evacuees — 

in "their ro^-adjiistment^back into the1 general society.
ih

basis of policy was ^lyarly defined, then certain responsibilities hadA
The first was the maintenance of the centers,

not as quasi-permanent communities for economic and social development,

move according to their circumstances.
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The purpose of this unit within the center administration wasLeighton.

contri-
\

Leighton

in late June, 19^+2.

WRA, when John Collier withdrew from administrative responsibility. At

the same time 'Brat Leighton, who had been lent by the Navy in which he

held the rank of Lieutenant Commander, left the BSR for other wartime
service.

The BSR had been strongly encouraged by Dr. John H. Provinse,

Chief of Community Management in the WRA. Meanwhile he had begun in
the autumn of 19^2 to work with an anthropologist, W- John F. Ernbree,

I &■ X

to carry on a study of the behavior of the human beings irryolved, both
evacuees and administrators; it was believed such study would be useful 

4
in understanding the—ki-nd^ef human relations in administered

communities <«of--^he general^ t^r-pe-^hdck^±h^^dmmi«-sionerrwe’xpeet'edM>hi’S/I
reJ^.q;a^pn :.C;enter_tQ.^become.>.in the- course'■af“*-tthe":JKar- An rnp.i"illy

important goal, as conceived by its director, was arL_±

but ion to.the practical^ the developing community
2 ( ce! f 41-» C- $ k p i

wha<h-^^uld--re^^=t^n- informed and intelligent administration.
A

assembded’^' smM^S^7al^-*6aad«waS'-at work in the Poston Relocation Center,^-"’'''
Ne'bei-ghtoiT was a psychiatrist much influenced by/I

contacts with Clyde Kluckhohn, anthropologist, and John Collier, social
Leifkfcn ^niT* called 4ke

activist and administrator.. After nearly a year the administration of
5<?ci A
the BSR along with the Poston Relocation Center was taken over by the

T’Uc. 7/*^* &'■ S
(|bj^ctiveg in "Estabiishlng the^Social^ScieneeAuMM/ The Commissioner 

JXpM* C-* ■ ' ’ i
of Indian Affairs^ in initially taking the responsibility for the Poston

-VU >
relocation center—on an Indian Reservation in Arizona—put into 

A

operation a Bureau of Sociological Research directed by Dr. Alexander H.
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There

>■ t'-t ceifa-

The conception was

’’the emphasis was

3<; ? to* z I kp i n(•* 
fentr h«fU

strongly on immediate aid to administration through the constant

analysis of the relocation centers as communitiesrf the-■■deve topnigii1 
A

of. -social organization, within them .and-the .processes, of—change^in

record of what happened, although it was implicit that this would 
be p. ve^vV'c +Ae.be-done inevitably in -the cour‘5^-of ongoing community analysis. 1 

A 4
was also emphasis on interpreting the customs and ways of thought of

the Japanese Americans to the administrators srfe were unfamiliar■■with 
A

thern^ This had to be emphasized in persuading the director
A A a-

of the WRA to-agree-to-'the^es-tablishment- of-.the^ Community Analysis
Vtv'ld Ve tsfr/fcr5

Section. The unit was much easier to justify on the basis

of interpreting strairge^ customs than on-JJae^baei-er of eMpshg* reporting on
-AAe 7 b 7A^

and analyzing a human community* which presumably 'arir uxpm let teed 
CfhwwYfy to U/kA. #*’wl*b'fh<LleJy
admin i s t r ator jgould, Jbe ..able. -to-carry-on-' as-we±±~as* -social ...scientist. /

4h^admin ‘ otllfi$-0 h e »£>*-< ffT die>'fv*-L><?r,ce$ /,Aa'lt“ 

iooK pUtC (h byt Ve|oc?4ipn C<*n/?k$ l*o —
THb objectives in common Tfrth the BSR carried on by ,the CA-Section

/■'/ j x x s yT//xiw^re the analysis and interpretation, for the benefit of administrators, 

of the developing human relations under the peculiar...conditions of
evbft/rf kid l»h IM

I A

towards the setting up a'f a social science unit in the WRA. He had 

been encouraged^ in thte by Robert Redfield of the University of 

Chicago. The efforts of Provinse and.Embree, who had^been hired ® 
7\$ o'f- ^t>e_

work- on • t he main t enanoe^f, an—hi-s^o«4c al -reeord-e^tho resulted

in the ‘establishment of a Community Analysis Section of the Division 
‘

of Community Management in February,

similar in some ways to that of the BSR. 1

human relations^. There was less emphasis on the maintenance of a
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was -in -t ho s e fields.
Washington positions, seven of these

Only two, both sociologists, had

previous experience in the study of Japanese persons or communities.

Only two, both anthropologists, had had any previous experience in

'the application of social science—M. E. Opler who had worked for a

time

and G. Gordon Brora who had worked in an experimental program in the.

application

ft

ft” sho'add^be*IX ■gram&rxiip^aX..^ctiQii

10 field and thre

in sociology, 1$ in anthropology.

m in rne \

EK the

traini ng-wouldtbe„~the--best...b_agk^roundr=an'd ■ acccn^TTgiy^Terrtrl lure-fit 
-—..
Ultimately, 3f) individuals were recruited for

A i ttbS/K ed

T dit>TurU Wet -e
|>v V RA

hcci Ipelfrh
lv £>' k i 4 bee h 1*0'r* J
involuntary-residence in isolated-emd^bur ’eaucraticadly 

4Ae. I * *
.Id cai -groups-—The-tact that -tbe-cultural'-bae^

( I? he W k 3 ^4 
of anthropology in an African colonial situation.

others had been trained purely in academic social science^and-dwreh

fAfcVceel 1^4)
in the Applied Anthropology Unit of the Bureau of Indian Affairs^

exp^^eiic.e._that^could-be'-called''-applieatioia. .
w £(eld$ V/35

The^WG^lfr-eteeoB^ljr-shed-with ref erenc

the^sacral-nicd^iice. ..units.-.,had.,beaa.^set-up. wao strongly ini 
A

’t-he--drark~7Tf-^
I'l -I V-ue al50

•^jointn-d--Q-ut,-i-horaver-^ that the administrators with whom the analysts

£ -/k<>
# c

___ 
at______________________abused-

u n h <4 a k4\ v% a £ 4 c& nf k o I He •rt?-5
• b h 4 Ac. vi e w e e Cc*>>v A * A*e^5 V a S • *

v ----- —---------------- —y’“coirtroHed . / vj* ■
•{‘ne. ‘e.^ Xa] U//^^ C ( ( y 1

.local' :gr.oups-v—The-^fae-t that - the- 'cultural-ba^fegre^ad^^f^v^uc^ a-??d 
tv* 5 4 >*h p
administrators- were1" 'different. was--gi ven •mKTre'-emphas4^^ywtbe^AS«butw

A <?• e ey | C&*\ k> Tlws \
was-not--the -fundamental focus in -either case*—The hqckgrou^. 
o'y vMt$C U'l-cA 4*0 ui ^f\(P 
-people-to -man-the-raits wae-net "4ef4^ed.ra^-\nLeeessari3^-c-that«^f v. “ >■*-*

/’Japanese expert^/l^The primary qualification was bae,kgro,und"rL,n e/e"f)^ed. c? S

. . <?! '■:. .. \ 'C
social science training whach^equipped... one L.for anal-ysxs..
*^5 3*"1* < fy 4-Ae^ Ava$ 
communi ti es , that... J.s^-not-s iifiply-4n'-pod±tTrai~MSc’i enc e,’' df^e'croTreiRies ,

I > ■.'•:'. *• \v rT k Sr ’ Q f c If :< W I #7 
©rHii^m\rr’.:i]^JdecxsdlOn7h-7as^made-^hatz sociology and anthropology.
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worked most closely also lacked ba'ek-gi-e^d experience which equipped

them to make use of staff social scientists. The situation, therefore,

situation developed.

It was planned that this would he

done at the relocation c^jber level and that information prepared

Circulation of information beyond

Analysis office.

The waking--oub^f—tMe staff advisory role took various forms and

slowly crystallized in different ways at local and Washington levels.

on by any members of the WRA staff.
n

were fluid and experimental. A conception of suitable and effective

roles within the organization as the workingA

there would be channeled to the central (Washington) office and made 
4* c. <

available for administrators.there.*' •
any one local unit would be the function of the Washington Community

Working Roles and Relationships, Relationg with administrators^^ 
ft ('. j f » : V/ eThe .fundamental., role for analysts as conceived i-n—-esirabdrs-hiwg^fehe

soe-lal- science-units’ was-*-tha<b-e€ staff «aaiacxss the administrators
• • >• i* ' >
eharge-ef policy formulation and- of- programming,^forrrpoiiey:--ex^eution-.

>Th-ls^'meaiiVthat“'*the’ Community-Analyst’s^--were''COTeeiwd--as-worki^g;r^
JtOh/ +

-purely.,.advisory capacities. However, fee—whom they were to channel
-Tabinformation and analysis was sot. clearly defined and remained to be

edfre Unfa
worked out by administrators and analysts In contact with one another.

A
The initial conception s.eems^.to.-..thav.e.«bee-n very general, namely, that

A
analysts would develop a stockpile of information which might be drawn

In the BSR there was a very early within two months^ establishment of

e. 4^**4
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a pattern of reporting relationship. This consisted of the attendance
of the director of the BSR at all general top staff meetings, in which

he participated freely, reporting orally on information which the unit
had gathered and responding to questions of adJ—ite administrators

(division heads) present. This was supplemented by much informal

/

rei’oe;

arrangements.

other parts of the administration, irregularly talking with various

they arose.

communication were those whiehu

assigned topics.

i

andresults. =analys^?^h-ich

- - - 4
In such centers the only formal and regular channels of

« required by the Washington office

of the Community Analysis Section in its periodic reporting system on
4

contact between the BSR director and the Project Director (the chief 
administrator) and also by the submission of^ written reports to him.

/There came to be,-in the course of a year^ a -roody flow of information

and,. results.^o^^axialyfi^ST^whitch^ th^—to^p-adiidnist^tim-.- CLOuld.^use^oXr .-not I

as«J:hey-Ghese%’ -^ehffi^hi<!a^on-<Lham3S^-^eTe^  WeIX'establ4ehed-«a4r^he / /
->.—j —1 ■ ■ ■ _i1

top.: leveT. -KTlie-pat^em^of- the—BSR’^ddrec
J? i/ H ■ n 4 4 k 6

division” heads became fully - accepted -in •thfi-uzo^a>se-Mo^ maj or crisis., 01

the Poston strike, four months after the establishment of the unity^pL.7^e 
bi Vewvfov- y>85 K VicH* 
s-i-tua-t ion ^ully>-repor-t^d~en-by-Jueighipii-..(1945-')*  < / / „, Jin policy be co e

z'At cothe'r ^relocation centers aomoiwwfe1 (fe-f-f-eront^ communication ^tefcg
biTf’ 0hewere set up and became the rule du^xLg^the*fdTtr~yeaF9^of~rexi-stexiae«Q£;.-d;he

b site t-v\, '—cent-ers^ In &t ■"leaet-4toee> there were never any patterned 
n a

The Community Analyst worked largely in isolation from
_ -) »• VA* W - Oil 1^04

members of the administration and with evacuees in administrative positions 
C o th Y’ hi h

in the center, passing on selected information and ’d4wttsw&g'/issues as
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At the other extreme were arrangements like those of the BSR
(

In only two centers did this sort

of communication become established. In the remaining five centers

no clear patterns were established for local communication; they

he was especially interested 33* and no formal

In general, it jprobebiy can be said that communication channels

tended to be informal and that they tended to be as much with all

What actually developedlevels of staff as with top administration.

depended heavily on the personalities of the Community Analysts and

the administrators whom they were supposed to advise. There were

Analysts who never became focused on any of the practical problems

in the centers and spent their time gathering materials for

practical problems that they never succeeded in preparing on paper

systematic analyses of any of them.

The staff advisory role was developed in the Washington office

very much as it had been at Poston by the BSR. The head of the CA

section participated in top staff meetings regularly along with the

ethnographic descriptions of center life; at the same time there were 

others who became so concerned with and^involved in certain selected

during its existence at Poston, namely, regular attendance at top /ese 

staff meetings with, encouragement to participate on the same basisA
as the administrators present.

varied from intermittent participation in staff meetings, on request,
informal contacts with various administrators at other times,

ecregular requests for written reports by the local center director
A
on matters which

A

participation with any other administrators.
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chiefs of division—Community Management, SolicitorsOffice^Operations,

th

basis for decisions by the director.

by the top administration for use in policy meetings.

basis of their knowledge of areas of special concern, ignorance, or

perhaps fewer than twenty>£$t£ percent were prepared in response to

requests from Washington top administrators.

the Washing:

informat io:s

eetrtact-

!

i

other^ide

Statistics, and Relocation chiefs of division.
. ViAb _ .. . ....

wi!Th"^the~-ongo-i-ng^progra

m 01

htftio

hd £l* C C. k d thdn jt'ic 'r k
the- Direct or y- and-< -s ele.c t ed -s ec t i-on. .heads

€ 3 especiaJ. knowledge*)*. CA 1__ '

cfA TOand was frequently called on -fer—e-^mment<
Vpjy rf /y/kaf ke’

unconcern on the part of the administrators locally or in Washington;

il?1

^thetfon United - -
n, proposed or operating plans 

kpi 
ron

;ton CA role in- c omniuni cat iony of

_^M*Sisted in the^pjfeparation anti d’issemi

■mimeugf-aphcd -ropogfro-. Thdealt with a great variety of i-nforaation' 
A

and anoilysio (lioted below.)* As indicated, the majority were prepared

He in 4kea«^ciz
on the basis ofA estimation of needs by ■ ■GA-per afoiiMl. Tfrtr Il pended qn-

* •and Wk$ s4?*f4
-phases^. The headA of frhe-

Administration, Reports (Public Relations), Statistics, and Relocationy—— 
e P fleeter

. (as- occasi'oii'”caTTed’‘ fd*r
. <?• V C. -pi/ n. d

The CA head was accepted as having a saaer-Ta;A a
of; information and knowledge—evacuee attitudes, reactions, and interests—

4o \e\i\e.'•s-en; proposed or op
4~o 4-kv5 V/kaj' ke

and program^. H-i-s ^nformation?went into the mill along wit:
States public opinion, legal developments on evacuee status, budget 

prospects, evacuee reception in places of resettlement, ^ebe?.- as the
This participation was oral.

Only very rarely was a written report on any specific subject asked for
However, requests A

did come for particular written reports from the Community Management,

The ■ma-jor44>y-Qf written 
A

reports prepared were decided on by the Community Analysis staff on the
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THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY AS A CASE IN THE

APPLICATION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE*

By
Edward H. Spicer

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the work of the Bureau
of Sociological Research and the Community Analysis Section of the War

Relocation Authority as attempts to apply social science in the solu

tion of a complex social problem which arose in the United States dur

ing World War II.

The Social and Cultural Processes Giving Rise to the Problem

The WRA was created as a government agency to attend to the re

sults of an executive Order issued by President F. D. Roosevelt on Febru

ary 19, 19^2 (U.S. Department of Interior 19^6: VI±I-IX). This order

(No. 9066) opened the way to the removal of all

from an area of the west coast of the United States sharply

bounded and designated as the Western Defense Command. Approximat ely

110,000 persons of Japanese ancestry were eventually included as those

They were removed from all or portions of the statesto be evacuated.

of Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington, and the territory of

The removal was placed in the hands of the War Department withAlaska.

*This chapter is based on a paper prepared for a symposium called ’’Across 
Generations” coordinated by Barry Bainton and presented at the annual 
meeting of the Society for Applied Anthropology at Tucson, Arizona, 
April, 1972. . •

ancestry"

"persons of Japanese
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the Western Defense Command’s General DeWitt in charge (U.S. Depart

ment of War 19^3). The removal was carried out in two stages, both in

(1) immediate removal from homes,the hands of the War Department:

following the March date of a subsequent Executive Order, to

consisting of race track and fairgrounds areas within the

Western Defense Command and (2) later transfer which was not completed

until November, 19^2, to specially constructed

between the West Coast and the Mississippi River.

With completion of the second stage for some evacuees, beginning as early

June, 19^2, the new civilian agency, the War Relocation Authority,as as

sumed responsibility for the welfare of the evacuated population.

The evacuation was a decisive event in a series which began in
the 18^0’s with the exodus of hundreds of south Chinese after the Taiping

Rebellion and during the California gold rush. These Chinese migrated

to the United States at the time settlers were moving from the eastern

states to the western territories (Lee i960). The immigrants filled im

portant needs of the expanding Anglo-American society as laborers and menial

At the same time they became the object of racial prejudice,servants.

and the foundations for antagonistic interethnic relations were laid.

Anti-Chinese attitudes grew strong among some segments of the west coast

population and these groups were successful in getting national legislation

passed, such as the Chinese Exclusion Act of 188?. Later, immigration from

Japan began and the Japanese immigrants were met with similar hostile at-

Nevertheless Japanese immigrants continued to enter the Unitedtitudes.

States, especially the west coast states.

’’Assembly

’’Relocation Centers” in

Centers”

’’wilderness areas”
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As they did so, prejudice at the level of face to face relations

spread among Anglos, and legislation at both the state and national

During the 1920’s, when the Unitedlevels was promoted and enacted.

States was beginning to be generally concerned to restrict immigration

from southern and eastern Europe, California and the western states

were swept frequently with surges of anti-Oriental feeling (McWilliams

19UU: 14-72). Novelists such as Peter B. Kyne wrote romances based

threatened California. Japanese been beliefs that a

strict closely those who had already settled in the United States.

Legislation was passed by California and other Western states sharply

1imiting participation of persons of Oriental background in American

Aliens of Oriental descent were prohibited from intermarryinglife.
from owning land, and—the fundamental restriction—with

The laws werefrom becoming naturalized citizens of the United States.

•designed to cut off the increase of immigrants from Oriental countries and

to prevent those already in the United States from acquiring voting or

Underlying the passage of restrictive legislation layproperty rights.
the popular belief that Orientals had sinister and unfathomable purposes.

Nevertheless no limitations were established on the citizenship rights

of individuals bora in the United States of Oriental aliens. Thus sharp

differences in the degree of participation in American life existed be

tween the first generation of immigrants, called Issei, among the Japa-

The Nisei had full citizen

rights, although popular prejudice and discrimination were often as strong

against them as against their parents.

nese and the second generation, called Nisei.

’’Yellow Peril”

’’Caucasians,"

came the special target of efforts to cut off immigration and to re-
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At the same time that anti-Oriental prejudice and legislation

were developing, the Japanese immigrants and their children moved into

fuller participation in American economic and educational life (Strong

193M- Hard work, traditional interest in intensive agriculture, and

high achievement orientations resulted in their moving into particular

economic areas with great success. By the 1930's they had become im

portant producers of celery, strawberries, and other specialized crops.

The necessary land was legally owned by Nisei while management was often

They were also successful in small businesses,in the hands of Issei.

The Nisei in general adapted quickly to the Unitedsuch as restaurants.

States school system and a high proportion graduated from universities.

Studies indicated that their adaptation to American society involved a

great deal of cultural assimilation, that they were indeed outstanding

among immigrants in record of school achievement and also in extent of

acceptance of American cultural traits such as dress, language, and oc-

Nevertheless in the atmosphere of widespread prejudice, a highcupation.

proportion of Japanese of both generations were forced to concentrate to-

in the west coast cities and in particular farmgether in

industries in which they were able to gain footholds. They, therefore,

remained highly visible to prejudiced and unprejudiced Anglos.

The Army evacuation order in March, 19^2, was a decisive event in

the long series of government actions discriminating specifically against

the Japanese immigrants. Government action now extended to their children,

since all persons of Japanese ancestry were required to be evacuated.

This action can be regarded as an extreme move in the direction pointed

by the legislation of the 1920's when the Alien Land Laws were passed. In

"Little Tokyos”
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this sense, it was a throwback reversing a developing trend away from

officially sanctioned discrimination, especially with respect to the

Nisei. The action was based solidly in the attitudes of a particular

general of the Western Defense Command—General J. L. DeWitt—whose

ideas about Japanese expressed the extreme in anti-Oriental prejudice

(McWilliams 19M+: 251).
The evacuation order was moreover a result of political pres

sures by such organizations as the California Shipper-Grower Associ

ation, which wanted to reduce competition from Japanese in the agricultural

production fields where they had been most successful. Pressure from

this and similar organizations and from newspapers and politicians sup

porting anti-Japanese feeling built up steadily beginning a few weeks

after the attack on Pearl Harbor in December, 1$A1 (Grodzins 19^9: 19-61).

clamor for evacuation of Japanese Americans, however, did not

after Pearl Harbor and two months after the various organizations of

agricultural producers and patriotic associations (such as the American

Legion and the Native Sons of the Golden West) had put pressure on poli

ticians such as Attorney General Earl Warren of California. The evacu

ation order thus had roots in the past interethnic relations of the West

Coast, elements of which were re-stimulated in 19^2 by special interest

The anti-Japanese activities gained new intensity as Japanesegroups.

military victories followed in rapid succession in the Pacific theatre

of war during 19^2.

"Popular"

as a matter of fact grow strong until late February, 19^2, three months
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The Policy of the War Relocation Authority
The practical problem^ which the WRA was created to find solu

tions for was

stimulated by a recently declared war, the economic displacement of a

small but highly productive and culturally well-adapted ethnic minority,

global scale. The problems arising from the sudden displacement of the

110,000 people, it became immediately apparent, could not be solved on
a piecemeal, ad hoc basis (U.S. Department of Interior 19^6: 2U-U3). The

evacuees were definitely excluded by the Executive Order from free move

ment in the four west coast states. Represented as dangerous, or poten

tially so, they could not, according to the terms of the executive order,

be introduced into the population in any way in the states of the Western

Moreover, meetings of the governors of states immediatelyDefense Command.

to the east rejected any plan for feeding the evacuees into their popu-

While the WRA was stilllations as free-moving new residents and workers.

recruiting its upper levels of administrators, it became perfectly clear

that the evacuees would have to be concentrated in locations where their

immediate physical needs could be taken care of, while the policy makers

of the new agency cast about for longer term solutions.

The policy questions which the WRA had to decide, once the physical

locations and facilities of places of concentration were determined, re

quired answers concerning the legal status of the United States citizens

who constituted two-thirds (65,000) of the whole group, the probable legal

status of any program of detention in the light of imminent decisions by

the Supreme Court on suits brought by evacuees, industrial needs which the

and a nation attempting to equip itself rapidly to carry on a war on a

a complex one rooted in intense racial prejudices re-
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adult working members of the evacuee group might fill in a nation at war,

the trends of congressional and public opinion with respect to evacuees
moving out of temporary centers during the war or after, the probable ef

fects on evacuees of confinement in government managed communities for

the duration of the war, to mention only those issues of fundamental

importance. These questions were taken up during the months between April,

when Milton Eisenhower the new director of the agency took charge, and

October, 19^2, when the evacuees had nearly all been moved into what were

called "relocation centers," and Dillon S. Myer had replaced Eisenhower
as director.

The three men who played probably the greatest part in the making

of the long term policy decisions were Myer, whose experience was in agri

cultural extension and as Director of the Soil Conservation Service; Philip

Glick, a lawyer with wide experience in government; and Dr. John H. Pro-

vinse, an anthropologist whose interest was the application of social

science and who had served in the Soil Conservation Service and the;Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. The policy framework which they constructed

and which became the persisting structure within which WRA operated for

some four years rested on the following assumptions (Myer 1971: 27&-99):

(1) any sort of detention of United States citizens without individual

charges was sure to be declared illegal and hence the Nisei could not be

kept in the relocation centers; (2) life in the centers under bureaucratic

supervision would be destructive of individual initiative and hence was

generally undesirable and should be as brief as possible; (3) resettlement

under conditions of ordinary free life in the United States should be the

immediate aim; (U) this should be done during wartime, because it would be
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much more difficult afterwards if evacuees had spent years under the ad

ministered conditions. in short, led to a policy which
called for as quick as possible emptying of the relocation centers and

the prompt re-establishment of the evacuees in the general society.

An alternative policy proposed by John Collier, Commissioner of

Indian Affairs who had encouraged setting up two of the centers on In

Plans should be made for maintaining

all evacuees in the relocation centers for the duration of the war, what
ever length of time that turned out to be. Resources should be devoted

to establishing the best possible living conditions; agricultural pro
duction should be promptly established which would both help the nation

in wartime and give Japanese Americans scope in what had been their most

successful economic field. Communities built on this basis would provide

security which could not be hoped for elsewhere in a nation at war with

Schools, hospitals, and community government should be developedJapan.

for highest quality and the evacuees should take important parts in man-

This proposed policy was rejected by the top administratorsaging them.

of the WRA and at that point Collier withdrew from any further adminis

trative involvement.

The general policy adopted furthered certain of the processes, such

as cultural assimilation, which had shaped Japanese American adaptation to

The policy was posited on the view that the re-pre-war United States.

location centers defied constitutional legality; the WRA as a government

agency could not therefore encourage their maintenance, except as places of

on the evacuees’ path

back into the general society. Once the legal basis of policy was defined

I

i

The decisions,

voluntary residence for evacuees—"way stations”

dian Reservations^was as follows.
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in these terms, then certain responsibilities had to be accepted by the

WRA. The first was the maintenance of the centers, not as quasi-perman

ent communities for economic and social development, but merely a£ reason

ably comfortable places to and from which evacuees could move according

to their circumstances. The second basic responsibility was to facili

tate in every way possible the movement of evacuees out of the centers

into the general stream of American society, this movement to be contin

gent on no events in the war or elsewhere; every individual or family

who chose to move out must be assisted immediately in every way possible.

These were the foundations of WRA policy; they clearly rested on a value

position with reference to the past and future of the Japanese Americans.

This was that it was desirable to eliminate every restriction on the move

ment and participation of Nisei in American life.

The WRA proceeded to dedicate its activities to this goal. The

main outlines of policy were maintained until the agency was liquidated

in June, 19^6. In response to Congressional pressures some modification

took place, primarily a program for the separation of the

disloyal” which resulted in detention of those designated ’’disloyal,”

The ultimate goal,whether Nisei or Issei, for the duration of the war.

that is, the emptying of the relocation centers before the end of the

war, was actually achieved, as

decisions, reformulation of War Department policy, and the Japanese and

German surrenders.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, John Collier, in initially tak

ing the responsibility for the Poston relocation center—on the Colorado

The Bureau of Sociological Research and the 
Community Analysis Section

a result of the timing of Supreme Court

’’loyal and the
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Indian Reservation in Arizona—put into operation

cal Research directed by Dr. Alexander H. Leighton. The purpose of this

unit within the center administration was to carry on a study of the be

havior of the human beings involved, both evacuees and administrators

and Spicer 19^-5’ 71-97); it was believed such study would be

useful in understanding human relations in administered communities in

An immediate important goal, as conceived by its director, wasgeneral.

contribution to solution of the practical problems in the developing com

munity aiding the growth of informed and intelligent administration.

Leighton went to work in the Poston Relocation Center in late June, 19^2.

He was a psychiatrist much influenced by contacts with Clyde Kluckhohn,

anthropologist, and John Collier, social activist and administrator.

Leighton organized an applied research unit called the Bureau of Socio-

After nearly a year the administration of the BSR alonglogical Research.

with the Poston Relocation Center was taken over by the WRA, when John

Collier withdrew from administrative responsibility. At the same time

Leighton, who had been lent by the Navy in which he held the rank of Lieu

tenant Commander, left the BSR for other wartime service.

The BSR had been strongly encouraged by Dr. John H. Provinse,

Chief of Community Management in the WRA. Meanwhile he had begun in the

autumn of 19^2 to work with an anthropologist, John F. Embree, towards

setting up a social science unit in the WRA. He had been assisted in

planning by Robert Redfield of the University of Chicago (Leighton 19^5:

37M. The efforts of Provinse and of Embree, who had first been hired as

Historian of the agency, resulted in the formation of a Community Analysis

Section in the Division of Community Management in February, 19^3 (Embree

(Leighton

a Bureau of Sociologi-
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19M+). The conception was similar in some ways to that of the BSR. The

emphasis was strongly on immediate aid to administration through the

constant analysis of the relocation centers as working communities.

There was less emphasis on the maintenance of a record of what hap

pened, although it was implicit that this would he a result of the on

going community analysis. There was also emphasis on interpreting the

customs and ways of thought of the Japanese Americans concerning which
the administrators were unfamiliar. This had been emphasized in per

suading the director of the WRA that a Community Analysis Section would
be useful. The unit was much easier to justify to administrators on

the basis of interpreting Japanese ways than of reporting on and ana

lyzing a human community. However, the decision to include the Community

Analysis Section in the WRA organization ultimately rested on a sense of

urgent need for explanation of disturbances that took place in the relo

cation centers in the autumn of 19^2—an evacuee demonstration against

the administration of the Manzahar Center and a general strike at Poston

(U.S. Department of Interior 19^6: U6-5O; Leighton 19^5: 162-210).

These disturbances were serious threats to the whole program of

the WRA because of the public hostility aroused. The need for better

evacuee communities was recognized by the upper level of administration

Community Analysts, it was decided, might provide this underin the WRA.

standing and contribute to the growth of more peaceful communities. Thus

the qualifications of those hired to work in the Community Analysis Section
nJapanese experts" as of persons withwere defined not so much as those of

knowledge of community organization. The primary qualification was defined

understanding and control of the forces which had been stimulated in the new
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as social science training in the analysis of human communities as wholes,

and accordingly the decision was made to recruit persons with hackgrounds
in sociology and anthropology. Ultimately, 21 individuals were recruited

for 10 field and U Washington positions, seven of these trained in sociology,

U in anthropology. Only two, both sociologists, had previous experience

in the study of Japanese persons or communities. Only two, both anthro

pologists, had had any previous experience in the application of social

science—M. E. Opler who had worked for a time in the Applied Anthropology

Unit of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (McKeel 19HU) and G. Gordon Brown who

had worked in an exerpimental program in the application of anthropology

in an African colonial situation (Brown and Hutt 1935)* The others had

been trained purely in academic social science.
The inexperience of the social scientists in applied fields was an

influence on and a source of limitation in the work accomplished. It was

true also that the administrators with whom the analysts worked most closely

also lacked experience which equipped them to make use of staff social

The situation, therefore, was fluid and experimental. A con-scientists.

ception of suitable and effective roles within the organization did not

exist ready-made, but had to be defined as the working situation developed.

Working Roles and Relationships

Relations with administrators. The general role for analysts was

conceived as staff advisers to the administrators. However, just how and

to whom they were to channel information and analysis was far from clearly

defined and remained to be worked out by administrators and analysts as

they came into contact with one another. The initial conception was very
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general, namely, that analysts would develop a stockpile of information

which might be drawn on by any members of the WRA staff. It was planned

that this would be done at the relocation center level and that information

prepared there would be channeled to the central (Washington) office and

made available to upper level administrators. Circulation of informa
tion beyond any one local unit would be the function of the Washington

Community Analysis Office.

The staff advisory role took various forms and slowly crystallized

In the BSR there wasin different ways at local and Washington levels.

very early (within two months) establishment of a pattern of reportinga

This consisted of the attendance of the director of therelationship.
BSR at all general top staff meetings, in which he participated freely,

reporting orally on information which the unit had gathered and respond

ing to questions of administrators (division heads) present. This was

supplemented by much informal contact between the BSR director and the

Project Director (the chief administrator) and also by the submission of
During the major crisis of the Poston strike,

four months after the establishment of the unit, the pattern of regular

participation of the director of the BSR with division heads in top policy

In the course of a year a flow of inmeetings became fully accepted.

formation and comment was established, probably most effectively through

informal contacts rather than in formal staff meetings.

At the WRA relocation centers similar lines of communication were

set up and became the rule at some centers, but there was no one pattern.

In four there were never any patterned arrangements. The Community Analyst

worked largely in isolation from other parts of the administration, talk

ing informally with various members of the administration and with evacuees

some written reports to him.
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in administrative positions in the center, passing on selected infor

mation and commenting on issues as they arose. In such centers the only
formal and regular channels of communication were those required by the

Washington office of the Community Analysis Section in a periodic re
porting system on assigned topics.

At the other extreme were arrangements like those of the BSR

during its existence at Poston, namely, regular attendance at top level

staff meetings with freedom to participate on the same basis as the ad
ministrators present. In only two centers did this sort of communication

become established. In the remaining five centers no clear patterns

were established for local communication; they varied from intermittent

participation in staff meetings, on request, to informal contacts with

various administrators at other times. In three or four centers there

were regular requests for written reports by the local center director

on matters in which he was especially interested and no formal partici

pation with any other administrators.

In general, it can be said that communication channels tended to

be informal and that they tended to be as much with all levels of staff

What actually developed depended heavily onas with top administration.

the personalities of the Community Analysts and of the administrators

whom they were supposed to advise. There were analysts who never became

focused on any of the practical problems in the centers and spent their

time gathering materials for ethnographic descriptions of center life;

at the same time there were others who became so concerned with and per

sonally involved in certain selected practical problems that they never

succeeded in preparing on paper systematic analyses of any of them.
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The‘ staff advisory role was developed in the Washington office
very much as it had been at Poston by the BSR. The head of the CA section

participated in top staff meetings regularly along with the chiefs of di

vision—Community Management, Solicitor’s Office, Operations, Administra

tion, Reports (Public Relations), Statistics, and Relocation—under the

chairmanship of the Director of the agency. The CA head came to be ac
cepted as having a fund of specialized information and knowledge—evacueeI
attitudes, reactions, and interests—and was frequently called on to re

late proposed or operating plans and programs to this body of information.

What he offered, based on reports from the centers, went into the mill a-

long with the current information on United States public opinion, legal

developments on evacuee status, budget prospects, evacuee reception in

places of resettlement, and other matters as the basis for decisions by

This participation was entirely oral.the Director. Only very rarely

was a written report on any specific subject asked for by the top adminis

tration for use in policy meetings. However, some requests did come for

Community Management, Statistics, andparticular written reports from the

subject matter of most written reRelocation chiefs of division. The

ports prepared was decided on by the Community Analysis staff on the basis

of their knowledge of areas of special concern, ignorance, or unconcern

the part of the administrators locally or in Washington; perhaps feweron

than twenty percent were prepared in response to requests from Washington

top administrators.

The written reports of the CA section dealt with a great variety of

As indicated, the majority were prepared on the basis of thesubjects.

Section head’s own estimation of needs in the agency. The head and his

staff spent time with a few Washington administrators keeping in touch

II

1
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with program development and frustration at that level; also letters

from the centers (both through and outside formal channels) reported
evacuee reactions and attitudes and other matters. On this basis topics

were selected for more extended treatment and mimeographed reports were

prepared and disseminated throughout the WRA administration, at local

The early reports were occasional and oftenand Washington levels.

The later reports were brief andamounted to more than 20 pages.
during the last yearfrequent, such as the 2-3 page

of WRA’s existence.

’’Weekly Trend Reports”
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Relations with the Administered People. The BSR at Poston and

The evacuees

were paid at the nominal relocation center wage rates, the CA offices aver

aging perhaps three or four staff members in addition to typists and clerks.

Nisei predominated, but there were also Issei in all the CA units. In
some centers the evacuee staff acted as somewhat informal advisers to the

Community Analyst, in others there was formal organization with regular
staff meetings and written report assignments. The evacuee staff per

formed in the role of key informants constituting important channels of

communication with each evacuee community as a whole, and in addition many
evacuee staff members maintained their own informal key informants. These

networks were the bases on which understanding of the nature of the com-

In the CA offices the view of the communities derivedmunities was built.

from evacuee relations was combined with the administrative view as a re

sult of the Analysts’ role in the administrative organization.

The inclusion of evacuees in the CA staffs resulted in the work of

the Community Analysts becoming fairly well known widely in the evacuee com-

What went on in each CA office was relayed back into the communities .

munities, so that there was two way communication through the lines estab-

The extent to which a given community was informed of CA activitieslished.

naturally depended on the relations of the CA evacuee personnel within their

communities. A few CA offices were in close touch with the communities as a

result of the establishment of effective working relations with influential

persons among the evacuees, usually Issei, or older persons. Others re

mained somewhat isolated from the total relocation center life as a result of

limitation of the Community Analyst’s relations to Nisei who were not them-

the CA units at all the centers maintained staffs of evacuees.
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selves closely involved with any but a segment of Nisei. The reporting

of community trends and developments varied, also on the same basis, so
that some CA offices reported from a base deep in the total community and

others did not. It can be said that fullest understanding of the nature
of the communities in terms of evacuee viewpoints was derived from only

three or four of the centers.

In addition to the regular operations nearly all Community Analysts

maintained confidential files of material, not open to all the employees
These contained notes on individuals, information whichof the section.

came to the attention of the Analyst in the course of his work, even though

The contents of such files were used in connection with ad-unsolicited.

vising administrators at the discretion of the Analyst and inevitably

colored reports, although the specific information was not communicated.

Confidential files also contained materials which evacuees volunteered, but

The Washington office of the CA section urged that communication be

established with representatives of the evacuee formal organizations in

the centers, such as the members of the Community Councils and the Block

Managers, as well as influential persons who did not hold offices. No for

mal relations of this kind were reported as having been established by the

That is, the Analysts did not maintain regular meet-Community Analysts.

ings with the Councils or Managers at which their analyses of trends and

Nevertheless active and influential per-current conditions were presented.

in the communities, both men and women, did establish informal contactssons

In such contacts they were interested inwith members of the CA staffs.

both learning what they could about members of the administration and their

policies and also in communicating what they thought important about evacuee

on the basis that the source not be revealed.
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CA offices thus sometimes became links in thepositions and policies.

political networks which developed in the centers and through which the

evacuees attempted to influence relocation center administration. This
contributed another dimension to the understanding the Analysts gained
of the centers.

Initially with regard to both the BSR and in the CA sections deep

suspicion was present among evacuees. The offices were regarded as part

of a spying system maintained by the administration for close surveillance

It was assumed that the research activities were de-of the evacuees.

signed to cover the hidden objective of collecting information on subver
sive activities among Japanese Americans. Fear that information would be

used for this purpose led at first to hostility. However, during the first

few months of operation, as evacuees went to work in the offices and confi

dence in the particular analysts grew, the work of the Community Analysis

Section, and the BSR before it, became accepted on its face value.

The Nature of the ReportingThe Product:
(1) ethnographicThe reports produced fall into four categories:

description, (2) current trend reporting, (3) situational analysis, and

All the types were focused on de

fining situations in which the administrators recognized problems; the ad

ministrators’ concern was the criterion for selection. Special emphasis

was placed on making clear those factors in the situations which arose from

the evacuees’ cultural backgroundand/or current situational dilemmas. The

CA section regarded as its major responsibility the analysis of the evacuees’

However, reports did not deal exclusively with evacuee viewpointsbehavior.

and characteristics; they dealt also, although the emphasis was much less

(U) evacuee viewpoints (Spicer 19^6).
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frequently-there, with the viewpoints and characteristics of the ad

ministrators . The book by Leighton, The Governing of Men, reported ex

plicitly on administrators1 behavior and analyzed it in relation to WRA

program objectives. Leighton described and illustrated two general types

and "thing-minded"—and presented detailed

analyses of the consequences of administrative behavior of the contrast
ing types. At the time Leighton published this study he was not a member
of the WRA staff. The CAs never made such explicit written analyses for

presentation through the regular channels to administrators. However,

it should be pointed out that analysts in several centers and in the

Washington office frequently discussed informally with administrators the
No collationconsequences of different kinds of administrative approaches.

of analysts1 conclusions on this topic was ever made.

In general the Analysts’ written reports were descriptive and ana

lytical. A technique of recommendation, of assessment of current programs

in the light of possible alternatives, was never developed. The overwhelm

ing impression is that analysts were too preoccupied with becoming familiar

with and describing the situations which confronted them. One senses that

the Analysts generally accepted and concurred in the value position adopted

by the top policy makers of the WRA—which we have called

They were also sensitive to actions by individual administrators

and to policies adopted in particular centers which they regarded as incon

sistent with the general objectives. However, the CA section did not assume

a role in the systematic guidance of policy either at the Washington or the

local level. The conferences of Analysts called by the Washington office

were devoted to consideration of techniques of data gathering, forms of re

porting, and exchange of information about situations in the several centers.

"non-restrictive

of behavior—"people-minded"

policy."
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One type of report more common at the beginning of the program, but

appearing sporadically throughout was simple description of customs of Jap

anese origin which appeared strange to the administrators. These consisted

of short notes on Japanese language usage, courtesy customs, folk beliefs,

and other miscellaneous matters which appeared to analysts often to be

causes of misunderstanding between administrators and evacuees. These were

popular with a certain segment of administrators, but were not. generally

regarded as important by top administrators. Longer reports were prepared

dealing with more complex and deeply misunderstood matters such as the status

and cultural position of the Kibeis, Nisei educated in Japan. A long report,

ultimately boiled down to 1U pages, on this subject was widely circulated

and was rebuted to have cleared up many misapprehensions.

A second type of report sought to increase understanding of particular

situations which disturbed administrators or appeared to administrators and

analysts as potential sources of misunderstanding. These were ordinarily

fairly long and contained implied recommendations, but did not become explicit

Examples are "A Report on an Unorganized Relocationon recommended action.

which dealt with the situ-tion in the early stages of community organ

ization in a single center; it attempted to point out factors influencing

evacuees to organize themselves to oppose paternalistic tendencies in the

administration of the center. Another CA report,

in the wake of a rebellion against WRA administration at what became the

segregation center, tried to point out causes, such as for example, the

concentration in a single center of dissident elements and pro-Japan leader

ship following the Such reports

They were long; they were essentially academic inwere not widely read.

approach, tending to summarize past events and circulated at times when the

fast-moving events of the program quickly made them obsolete in the context

Center"

"The Tule Lake Incident,"

"sorting of the loyal from the disloyal."
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of newly developing administrative problems.

Closely related to the analyses were reports which
simply reported evacuee viewpoints and were essentially records of inter

views with evacuees of various ages and backgrounds. The most notable of

in the spring of 19^3 whenthese were a result of the

the WRA was forced, to carry out a program of separation of

The complex set of factors which made it impossible to carry out

any realistic separation of this sort became evident as soon as the inter

view program on which the separation was to be-based was inaugurated. The

simple record of interviews revealed more clearly for the WRA staff than

any formal description the nature of the problems for evacuees. Such

reports as "The Significant Factors in Requests for Repatriation and Expa-

Similar reporting, although not inconjunction with the program.

the same verbatim way, was also carried out by the CA section in surveys

and interviews in West Coast areas to which evacuees began returning as the

program for center closure was inaugurated in 19^5- These contained

interviews with non-Japanese in communities to which Japanese Americans were

They were used in planning specific strategy for particular groupsreturning.

of evacuees on their return.

In the final phase of the WRA program the CA section produced a long

series of rapidly prepared weekly trend reports, attempting to report to

Washington, to center staff, and to evacuee groups in the centers the reac

tions of evacuees to what finally became an involuntary movement geared to a
deadline for ending the WRA. The trend reports were focused on the.effects

on evacuee and tended to give much less attention to the administrators’

There was little detectable influence of these reports on ad-attitudes.

"registration program"

"loyal and dis

triation"

"situational"

loyal."
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ministrative action, although they were sometimes used by evacuee groups

in their efforts to slow down the program for closure.

Finally, one may gain insight into the assumptions in terms of

which the CA section was guided by examining its final report, Impounded

People, edited by the head of the section (Spicer et al 1969)- This sums

up the important findings of the CA section during its period of existence.

The general form is that of an academic report, descriptive and analytical;

there is a conceptual framework in social science, but it is purely implicit

There are no recommendations; there is no framework ofin the organization.
processual analysis related to the action goals of the WRA as an administra-

The only relationship which the report bears to agency operative agency.
tion is that it details the changes in the communities of Japanese Americans

The focus, implicit in the report, isas they responded to WRA management.
indeed the dynamics of human relations under administered community conditions.

The reports describes the growth of the different social structures which

developed in the centers, those among the various segments of the evacuee

population and also those which linked the administrators and the Japanese

The cultural products of these social relations, such as theAmericans.

in the centers, evacuee opposition to and acceptanceconcept of

of the WRA resettlement program, motivations behind declarations of loyalty

and disloyalty, and finally reactions to center closure are described and

their manifestations in the lives of the evacuees analyzed. This final

report of the section tends to summarize the approach of the CA staff, but

some individual Analysts did not wholly accept the academic approach and

■

became advocates of evacuee causes, notably on behalf of the "expatriates.”

"a day’s work"
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Ethical Issues and Responsibilities.

The CAS, and the BSR before it, accepted as primary responsibility

the obligation to serve the WRA agency as employees. This meant reporting
to the WRA administrators the results of research which they were paid to

The obligation included recognition of a distinction betweencarry out.

information about individuals and about group behavior. What Analysts
learned about individuals was not made available to WRA administrators.

Any use of such information was carried out only after the individual

references and sources were rendered unidentifiable. Administrators were

not ready at first to accept this distinction, and acceptance came only

after some resistance. The refusal to report on individuals made CA appear

as largely useless in the eyes of some administrators. A further definition

of role had to be insisted on the CAS: information bearing on internal

security of the centers and on espionage activities were designated as com

pletely outside the province of CA. It was clear at the beginning that

administrators were wholly unfamiliar with the functions of a social science

The analysts had to themselves define the role in the light ofanalyst.
conception of ethical responsibilities at that time not yet clearly dev-a

eloped in their own profession.

Generally the analysts saw themselves as having clear obligations

to the objects of their investigations, the evacuees. These were expressed

in the general statement of WRA regarding Acceptance

of the general obligation to promote evacuee welfare did not, however, include

any arrangement for reporting results of research to the administered people.

Only the WRA was recognized as formal client. Analysts generally accepted

the role of promoting evacuee welfare only indirectly - through the agency of

■

"non-restrictive" policy.
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the WRA.

channels of communication with the evacuee community at large and

transmitted, as did some Analysts themselves, the insights and under

standings gained through CA work of the nature of the communities as
wholes. All the Analysts maintained some sense of reciprocal obligation

and differed only in their degree of effectiveness in realizing it.

Individual evacuees often also found assistance in maintaining morale,

securing information, and other support through contacts with various
Analyst. Thus it may be said that the sense of obligation to serve

the interests of evacuees, who were the primary object of study, was

never formalized, although it was constantly on the tongues of analysts

and led most of them as private individuals to become identified with

evacuee viewpoints. Awareness of this tendency in some centers led to

distrust of CA on the part of some administrators.

In only a general way was responsibility to social science col

leagues accepted and recognized. The reports of the CAS were often

than an administrators’ point of view,prepared more from an academic

largely as result of the Analysts’ training, but fell short of relating

findings to any body of concept and theory. Alexander Leighton in his

report on the Poston relocation center presented conceptualized and theoret

ically interpreted data as well as a descriptive account with recommenda

tions (Leighton 19^5^2^7-367). A few published reports, by CA analysts,

following their tour of duty with WRA, did relate to the body of knowledge

in the social science (e.g. Opler, M.K. 1958; Spicer 1952).

The evacuee staffs of the Analysts nevertheless served as
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Evaluation

For comparative analysis of cases in any effort to promote general

understanding in the application of social science, we ought to have
answers to the following questions:

1.

2. What goals was the use of social science designed to further?

3.

Were these consistent with the proposed application?

5.

6.

The WRA program was built on the principle that the citizen members1.

of a minority group ought to be removed as rapidly as possible from restric

tions which a wartime action had imposed on the. WRA policy set as goal

that the Nisei be restored to full and equal participation with other

citizens in United States society and that Issei be returned to their

former, peacful alien status. This policy placed the WRA in direct opposi

tion to the restrictive position taken at first in 19^2 by the War Depart

ment and allied the WRA with the Justice Department which had opposed evacua

tion (Grodzins 19^9:231-73). In general, the WRA position was in support

of what after the war became a trend towards extension of full civil rights

to Orientals in the United States. The goals set by the WRA had to be worked

for in the face of active opposition from citizen groups such as the American
I

Legion, the House Unamerican Activities Commiettee, individual Congressmen

I

What roles were established specifically for the application 
of social science?

What alternative goals and uses were possible in the given 
situation?

What contribution did the application make to the goals of 
the program?

How did the program served relate to processes of social 
and cultural change which it was designed to encourage 
or discourage?
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and Senators, influential columnists such as Westbrook Pegler, and many
others (Myer 1971:157-8^+).

2. The basic policy of WRA had been decided on before social scientists

as such were brought in to the agency. One anthropologist-turned-administra-
tor played an active role in the basic policy determination. Three later
high policy decisions had to be made after the establishment of the social

These were the decisions that resulted in (a) sorting thescience units.

loyal from the disloyal and segregating and maintaining complete restriction

(U.S. Dept of Interior 19^+6:50-7^+) (b) estab-of movement on the

lishing a large ’’Relocation" Division of the WRA with an aggressive program

(ibid.:for immediate resettling of evacuees outside the relocation centers

132-H2), and (c) closing the centers out completely during 19^+5 before the

end of the war (ibid.: 11+3-51) • Formal participation of the social scientists

was not directly sought in the making of these decisions; they were not

invited into the top policy circle which decided them.

The immediate problems which gave rise to the hiring of social

scientists were demonstrations in the relocation centers by evacuees against

specific features of relocation center management. The issues involved in

these demonstrations came to be regarded by administrators as deeper than the

complainst over, for example, inadequate housing and hospital facilities c om

it was recognized in a general way that conflictmonly voiced by evacuees.

among evacuees stemming from factional and generational splits in the pre-war

communities were intensified by the experience of evacuation and the conditions

of involuntary concentration in the relocation centers. WRA administrators

concluded that social scientists could help in informing the administration

concerning the many causes of conflict, both within the evacuee population

and between them and the administrators (Embree 19HH:280-281). The scientists

"disloyal,"
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were therefore hired to study the evacuee attitudes and reactions under

the relocation center circumstances and report them to the administrators.

This, it was thought, would make for administration in the better interests

of both evacuees and administrators and would prevent conditions arising in

the centers which would obstruct the program for removal of restrictions.

The goals, then, which social science was to serve were those of bringing

about the most peaceful possible arrangements in the centers with the least

possible restriction on the evacuees.

The social scientists were established as staff advisers to the WRA3.
administrators at the level of operations, not of policy formulation. They

were regarded as facilitators of the programs already and to be established.

Their responsibilities were wholly advisory and they were permitted to ful-

No rigid structuring of their relationsfill these in a variety of ways.

with the administrators or evacuees was required; in general they functioned

They set up offices in the centers and hired evacueesin the following way.

They planned their own research topics and operationsas research assistants.

with direction from the Washington CAS office rather than from the local

Some operated almost entirely as data gathering organizationsadministrators.

oriented toward academic interests rather than the immediate practical problems

Most operated as informal advisers to the top administra-of administration.

tion on current problems and as contributors to analysis of the problem situations

identified by the Washington CAS staff. At the Washington level there was

regular participation in top staff meetings, where the CA representative was

recognized as having specialized information along with that of division heads.

This specialized knowledge concerned evacuee attitudes, reactions, and view-!

points relevant to aspects of the ongoing programs. It was treated by the
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Director of the agency (who made the ultimate decisions) as one type of

factor that should be taken into consideration in any program formulation
or evaluation. In short, information about evacuees was considered along

with budget considerations, personnel capabilities, intergovernmental

relations, public opinion, and international relations as necessary for

most decisions of importance. In some instances it had the highest priority,

in others very low priority.

In connection with the three high policy decisions made after the social

scientists were hired, the kind of information in which the analysts became

specialists was regarded as important but not of overriding importance.

Thus in connection with the segregation policy and program, the factors of

primary importance were decided by top administration to be (1) dominant

attitudes in the United States Congress and (2) maintenance of the non-restric-
The CAStive policy with regard to a majority but not all of the evacuees.

collected information which made it clear along with information gathered

by United States Army Intelligence and other means that a simple separation

The process ofof evacuees into and

interviewing itself altered people’s attitudes moment by moment; most Nisei

were in a state of doubt about their loyalty, whether to parents or to a

country which flouted their citizenship rights. Dozens of factors which made

the categorization irrelevant to actual danger to the United States were

uncovered and led to conviction by WRA administrators that the segregation

policy demanded by various groups in the United States could never accomplish

its ostensible goals. Nevertheless, WRA decided that if it conceded and

set up the program, this would make possible the carrying out of the policy

for lifting all restriction on evacuees who did not declare themselves

WRA therefore proceeded with segregation, the knowledge that it had of evacuee

"disloyal" was not possible."loyal"

"disloyal."
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attitudes, initially as a result of CAS research, not being given the

greatest weight in the decision.

The CAS was also through its interviews and surveys instrumental

in making clear the nature of what was called "resistance to freedom,"

that is, relectance to leave the centers in response to WRA efforts to

open them and encourage the evacuees to resettle somewhere in the United

States while the was was still in progress. Most Analysts inclined to
regard the resettlement program as unworkable. However, WRA did not
scale down the program to resettle as many evacuees as possible; on the

• contrary they steadily intensified efforts. Ultimately it was demonstrated

that only a small percentage, about one-fifth of the evacuees were interested

in resettlement. The rest remained in the centers despite the aggressive

resettlement. The rest remained in the centers despite the aggressive reset

in this sense the CA analysis was demonstrated to be sound.tlement program.

Yet CA reports were used as a basis for devising techniques aimed at breaking

down evacuee leadership which opposed immediate "forced'it resettlement.

true of the author) did

not approve the relocation program as it was developed. They regarded it as

unrealistic, in the sense that it turned out to be and also as working against

the policy of maintaining the centers as places of some security. However,

CAS never made the anlaysis which could have been decisive in this policy

decision, namely, one which would have included a study of the relations be

tween relocated evacuees and those remaining in the centers and projections

regarding effects on the center life of alternative volumes of resettled
evacuees over different periods. Here alternative programs could have been

assessed, but the method was not employed and hence a kind of unstated conflict

i

In general Analysts (and certainly this was
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persisted between CAS and the Relocation Division program.

Something similar to the resettlement program developed in connection
with the final program of center closure. Here again with their attention
fixed on evacuee attitudes in the centers, Analysts generally regarded the

closure program as unworkable and believed that if it were made to work, it

would in some degree do so in the face of a principle of maximum humane

treatment of evacuees which WRA was though to stand for. Nevertheless WRA

did make early closure work.

As in the case of resettlement, it appears in hindsight that the con

ception of their work which the Analysts maintained was not conducive to

They were completely absorbed in understandingmaking long term predictions.

the immediate situations in front of them, which called for much close atten

tion and the constant gathering of new data in the ever-changing situation.

The head of the section might have arranged to remove himself with other

Analysts far enough from the demands of analyzing the immediate scene to

allow time for developing a longer term view of the whole and of the processes

This was carried out by Leighton as part of the BSRwhich were in operation.

program, and probably contributed to the effectiveness of The Governing of Men.

However CAS did not adopt the technique.

The advisory role as developed was consistent with advising on short term

problems, but not on long range policy. The top administrators, chiefly

those who made the first basic policy decisions, made the long term analyses,

not the social scientists. It was not the Analysts who guided the administra

tors into those decisions which led to the lifting of restrictions on the

Japanese Americans; the top level administrators with some assistance from

information supplied by the social science staff were .responsible for all basic

policy.

______
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Alternatives not adopted which would have been more or less consistent5.
with the original basic polity decisions would have been (1) to maintain

the centers with no active resettlement program and consequently probably

only a tiny trickle of evacuees, if any, into the larger society during the

and (2) to develop the centers of John Collier proposed into vigorouswar

communities engaged in agricultural production and a variety of creative

community activities. So long as no restraints were imposed on evacuee

movement out of the centers these would have been possible even after the

Supreme Court decisions in the Endo and other cases declaring the detention

of Nisei unconstitutional (Myer 1971:261-71). Maintaining the centers but

without WRA taking responsibility•for obtaining jobs and acceptance out

side them would have been a negative policy, a sort of fence-sitting, neutral

It very probably would have resulted in growing dissatisfactionprogram.
If, on the other hand, a policy ofamong both WRA personnel and evacuees.

making the centers the best possible communities there would have been

interesting, perhaps creative possibilities, but only if Congress were willing

to appropriate funds throughout the war for this sort of development. More

over certain respects such a policy would have been unacceptable to the Issei,

who would have asked for whom they were developing the center land: who

would ultimately benefit from their labor? They would have had to be assured,

if that were possible, of a developing stake in the centers commensurate

There is a great chance that this programwith the effort put into them.

would ha-e failed for lack of cooperation, especially judging from the

limitations on work within the centers which the Issei and many Nisei imposed

Even if successful, there would ultimately have come thefrom the beginning.

problem of resettlement after the war with no active program relating them to

the United States public having been carried on in the meantime. Such considera-

I
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tions as these would have to be analyzed, if the social and administrative

wisdom of the actual WRA program is to be fully assessed.

Other alternatives urged by various segments of the United States

population were in complete opposition to the basic value premise on which

the WRA. worked and cannot be imagined or explored from the WRA basis.
These required the maintenance of such restriction as developed in the

months immediately following the evacuation order—all families held under

total surveillance, Nisei already in the armed serviced forced out the put
Administration with suchwith their families in the restricted communities.

goals probably would have developed on a basis of increasing restriction;

increasingly repressive measures would have been required, and the effects

would have been deeply negative with regard to maintaining and stimulating

The effects of repressive, or evenNisei loyalty to the United States.

ordinary restrictive, administration on family life as well as on national

The fact that this alternative had strongloyalty would have been destructive.

adovates in United States society sould be emphasized (Grodzins 19^9:361-7^;

Myer 19^1:91-10?) because that fact makes clearer the significance of the

choice which the WRA administrators made.

A third sort of alternative was on the minds of some of the Analysts

This called for the greater participa-from the beginning of their service.

tion of Japaneness Americans in the policy decisions of the WRA. This was

advocated almost immediately by various Japanese organizations after the

evacuation (Hosokawa 1969). Several organizations were formed at different

The Japanese

American Citizens League which voted to cooperate with evacuation at the

r:—

times for the purpose of "helping the WRA solve our problems."
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beginning and therefore earned the hostility of most Issei and many Nisei

maintained an informal advisory relationship with the top administrati on of

the WRA throughout the war period until the dissolution of the agency (Myer

1971:XVIII). Without ever analyzing all the consequences of participation

of Japanese Americans outside and inside the centers in policy determination

most Analysts were advocates of greater participation. Again, however, they

of the moment and spent their time making analyses

of relocation center situations in relocation center context rather than

in the context of the total Japanese American society. They did not there

fore contribute to the understanding of this alternative or provide any basis

for the rejection of it; the WRA administrators did, however, decide against

formal Japanese-American participation, except in very limited ways in the

Community Councils in the centers (Kimball 19^6). The effects need further

analysis.

6. The social scientists made an as-yet unmeasured contribution to clearer

understanding of Japanese American viewpoints and cultural orientations by

This was applied by the administrators in the organiza-WRA administrators.

tion of community institutions in the centers by placing evacuees in charge

of various operations and by asking evacuees for advice. The important

differences in life orientations of Nisei and Issei came to be understood by

top administrators with some aid from the BSR and CA reports oral and written.

It is a question how much the social scientists added to the understanding which

developed among the more sensitive of the administrators in the course of

trying to do their jobs. What the Analysts contributed cannot now be measured.

They were in most centers and in the Washington office an important part of

the process of administrators getting acquainted with the administered and in

the process of changing stereotypes and attitudes to permit good working relations.

succumbed to the ’’urgency”
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They assisted administrators, and in some instances evacuees, in becoming

aware of the factors stemming from ethnic group experience and from

bureaucratic administration which gave rise to strain and sometimes
conflict in various center situations.

The reporting by the Analysts contributed to an awareness of

the problems of the evacuees as seen from their own viewpoint. It was
by no means the only source of such knowledge. We have mentioned the
fact that the Director of the WRA and other employees of the agency kept

in close touch personally with especially Nisei leaders. A broad
understanding of the nature of Japanese American life before, during,

and after the evacuation diffused rather generally through the WRA

staff in the course of the intensive contracts among individuals in the

relocation centers. The Reports Division of the WRA carried on considerable

research into the circumstances of Japanese American life leading up to

the crisis of evacuation and made summaries of their findings which were

widely read by WRA personnel. The Community Analysis Section was one of the

several means through which this diffusion of information took place, but

it was more than that. It had been established explicitly to study and

make known the characteristcis of evacuees. It constituted a formal recog

nition by the bureaucratic agency of the importance of knowing the administered

people on their own terms. Community Analysis became a symbol of administrative

concern for unprejudiced understanding of the Japanese American people.
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anthropologists and the war relocation authority

by
Edward H. Spicer

Eugene V. Rostov, Dean of the Yale Law School, denounced the eva-

uation of Americans of Japanese ancestry at the beginning of World War II
(Rostov 19^5a). He also referred

to the legal cases arising out of the evacuation as viewed
from the standpoint of civil rights (Rostow 19b5b). Rostov regarded the

evacuation and subsequent incarceration of Japanese Americans as a serious
threat to fundamental citizenship rights. He understood the attack as

based on considerations of race and regarded it as indistinguishable, in

the legal view, from the position of the Nazis with respect to the Jews

in Germany. Rostow was one of the few public figures who did not shrink

from stating this point of view in the midst of war in a United States

Yet his position was preciselydeeply hostile to Japan and the Japanese.
that taken by United States Attorney General Biddle up until a few weeks be

fore the evacuation order (Grodzins 19^9: 2b2, 258-9).

Denunciation of the action taken in March, 19^2, by President Roose

velt ordering the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry from their

homes on the west coast has been vigorous ever since the event (ten Broek 195b;

Daniels 1971). Although the Supreme Court upheld the evacuation as constitu-

the decision was by majority

vote and the dissenting justices stated strong opinions against the singling out

of the more than 80,000 citizens of the United States on the basis of their racial

. United States 323 U.S. 21b: 233-b2, 2b2-b8). The factorigins (Korematsu v

as America’s ’’worst wartime mistake”

"disasters,”

tional on the grounds of "military necessity,"
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is that the governmental action took place in the face of vigorous opposi

tion by the Department of Justice and cannot in any way be regarded as the

result either of consensus among high government officials or concerted,
widespread public demand. The evacuation was rather a response to limited
special interest groups on the west coast, such as the Shipper-Growers’

Association in business competition with Japanese Americans, and constituted
a hasty concession in government circles to the implacable prejudice of a
single army general who happened to command the strategic west coast mili

tary area (Grodzins 19^9: 362-5).
Nevertheless in March, 19^2, the evacuation was ordered and there

was no rescinding it. The consequences directly and immediately affected

What has since beensome 110,000 people and had to be dealt with promptly.

generally judged as a very bad decision led to a determined effort by the

United States government to undo the effects of that decision. The undoing

of the evils has been paid far less attention than it merits. Within a few

days of the evacuation order President Roosevelt created a civilian agency—

the War Relocation Authority—and appointed as its director Milton K. Eisen

hower, who was soon replaced by Dillon S. Myer, both experienced in the ad

ministration of agricultural programs growing out of the New Deal. It be

came clear early, as these men sought to deal with the problems of 110,000

men, women, and children suddenly made homeless and excluded from the coastal

states that the policy pursued would proceed on wholly different assumptions

from those that prompted evacuation. It must be emphasized that the War Re

location Authority immediately saw the issue in terms of the restoration of

human rights (Myer 1971).

During the thirty-five years since the evacuation the label

has repeatedly been loosely applied to the communities whichtration camp”

’’concen-
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were established for the Japanese Americans. To do so obscures the issue

which the policy-makers in the WRA recognized as fundamental. As might
have been expected as one effect of the decision to evacuate, organizations
and individuals immediately appeared who sought to bring about complete im
prisonment of all the evacuees, both citizens and non-citizens. Pressures
to move in this direction were very strong in a country at war with the
Japanese and in a phase of that war, during early 19^2, which was going
steadily against the United States. There were individuals and groups who

assumed that evacuation had been ordered as a result of real evidence that

all persons of Japanese ancestry in the United States were a serious threat

The facts that very little evidence was ever pre-to the country’s security.
sented, that that which was offered was extremely flimsy, and that even this

was not applicable to the overwhelming majority of the evacuees were not known

The influential columnist, Westbrook Pegler, wroteto the public at large.

regularly but without solid information that the Japanese Americans were ex-
The American Legion passed a resolution in convention call-tremely dangerous.

Such influences continued strong during 19^-2 and led the Un-American19^5).
Activities Committee of the House of Representatives to institute a noisy in-

The pressures mounted steadily for making concentration campsvestigation.
out of the temporary communities which the Army had built and for which the

WRA had taken the administrative responsibility. A segment of Americans had

rapidly become convinced as a result of the misleading action of evacuation

that the U.S. citizens and their parents were dangerous enemies who should

be deprived of all human liberties.

centration camps, that is, places where the men, women, and children were to

be imprisoned indefinitely with no possibility of getting out. The demand

for this kind of treatment reached as far as both the House of Representatives

This resulted in the urging of real con

ing for the total imprisonment of all persons of Japanese ancestry (Spicer
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ana the United States Senate. It was in this situation of intensifying
demand for repressive measures against the evacuees that the War Relo

cation Authority had to forge its policy for fulfilling the mandate given
by President Roosevelt, namely, to provide for the welfare of the evacuees
(Tozier 19^6).

It would have been an easy course to pursue at the time to accede

to the demand for concentration camps. This was not, however, the path
which the WRA took. On the contrary, its policy-makers struggled to look
at the situation from the point of view of law and civil rights, of the long

term cultural adjustment of the Japanese Americans in the United States, and

of the effects of arbitrary confinement on a racial basis of young American

citizens , in short in the broadest possible framework of human problems of

an uprooted segment of the population of the United States. Consideration

of the problems from the standpoint that the evacuees were human beings and

most of them citizens of the United States required the formulation of a set
The values adopted as the basis of WRAof principles for shaping policy.

action might be summed up as anti-concentration camp values resulting in

More positively, the WRA policy-makers chose tonon-repressive policy.

open up the whole of the United States apart from the newly restricted west

coast to resettlement by the Japanese Americans. This resulted in a conception

of the camps which the Army had built for the reception of the evacuees as

on the path back into normal American society. This basis

of policy was fundamentally opposed to the concentration camp policy advo

cated by the various groups and individuals who had been misled into believing

that the evacuees were dangerous people. It was a difficult policy to pursue,
one that required courage on the part of the policy-makers in a nation ac
tively tooling itself for all-out war with the Japanese. Nevertheless the

’’way-st at ions”
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WRA formulated its policy position with great clarity in the course of

its first year of existence and, ultimately with the help of the War De

partment and always supported strongly by the Department of Justice, fol-

It is ironic that the
way-stations into American life which the WRA called relocation centers are

still often spoken of by commentators on the evacuation and its aftermath

(Bosworth 19^7; Daniels 1971). It was preciselyas

to forestalling the appearance of such institutions in American life that
the WRA devoted itself.

The WRA approach to achieving its policy goals was many-sided. It

maintained constant, close liaison with representatives of the Justice De

partment which had not essentially changed its position that mass evacu

ation of American citizens could not be justified on any grounds and which fully

expected that forced detention of the Nisei citizens would quickly be de

clared unconstitutional as Nisei proceeded to bring suit. The top officials

of the WRA encouraged the War Department to learn what the Office of Naval

Intelligence (Ringle 19^2) already knew before evacuation, namely, that

there was reason to assume that Nisei were the most actively loyal among

American citizens; Army teams were encouraged to visit relocation centers

and interview Nisei for service in Army Intelligence units; and in 19^3 the

WRA cooperated fully with the Army in developing its plan for re-opening

Selective Service to Nisei and urging them to volunteer for military service.

From the summer of 19^2 the WRA arranged for Nisei to leave the camps for

seasonal agricultural labor in the mountain states. Thus the WRA moved

rapidly on several fronts for establishing the relocation centers as tem-

lowed through to execute the policy with great consistency and finally liqui- 

dating itself as the war came to an end (Myer 1971)•

"concentration camps"
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porary way-stations, not permanent prisons, from which those evacuees

who were able and willing could move out even while war with Japan was in

It was this broad approach to the problems created by theprogress. evac
uation which the WRA initiated early and which it pursued through the
four and one-half years of its existence, ultimately resettling some 25,000
evacuees before the end of the war and closing out all the centers and the
agency itself by the summer of 19^6.

As an integral part of its program to re-integrate the evacuees
into normal American life and to forestall efforts on the part of some

Americans to create concentration camps, the WRA enlisted the aid of social

scientists. This was carried out in a novel manner not theretofore employed

in attempts to bring social science knowledge to bear on administrative

It was assumed that there would be difficult problems confront-problems.

ing administrators as a result of the fact of sharply differing cultural

backgrounds between themselves and the evacuees and that these problems would be

constantly recurrent in the day to day operation of the relocation centers.

In order to resolve such problems it would be necessary to retain as part

of the working staff individuals who would learn the nature of the moti

vations and the cultural influences affecting the behavior of the admin

istered people; this called for social scientists who would constantly,

through observation and interview, be in touch with the population of the

The approach also called for frequent contact betweenrelocation centers.

the social scientists and the administrators, so that problems small and

large could be freely discussed; moreover since there were various levels

of administrators involved,from the relocation centers to the several levels

of administration in Washington, it would be necessary to maintain the work-
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ing contacts between social scientists and administrators at all levels.

This kind of structure was eventually achieved, so that at least three

levels of administrators had available informed social scientists as staff
advisers. What was novel about this arrangement was, first, that it con

stituted an employment of social science not on the assumption that it
consists of already completed bodies of knowledge, but rather that it is
a developing understanding of human phenomena and, second, that social

scientists may be employed effectively within the administrative organi
zation, not only as occasional consultants outside the structure.

This conception of the use of social science was applied first in
of the relocation centers which had been established on an Indian Reser-one

vation and over which the Commissioner of Indian Affairs had retained some

The Commissioner at that time was John Collier, who hadjurisdiction.
earlier made an effort to employ anthropologists in an Applied Anthropology

Unit in the Bureau of Indian Affairs (McKeel 19UU)• With the establishment

of a relocation center, called Poston,

John Collier conceived the idea of setting up an applied social science unit
He placed the unit under the direction ofto assist in the administration.

Alexander H. Leighton, who named it the Bureau of Sociological Research and pro

ceeded to hire as his assistants two anthropologists, Edward H. Spicer and
Leighton was a psychiatrist who had been associatedlater Elizabeth Colson.

with the anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn and who had carried out field re-
The Bureau of Sociological Researchsearch among the Navajos and the Eskimos.

(Leighton and Spicer 19^5) set a pattern of procedure which influenced the

later development of social science utilization in all the other relocation

It relied heavily on a staff of evacuees, both Nisei and Issei, forcenters.

L

on the Colorado Indian Reservation,
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its knowledge of evacuee attitudes, viewpoints, and ways of behaviour.

Leighton, as head of the Bureau, established constant working contacts,

both informal and formal, as an adviser with the Director of the center.
John Collier as Commissioner of Indian Affairs had demonstrated

much interest in the application of anthropology to problems of Indian
administration. He advocated the view that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
ought to be employed as a laboratory for the better understanding of problems

of administration (Collier 19^5). He had hired Leighton with this approach
in mind and gave him a free hand to develop it in the relocation center

While the first focus of attention in the Bureau of Sociologicalat Poston.
Research was on the evacuees and how they saw their problems and sought

to solve them, the Bureau rapidly found itself studying the administrators

Bureau staff frequently attended adminis-as intensively as the evacuees.

trative staff meetings of various kinds and quickly found themselves view

ing each problem situation in terms not only of evacuees’ but also of ad

ministrators’ attitudes and behavior. Each problem and each solution was

studied as a compound of both.

In October 19^2, when the Bureau of Sociological Research was just

beginning to function adequately, a series of beatings of evacuees by other

general refusal of the evacuees to carry on any but the most necessary work

The strike was accompanied by withdrawalfor the maintenance of the center.

of evacuees from the administrative offices and by demonstrations with Japa-

The administrators were isolated from the communitynese music and speeches.

for several days, the military police (supposed to confine their guard duty

to the perimeter of the camp) entered the center with armed vehicles, and

evacuees and related disturbances broke out in Poston, culminating in a
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there was thus immediate threat of the breakdown of the peaceful conditions
which had prevailed. Negotiations were arranged and, at first tense and

ganization with more evacuee participation in management. The head of the
Bureau of Sociological Research took an active role in advising the ad

ministrators who effected the settlement and prevented the taking over of

the camp by the Military Police.
This crisis which was a result on the one hand of the cross-cur-

rents of conflict among the Japanese Americans and on the other of fear and
mishandling of situations by some administrators, was analyzed and described

in a book published by Leighton in 19^5, The Governing of Men. The study

effectively presented the approach which had been developed in the Poston

research unit by Leighton and Spicer and their evacuee assistants. It was

quite clear that the work of the Bureau was conceived not as a study of the

to be packaged for the better understanding of their ways by theevacuees
It was rather an ongoing analysis of the interaction ofadministrators.

administrators, at first quite ignorant of evacuee attitudes growing out of

recent and earlier experience with American prejudice and discriminatory laws,

with Japanese Americans wracked by internal conflicts in their communities and

without clear clues as to what their future would be in the United States.

This analysis of the successive administrative situations in which evacuees

and administrators participated was interpreted by Bureau staff for evacuee

leaders who developed in the center as well as for the WRA personnel. Leighton’s

published account shifted the focus from Japanese Americans as persons with

unique and unfamiliar cultural background to human beings under a varietya
of stresses in a process of mutual adaptation with administrators also under

difficult, they resulted in increased understanding and new forms of or-
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stress in an unfamiliar setting. The book contributed to both a broader
understanding of the Japanese American experience in the United States and

of administration as a process involving administrators and administered
people.

While the Poston strike and some other relocation center disturbances
were in progress, an effort was being made in the WRA in Washington to
bring social scientists into the agency’s program on a larger scale. When

the WRA was first organized it included among its top administrators an
anthropologist-turned-administrator, John H. Provinse, who had worked in

the Soil Conservation Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. Provinse had taken a prominent part in the form
ulation of the value principles on which the non-repressive WRA policy was

Together with Dillon S. Myer, former director of the United Statesbased.
Conservation Service, and Philip M. Glick, government attorney of varied ex

perience, Provinse, as Chief of the Division of Community Management, had

He also had as early as May, 19^2,participated in forging the policy. con

ceived the idea of employing social scientists with knowledge of Japanese

He had been able to hire only one by the fall of 19^2,cultural background.

namely, John F. Embree, who was employed at first as Historian in the Re-

Ernbree and Provinse were engaged in persuading the Directorports Division.

of the WRA that Japanese experts could help the administration of the agency

These crises in relocationwhen the Poston and other disturbances broke out.

center affairs had a prompt impact on the general public and on Congress, members of

which began to wonder whether after all concentration camps might not be the

Both the House and the Senate instituted investigations, which ulti-solution.

mately vindicated the WRA approach, but which in late 19^2 were ominous for the

WRA open-door policy. Embree had already moved far in convincing the top ad-
■
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ministration that scientists familiar with Japanese background could be
useful. Now with reports coining in that the staff of the Bureau of So

ciological Research had played a helpful role in a constructive outcome
of the Poston crisis, the Director of WRA became convinced that Provinse’s

plan for more social scientists should be acted on immediately. The hope
was that it would help to forestall any further disruption of the relo
cation centers. Two outside consultants—Robert Redfield and Conrad Arens-

berg, anthropologists who had visited the centers briefly during the sum

science unit be created.
The result was the formation of the Community Analysis Section within

Provinse’s Division of Community Management (Embree I9HU). Ernbree became
the Head of the Section and proceeded to hire as his assistant a sociolo-

Their plan, following the objective of locating socialgist, Frank Sweetser.
scientists at all levels in addition to the Washington office staff of two,

called for placing an analyst in each of the ten relocation centers. Within

some three months they had filled the nine field posts other than Poston,

Weston Labarre, E. Adamson Hoebel, Morris Opler,with seven anthropologists:

John Rademaker and Forrest Laviolette. Thus by the latesociologists:

spring of 19^3, one year after the formation of the WRA, a working team of

social scientists had been established, linking all the centers with the Wash

ington office.
Meanwhile a difference in policy thinking had developed between John

!
Collier and Dillon Myer resulting in the withdrawal of Collier from adminis

trative responsibility for the Poston center. The Bureau of Sociological Re

mer of 19^2—both supported Provinse and Embree*s proposal that a social

Marvin K. Opler, John DeYoung, Charles Wisdom, and G. Gordon Brown and two
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place in Washington.
munity Analyst at Poston. The Washington office staff was increased by

short tours of duty, as did two anthropologists, Labarre and Hoebel.

They were eventually replaced by Asael Hansen, Charles Hoffman, and Edgar

McVoy, sociologists, and Elmer Smith, anthropologist. Thus reorganized,

with some turnover in personnel, the later addition of sociologist J. R.
McFarling, and leaving two of the centers without analysts for extended
periods, the Community Analysis Section continued operation until the

liquidation of the agency in June, 19^6. In all it employed 21 social
scientists, 13 anthropologists and 8 sociologists.

The basic formal relationship of the Community Analysts, at both the

Washington and the relocation center levels, was that of staff advisers.

The Head of the section in Washington met in regular staff meetings with

the Division Heads and the Director of the agency. In some cases Community

Analysts in the relocation centers participated similarly in staff meetings.

but more often the relationship between Analyst and Director of a center was

Some Analysts never developed any regular sort of communicationinformal.

The fact is that with only two exceptions, Morris Op-with administrators.

ler who had been a member of John Collier’s Applied Anthropology unit in

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (Mekeel 19W) and G. Gordon Brown who had worked

Katharine Luomala and Margaret
» Two of the so-

the addition of two anthropologists, KaL'ncu. inc nuumala

Lantis, as Rachel Sady. took "tTfe plab^bf Sweekser-'trtrere,

ciologists first hired, Laviolette and Rademaker resigned after only

cvt
.. Embree and hissearch was eliminated, and Leighton and Colson resigned. .

-Vo i
assistant Sweetser also re-eig-ned—£rom the WRAAand Spicer took Embree*s A

Another anthropologist, David French, became Com-

with a British colonial administrator in Africa (Brown and Hutt 1935), none

e *
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of the social scientists had had prior experience in applied situations.

zation of social scientists as members of their staffs in daily operations.

No well-understood model for a working relationship existed. The result

was much variation and the communication which developed depended heavily
on the personalities of both Analysts and camp Directors.

Whatever communication did develop with respect to daily operations
was chiefly oral rather than written. Some memoranda were written, but the

WRA program was fast-moving, making constant demands on administrators’ time,
that oral communication was better adapted to getting relevant informationso

In Washington the Head of the Section, draw-into the administrative process.
ing on the flow of reports to him from the centers and on his own frequent
trips to the centers, reported regularly in staff meetings on evacuee attitudes,

reactions to programs and regulations, the activities of evacuees in the cen-
What he said was for mostters, and the growth of organization among them.

Washington Division Heads an important source of comprehensive knowledge about

the currents of thought and trends of reaction in the evacuee communities, as

opposed to the bits of information about specific matters connected with their

At the relocation center level Analysts were faced withparticular operations.
Here the administrators were all in close touch witha different situation.

many evacuees in the course of carrying out their responsibilities and were not

isolated from evacuee contacts; reporting that filled the administrators’ needs

One of the most successful roles was as participant

in meetings between the camp director and his assistants and various evacuee

Moreover, none of the administrators had had any experience in the utili-

was thus more difficult.
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administrative groups, such as the Block Managers, and evacuee committees
organized for particular purposes. Here the role was not simply reporter
of information but participant in decisions affecting operations. The
Analyst in such a role combined an awareness of the viewpoints of both
administrators and evacuees and often was able to bring about adjustment
of differences simply by stating the differences clearly. An Analyst who
demonstrated this sort of capacity usually gained the confidence of evacuees
and was relied on for aid in getting fair consideration by them. Not all
Analysts had such negotiating ability, or interest, and t-hose who did not
tended to withdraw from operating participation and spent more time in the

preparation of written reports which the Washington Community Analysis office

constantly requested.

From the beginning the Community Analysis Section undertook as a

major responsibility the preparation of reports which were mimeographed in

quantity and distributed throughout the agency (Spicer 19^6). The first
treated such matters asof these by John Erabree

(which contained a discussion of race and culture and the insti

tution of the go-between, among other things),

While shortandations in the United States,
reports on special Japanese customs continued to appear occasionally through

out the program, the subjects of the reports quickly changed character, be

ginning in February, 19^3. itii Causes of Unrest at Relocation Centers,

Preliminary Survey of Resistances to Resettle-Registration at Granada,

An Analysis of the Segregationment at the Tule Lake Relocation Center,

were the subjects of reports, for

example, during 19^3 and early 19HU. Such reports indicated the shift of

focus to urgent immediate problems of center administration, as they became

’’Army

n n

it 11

’’Dealing with Japanese

’’Japanese Groups and Associ-

Americans”

and ’’The Tule Lake Incident”Program,”

"Notes on Japanese Holidays."
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more complex with the Army’s decision to re-open Selective Service to

Nisei, the WRA initiation of its all-out resettlement program from the
centers, and the creation of the at Tule Lake.
The reports ranged from 5 to a dozen or more pages and were circulated
among all WRA personnel.

Spicer et al. 1969 for complete list).

By November 19UU the Community Analysis Section decided that
there was need for a regular and frequent reporting of the effects of the

WRA programs for resettlement and center closing on evacuee attitudes and
organization. A series of trend reports was initiated, collating infor
mation from all the centers, which shortly became weekly. Thirty of these
were prepared and distributed and were widely read by evacuees and WRA staff.

They were issued throughout 19^5, until the closing of all the centers at

the end of that year, as the Supreme Court decided that Japanese Americans

could no longer be excluded from the west coast. At the same time a series

of studies of attitudes of west coast communities to which Japanese Americans

returning or expected to return were initiated:were

"West Coast Localities:River Valley—A Case Study in Race Relations,
nWest Coast Localities: Imperial Valley,Sacramento County and City, and

others.

The most influential of the Community Analysis written reports among

the agency personnel were probably those that reported directly the results

of Analysts’ interviews with evacuees of various viewpoints. Notable among

and

These were products of the Army’s registration pro

question that came to be labelled the ’’loyalty question.” Many Nisei gave
'I

"A Nisei

gram which required evacuees to fill out a registration form containing a

u n

"Prejudice in Hood

these were Morris Edward Opler’s "From a Nisei Who Said ’No”’

"segregation center"

Requests Expatriation."

More than fifty such reports were issued (see
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replies of for various reasons ranging from deep anger at the whole

was
arbitrary government power.

The

WRA staff called it, of conflicting attitudes and loyalties among the

Nisei was only slowly realized by the administrators. The direct reporting

of interviews which were then circulated among administrators at all levels

was a major influence in the steady growth of understanding on the part of

standingfwhatever of the background of Japanese Americans or of the real

nature of the impact of the evacuation on them.
In the job descriptions for the position of

no mention of any responsibility to the people administered by the agency

The position was described entirely infor whom the analyst was to work.
terms of responsibility in reporting and other matters upward to adminis-

The Community Analysts neverthelesstrators in the line organization.

found themselves immediately in situations in which it appeared that there

The Bureau of Socio-of the materials with which they worked were derived.

logical Research staff, first in the field, came promptly up against some

The first was a result of a complete misunderstanding by ad-problems.
ministrators of the nature of social science research. This lack of under

standing was not surprising, in view of the absence of prior experience

It had to be made clear by the Director ofwith staff social scientists.

the Bureau that his staff was not aiming at the collection of information

on individuals, even though individuals were the source of all the knowledge

which the research was developing. In short, the sources of information

(the Civil Service name

were additional responsibilities, namely, to the evacuees from whom most

as some

evacuation program to wild and careless defiance of what they felt
So v? hSome Nisei then proceeded to renounce their4

U.S. citizenship and ask for expatriation to Japan.

administrators, most of whom had begun their service in WRA with no 
standing,whatever of the background of Japanese Americans or of the real

"morass”

"Social Science Analyst"

"no"

for what WRA called Community Analyst) there was
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were not to be made available to the administrators, only the results of
interview and observation on an anonymous basis. This procedure had to be
learned by the administrators and was eventually accepted. They ceased to
look to the Bureau for information about any particular individual and re
alized that they had to rely on other members of their staff for that,
such as Internal Security officers and welfare workers, whose work depended
on the identification of individuals. The limitation on what was made avail
able came up again when investigators of the House Un-American Activities
Committee appeared in the relocation center. The BSR staff decided to make

portions of their materials completely unavailable because the handling of

hearings in Los Angeles had made it apparent that the investigators could

not be relied on for fair and reasonable handling of evidence. The decision

of the Bureau would probably have forced its staff into illegal actions,

if the investigators had pushed the matter, but they did not, and so the

problem was avoided rather than solved.

These experiences made it clear that there was a responsibility to
evacuees which was not at first accepted by the administrators or the agency as

The problem was dealt with both formally and infor-an arm of government.

mally by the Community Analysis Section. The responsibilities of Analysts

were defined in terms of providing to administrators only information about

group processes and structure and attitudes and viewpoints anonymously re-

This was finally fully accepted as policy by the WRA, although toported.

some administrators it raised questions about any real utility the Analysts

In practice it meant that Analysts maintained confidential, asmight have.

In all Analysts’ reports the confidentialitywell as other, file material.
I through whom they worked constantly, was scrupulouslyof ’’key informants,”
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maintained. The question of the availability of confidential file material
is of course still a controversial matter being decided by the courts in
connection with government supported research. No case of breech of con-

Despite the absence of obligation to report to the administered peo

ple as provided in the Analysts’ job descriptions, probably every Analyst
chose to assume some kind of such responsibility. All the Community Analysis
offices in the centers had staffs of evacuees who provided information for

the Analysts’ reports, oral and written. Every Analyst knew that what was

done in his office was known eventually in some form in the evacuee community.

No system of classified reporting was developed. The work of the Analysts

in short, common knowledge among the evacuees. Moreover, the mimeo-was,

graphed reports that emanated from the Washington office were available

equally to evacuees and ’’appointed personnel, n as the WRA employees were

In addition most, if not all, the Analysts became intimate with acalled.
number of older Japanese with whom they discussed frequently the problems of

relocation life from the social scientist’s point of view. Reports prepared

for the Washington office of the Section were often worked out jointly with

In these relationships the influencessuch close associates of the Analysts.

undoubtedly worked both ways, so that in some degree the Analysts’ view

points and analyses became known in various levels of leadership in the evacuee

This did not mean, of course, that the analyses were acceptedcommunities.

the basis for evacuee cooperation or opposition any more than the Comas

munity Analysis reports were accepted as the basis for action by the ad-

In both contexts they were part of the situation, sometimesministrators.

exerting strong influence, sometimes merely providing knowledge of alternatives

not incorporated into policy or program of either evacuees or administrators.
I

fidence was ever complained of by any evacuee.
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There is no question, however, that in two or three centers the intimate
relations between influential Japanese and Community Analysts affected the
course of events.

It should be pointed out that both the final reports of the Bureau
of Sociological Research and the Community Analysis Section devoted con
siderable space to the history of interethnic relations of the Japanese

The social scientists apparently regardedAmericans in the United States.
it as impossible to prepare reports for their scientific colleagues wholly

VThile the backgroundapart from their obligation to the people studied.
material may be regarded as merely necessary for an understanding of the

analysis of, in the case of The Governing of Men,

one relocation center and, in the case of Impounded People, the dynamics of
community development under the relocation center conditions, the character

of the introductions to the two reports suggests a great deal more. The

social scientists were in both instances concerned to present what may be

called a vindicating picture of the Japanese Americans for a general reading

public by clearing away the misleading implications of the action of evacu

ation.
A third kind of responsibility, which is to be regarded as an im

perative in all instances of applied social science, was also recognized and

acted on by some individuals and by the Community Analysis Section as a whole.
This is the obligation to colleagues in the social sciences to interpret the

The responsibility as fulfilledresults of the experience in application.

by individuals is best and most fully represented by Leighton’s study focussed

around the Poston general strike (Leighton 19^5). In the published book Leigh

ton makes an analysis of the particular relocation center situation in terms

of general ideas about the nature of human psychological types—stereotype-

minded and people-minded—and provides a hypothesis regarding their behavior

a particular crisis in
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in a specific type of administrative situation. This idea might be ap
plied further in, for example, the selection of personnel for particular
administrative assignments. Leighton, however, went further in his book
and developed an elaborate theory regarding the behavior of individuals

stress. ’’and of communities under different forms of The book was widely

stituted a contribution of some influence in the fields of both adminis
trative management and psychology.

Individual Community Analysts also made some contributions in the

For example, Morris Opler (19^U), Mar-special fields of their interests.

vin Opler (1950, 1958), John Embree (19^3, 19^) 5 K. Luomala (19^7), E. C.

McVoy (19^3), G. Gordon Brown (19^+5), E. R. Smith (19^8), and E. H. Spicer

(19^5, 19^6, 1952, 1969) published in various journals, ranging from the
American Anthropologist to the Utah Humanities Review, analyses of different

It was true also that the Communityaspects of the relocation program.

Analysis Section as a whole made an effort to meet this sort of obligation.

The final report of the Section, prepared by four of the Analysts, was ob

viously aimed at social science colleagues (Spicer, et al. 19&9)« The re

port focusses on the Japanese Americans as uprooted people seeking to build

kind of community life after extreme disruption. It analyzes the pro-a new
cesses of reorientation of the generations in relation to each other and to

Lacking the explicit formulation of theory that character-the United States.

ized The Governing of Men, Impounded People presents a concrete account of

life in the relocation centers organized on an implicit framework of proces-

sual analysis.

The work of the Bureau of Sociological Research and the Community Analysis

Section is hardly to be understood apart from the total activity of the War Re

read by social scientists as well as by a general reading public and con-
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location Authority. A striking characteristic of these applied science
units was their thorough integration into the total program. They served
the overall goals of the agency just as did the other specialized structures
of the WRA, as organs of the whole. Hence any evaluation of what the social
scientists contributed is best carried out in the light of an understanding

of the whole accomplishment of the wartime agency.
The WRA program played a decisive role in the interplay of oppos

ing processes which came into operation in the United States beginning with the
arrival of the first Chinese immigrants in the 18UOs , following the Taiping

On the one hand, prejudiceRebellion and during the California gold rush.
against the Orientals grew rapidly in the western states, culminating during

One effect of this
legislation was the stimulation of new immigration from Asia, specifically

A new cycle of anti-Oriental prejudice developed, as thousandsfrom Japan.
Novelists such as Peter B. Kyne wroteof Japanese entered the United States.

threatened Californiaromances rooted in the belief that a
and that Japanese were everywhere infiltrating the defenses of the country.

New efforts to stop Oriental immigration, this time directed at the Japanese,

Surges of anti-Oriental feeling repeatedly swept Californiawere successful.
and the western states (McWilliams 19^H: lb-72). By the 1920s discriminatory

The intermarriage of Orientalslegislation of several kinds was enacted.

and
entals from owning land (Millis 1915* 316-19; Kawakami 1921: 103-122); and,

far-reaching in its adverse effect on the adaptation of Japanese to American

life, U.S. citizenship was denied to persons of Asiatic birth. These laws

sanctioned and confirmed the various local discriminations stimulated by the

t.

was prohibited; Alien Land Laws kept first generation Ori-

0

’’Yellow Peril”

’’Caucasians”

a first cycle in the Chinese Exclusion Act of 188? (Lee i960).
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both first generation immigrants and their children who were American citizens
by virtue of birth in this country.

On the other hand, at the same time that hostility towards the
Japanese grew, the immigrants and their children were making a notably suc
cessful adaptation to American life. The outbursts of popular feeling against
them led to their becoming the special subject of investigation. The United
States Immigration Commission carried out studies as early as 1910 to deter
mine whether they were actually as popularly depicted. The reports of the
Commission revealed that among all the immigrants from Asia and Europe, the

Japanese were making an outstandingly rapid and successful adaptation (Millis

1915: 251-75). They were surprisingly quickly adopting American ways. They

were keeping their children in school, and they were moving up in the economic

Later studies showed that the educational achieve-and occupational scale.

ments of the second generation in the public schools and universities were ex

ceptional (Strong 193^). Thus despite the persistent hostility and attempts

to exclude Japanese Americans from participation in American society, they

continued to exhibit all the signs of good adjustment. The processes of cul

tural assimilation and economic adaptation produced results in marked contrast
•i

with the negative beliefs about Orientals. These beliefs nevertheless con

tinued to be held in some segments of the west coast population as late as

the 19^0s.
The evacuation order in February, 19^2, was a drastic move by the

federal government in support of the restrictive actions against Orientals

which had begun in the 1880s and continued through the 1920s. The action

came as a result of the power suddenly conferred in wartime on a particular

I

I

■■■■

widespread prejudice and gave rise to new suspicion toward the Japanese,
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commander of the Western Defense Command—General John L. Dewitt whose ideas

about Japanese expressed the extreme in anti-Oriental prejudice (McWilliams
19^: 251; Grodzins 19^9: 262-6?). The order establishing the WRA which

immediately followed resulted, however, in action directly contrary to that
initiated by evacuation. The Presidential decree did not in itself define
the nature of that action; it merely created the new caretaking agency for

It was the men who took control of policy in thethe Japanese Americans.
WRA who initiated the action counter to the older repressive trend against
Orientals in American life.

As the WRA moved towards the elimination of restrictions on the

it did so in close collaboration with the Department of Justiceevacuees,

which had strongly opposed mass evacuation from the first. Within a year

the WRA found itself working closely with the War Department, which in its

upper levels was flexible and open to consideration of facts about the Jap

anese Americans, in contrast with the lower level of the Western Defense Com-
The efforts of the WRA were directed primarily to undoing the effectsmand.

of the evacuation order, that is, to opening up the relocation centers promptly

to resettlement by both first generation and Nisei Japanese Americans, the

reopening of Selective Service and the armed services to the Nisei, and

finally the restoration of the evacuees to their land and homes on the west

In addition the WRA accomplished other results which worked to thecoast.
The resettlement program brought aboutadvantage of the Japanese Americans.

much wider distribution of the Japanese Americans over the United Statesa
than had characterized them before World War II, thus eliminating the con-

Working in close conjunction, thecentrations in west coast slum areas.

War Department and the WRA succeeded, through a program of publicizing the

active part taken by Nisei in both the European and Pacific theatres of war,
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once the armed services were reopened, in dispelling the suspicion about
Nisei loyalty which evacuation had raised to a high pitch. Finally the WRA
through its resettlement program and other positive measures contributed

greatly to the diffusion through the United States of a broad and sympathetic
understanding of the Japanese American experience. The growth of this under
standing bore continuing fruit after the WRA. ceased to exist; in 1952, for

trend nurtured by anti-Oriental prejudices was reversed and Japanese as
sumed a legal status in American society like that of all other peoples.
The essence of the WRA accomplishment was the giving of a new and decisive

impetus to the positive acceptance of Japanese in American life. It is as a

part of that total effort that the contribution of the social scientists in

the WRA is to be understood.

The social scientists in the WRA played a part both in policy-making
With respect to policy the major figure wasand in day-to-day operations.

the anthropologist, John H. Provinse, who was from the beginning of the agency’s

life prominent in the highest level of policy decision. He was one of the

original of the President’s appointees along with Milton Eisenhower and con

tinued in his same role after Dillon Myer succeeded Eisenhower as Director.

Provinse held the position of chief of the Community Management Division

He participated with Myer, former Di-throughout the agency’s existence.

rector of the Soil Conservation Service in the Department of Agriculture, and

Philip Glick, government attorney with wide experience in various agencies,

in the first policy decisions which moved WRA decisively in the direction

His influence continued along the same lines.of non-restrictive policy.

i

example, the United States Congress removed the fundamental prohibition on 
(Kitano 19&9)

the naturalization of Japanese and other Orientals/. Thus the whole restrictive
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In this role he sought the aid of other anthropologists. In the summer of
19U2 he employed Robert Redfield of the University of Chicago as a consultant

who recommended that an open-door policy be maintained, that social scientists
be included among the working staff, and that in general the processes of
adaptation to American life be continued rather than reversed. In addition

Provinse set up in the Division of Community Management a section of Com
munity Government and employed Solon T. Kimball, anthropologist, as Head of

the Section.

larly travelled to the centers and advised Provinse of developments in com

munity organization, thus contributing to Provinse’s understanding of develop

ing structure and sentiments in the relocation centers. In addition the Com

munity Analysis Section was a part of the Community Management Division and

its head regularly reported individually to Provinse as well as to the Di-

Thus Provinse, more than any otherrector’s top staff group in Washington.
Washington official, had available the fullest information on developments

within the relocation centers and was able to make use of this in fulfilling
his responsibilities as a top policy-maker and Head of the Division of Com-

While the Community Analysts worked only in advisory roles,munity Management.
they nevertheless channelled their findings directly to a WRA official who

Their specific influence can-functioned in the top level of policy-making.

not be measured, but it is reasonable to presume it was important in view

of the close working relationship between the Community Analysis Section and

the Chief of Community Management.
The earliest policy decisions, which determined the WRA fundamental

position, were made before either the Bureau of Sociological Research or the

Community Analysis Section were in effective operation. One of these was,

Kimball’s job consisted in encouraging and advising evacuees 
(Kimball 19^6) 

in all the centers with regard to establishing Community Councils/. He regu-
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however, in process of formulation as the BSR was beginning its reports.

This was the decision to open up the centers as soon as possible, beginning
in some degree in the autumn of 19^2. The BSR taking its lead from the Col
lier policy tended to emphasize the importance of establishing the relocation
centers as places of real security in the midst of the host of insecurities
which had developed in evacuees’ lives and to hold back with respect to
such matters as encouraging Nisei employment in agricultural labor during
the early fall of 19^2. The WRA decision to push the opening of the centers

into full force by November, 19^2, and became a point of differencecame

with Collier. As this decision was developed into specific programming,
form of a nationwide (except for the west coast states)it ultimately took the

nRelocation Program”, it became a majorCalled theresettlement program.

focus of WRA activity. The agency set as a goal the emptying of all the
centers if possible before the war should end, a very bold program; it was

justified by the WRA policy makers on two primary grounds: (1) the need to

prevent what it was assumed would be the demoralizing effect on the evacuees

of living in government-administered communities for any length of time and

(2) the importance of moving evacuees back into the mainstream of American

life before the end of the war so that there would be the least possible dis

continuity in their longterm adjustment in American society. In the develop

ment of this policy the Community Analysts played what might be called an

indirect role.

The CA reports from an early period in the beginning of 19^3 des-
Hresistance to relocation."cribed what took definite form as Evacuees were

not ready to give up the relative security of the centers for the uncertainties

of life in wartime America far from their familiar west coast. A vigorous

ii

I
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leadership within the center communities came into existence promptly

which took the position that the Japanese Americans should not let them
selves be any further. This leadership continued strong
for the duration of the centers. The Community Analysts learned a great
deal about the values and the attitudes connected with this evacuee po
sition, which one Analyst called

Living intimately with the people who maintained these attitudes and
gathering details regarding the position, Analysts tended to conclude

that the all-out effort at resettlement during the war was an impossible
They tended therefore to be at odds with the WRA employees who weregoal.

charged with getting the evacuees to resettle promptly. The Analysts

approach which was likely to en

courage increasing opposition. They did not recommend against the re

location program, but they did continue to report constantly the negative
In a sense the view which their investigationsdevelopments in the centers.

The WRA did not succeed in resettlingled the Analysts to favor was correct.

from the centers quite 25,000 evacuees after two and one half years of the

The maximum goal was not attained. However, the factrelocation program.
that relocation outside the centers was a very active part of the WRA pro

gram was in itself an important indication of government policy regardless

of achievement of the declared goal, and moreover the resettlement of thou

sands of evacuees in Chicago, for example, established a new and highly

favorable condition for the future of the Japanese Americans. The Community

Analysis Section’s pessimism was vindicated, but the relocation policy had

wider implications to which the policy-makers were paying attention and

which fell outside the purview of the Analysts’ circumscribed operations.

’’pushed around”

saw those activities as a "hard sell”

"resistance to freedom" (Embree 19^3).
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The Community Analysts played a somewhat similar role in connection

with the second major policy decision during their period of effective operation.
In order to open the way to the all-out resettlement program, the suspicion
that evacuation had engendered among the American public and which had in
vaded the national Congress by the winter of 19^+2-U3 had to be dealt with.
The policy makers of WRA believed that in order to open the centers for the
evacuees it would be necessary to give concrete evidence that they were not
dangerous. This decision called for a screening of evacuees so that the WRA

nncould give official approval of for each one who chose toleave clearance

Working with the War Department, the WRA developed a plan forresettle.
fttl This involved submitting whatseparating the loyal from the disloyal.

was called a loyalty question, differently phrased for Nisei and Issei. The

answers would serve as the basis for classifying allthetheory was that
the evacuees into two groups, those who could be vouched for as loyal to the

United States and therefore safe for resettlement and those who could not.

The latter group would then be denied leave clearance and held in what was
for the duration of the war, while thedesignated a

would be encouraged to resettle out of the nine remaining relocation

centers.
The screening did indeed result in two groupings, but the Community

Analysts were intensely aware that the classification was faulty. Hundreds

of young men and women, citizens of the United States, believed that they

had not been treated as citizens from the moment of evacuation; they refused

loyalty question” at all or answered it negatively in a spiritto answer the

of deep criticism of the United States government for having dealt with them

Others had already decided that they could feel no loyalty to theas it had.

I 

’’segregation center"

"loyal"
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United States, even though they had been among the most devoted to the

country before the evacuation, and sought somehow to renounce their citizen
ship and go to Japan. It was clear, even though the questions were modified
in accordance with suggestions by Nisei and Issei for making them more
realistic, that what the screening did was simply to demonstrate that the

evacuation had roused complex feeling in the evacuees about their place in
the United States and about the relations of citizen children and non-citizen

leading part in recording and des-The Community Analysts played aparents.
cribing these attitudes and viewpoints and diffusing knowledge of them through-

Their reports, together with those of the Army and WRAout the WRA personnel.
interviewers, gave solid evidence that the projected segregation of the

in the segregation center of Tule Lake could not be a neat separation
of evacuees potentially dangerous to the United States from those who could

The screening simply was not accomplishingbe safely given leave clearance.
The Community Analysits, along with many other WRA staff, knew, inthat.

short, that the segregation program was not what it purported to be. They

not asked for a recommendation; but the top policy makers had been madewere
Nevertheless they proceeded with theas aware as they of the true situation.

to theplan for segregating all those who answered

answerers in the other ninein the segregation center apart from the

The justification for following through with the segregation policycenters.
remained what it had been, namely, that only in this way could the over

whelming majority of evacuees be given leave clearance for resettlement. A

screening had been carried out and this could be made known to the general

The several thousand sent to the segregation center con-American public.
sisted of some who definitely were or had become anti-United States; the

’’dis

loyal"

"loyalty questions""no"

"Yes"
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majority did not share such sentiments. They, however, in the eyes of

Once segregation was carried out, the WRA proceeded with its full scale
relocation program.

into operation was that to close down the centers completely at the end of

This was a result of the termination of mass
exclusion in December 19^, in response to which the WRA set closing dates

for all centers except Tule Lake before the end of 19^+5 (ten Broek 195^:
173-U). The immediate evacuee reaction in the centers was that, despite
complete freedom to return to their homes or wherever they wished on the
west coast, there would remain in the centers an unrelocatable
Community Analysts, again, deeply involved in the relocation center per
spective for the most part appeared to believe this for several months of

the new program as they reported in detail the evacuee reactions. The WRA,

however, proceeded on the assumption that all evacuees would be out of the

centers except Tule Lake by January 19^6. Analysts found themselves pre

dicting that the program could not be accomplished and again found themselves

i

For accounts of the heartbreak and turmoil which characterized the segre
gation center, see Spicer et al., Impounded People, pp. 178-86, 229-^1, 
267-76 and Rosalie H. Wax, Doing Fieldwork, pp. 59-17^• The vivid por
trayal of effects of the WRA "sacrifice” by Rosalie Wax was a product 
of a study of the evacuees carried out by another group of social 
scientists including the anthropologists Rosalie Hanke (later Wax), 
Robert Spencer, and Tami Tsuchiyama under the direction of the sociologist, 
Dorothy Swaine Thomas. This study, the University of California Japanese 
American Evacuation and Resettlement Project, continued for the duration 
of the centers. It was an academic investigation not designed to provide 
assistance to the WRA administrators. It resulted in two major monographs 
among other products (Thomas and Nishimoto, the Spoilage and The Salvage) 
dealing with the evacuees in the relocation and segregation centers.

19^5 before the war was over.

the policy-makers had to be regarded as

The third major policy decision made after Community Analysis came

a sacrifice for the great majority.

’’residue. ”
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wrong.

the year 60,000 evacuees were still present in the relocation centers.

In each of these instances regarding major policy decisions during the period
of activity of the Community Analysis Section, it is significant that the

findings of the Analysts led them to doubt the feasibility of the new VJRA
What seems to be demonstrated is that the social scientists wereprograms.

so deeply involved with their own special field of competence, namely, the
attitudes and viewpoints of the administered people, that they were not in

a position to develop views fully relevant to overall policy. The data
with which they were deeply familiar constituted only one of the several■L

elements that had to be taken into consideration by those who made the

Nevertheless it may be said that, as a result ofbroad policy decisions.
the Community Analysis work, each of the new directions in policy was de

cided on in full awareness of the impact on evacuees, even though that factor

not deemed the most decisive in making top policy.was
It was as cross-cultural interpreters that the social scientists in

the WRA were hired. That is, recognition by the administrators in charge

that their staff would be working with Japanese Americans of very different

cultural background from themselves', led to the view that assistance would

be needed from specialists with knowledge of the unfamiliar ethnic ways.

The expectation of problems arising out of the cultural differences played

a part in the establishment of both the BSR and the CAS. In both instances

within a very short time the conception of was widened

to include not only those stemming from Oriental in contrast with Western

customs and beliefs, but also those resulting from differences of viewpoint

and objectives between minority and dominant peoples and ultimately between

-

after the end of the war in August 19^5, even though at the beginning of

The closing was accomplished more speedily than the WRA expected

"cross-cultural problems"
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administrators and administered. In short, the idea that help would be

and continued throughout the life of the WRA, but the realization that the
situation was complicated by more than one factor came later and steadily

The social scientists employed were by no meansbroadened the approach.

all specialists in Japanese culture/. Only three of the first hired.—Embree,

Laviolette, and Rademaker—could be so characterized. All the others

qualified simply on the basis of other kinds of cross-cultural or community

study experience.
The WRA experience contributed to the definition of a type of role

The Community Analystsin which anthropologists have practical usefulness.
demonstrated both techniques of investigation and reporting and the nature
of needs created in situations in which bureaucratic administration impinges

In

the relocation center situation the reporting by the Analysts made clear to

administrators the nature of the aims of evacuees and pointed out the relation

between those aims and their recent experience during and before evacuation.

The WRA administrators, for the most part, exhibited a steady growth in aware-
In the light ofness of evacuee problems from the evacuee point of view.

such knowledge the adaptation became mutual; that is, most of the adminis

trators in their operations increasingly accepted advice and assistance from

the whole range of evacuees, old and strongly Japanese as well as young and

Increasingly they also learned that theystrongly Americanized individuals.

could give far more responsibility to evacuees of the older age group in the

management of the centers than they had at first thought possible or desirable.

In this sense there was as much adaptation by administrators of their behavior

as there was by the administered people to the situation in which all were

involved.

on administered people who are not part of the bureau formal structure.

"cross-cultural” situation was adoptedneeded in something thought of as a
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It was by no means true that the only source of awareness of the

evacuee viewpoints, aims, and capabilities consisted of the knowledge which
the Community Analysts accumulated and made meaningful to administrators.

The top administrators and others in the agency kept in close touch per-

some important research into the circumstances of Japanese American life
leading up to the crisis of evacuation, made summaries of their findings,
and distributed them to the WRA personnel as well as to the general public .
A great many of the employees of the agency developed close relations with

individuals and families and constantly learned in deeper and deeper ways
how the evacuees felt and how they viewed themselves in relation to the

The Community Analysis Section was one of theagency’s goals and their own.
several means through which a significant diffusion -of knowledge about the

Japanese Americans took place, both inside the agency and more widely in the

However, the Community Analysts were more than gatherersUnited States.
They had been employed to study theand disseminators of information.

and explicitly to assist the men and women in charge of the WRA inevacuees
The existence of the Community Analysis Sectiongaining an understanding.

constituted a formal recognition by the bureaucratic agency of the importance
Community Analysisof knowing the administered people on their own terms.

became a symbol of administrative concern for unprejudiced understanding of

the people under governmental jurisdiction.

sonally with a variety of Japanese.Americans, especially the Nisei leaders 
(Hosokawa 19&9)

in and out of the centers/. The Reports Division of the WRA carried out
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ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY

by
Edward H. Spicer

Eugene V. Rostow, Dean of the Yale Law School, denounced the evac-

as America’s He also referred to the le-
nngal cases arising out of the evacuation as disasters, viewed from the

standpoint of civil rights (Rostow 19^5b). Rostow regarded the evacuation
and subsequent incarceration of Japanese Americans as a serious threat to
fundamental citizenship rights. He understood the attack as based on con

siderations of race and regarded it as indistinguishable, in the legal view,

from the position of the Nazis with respect to the Jews in Germany. Rostow

was one of the few public figures who did not shrink from stating this point

of view in the midst of war in a United States deeply hostile to Japan and

Yet his position was precisely that taken by United Statesthe Japanese.

Denunciation of the action taken in March, 19^2, by President Roosevelt

ordering the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry from their homes on

the west coast has been vigorous ever since the event (Ten Broek 195^; Daniels

1971). Although the Supreme Court upheld the evacuation as constitutional on

the decision was by majority vote and

the dissenting justices stated strong opinions against the singling out of the

The fact

7/ccr# 797-

more than 80,000 citizens of the United States on the basis of their racial
V 

origins (Korematsu U. United States 323 U.S. 21U: 233-1*2, 21+2-1+8).v

Attorney General Biddle up until a few weeks before the evacuation order 

(Grodzin^ 191*9: 21+2, 258-9).

’’worst wartime

the grounds of ’’military necessity,”

nation of Americans of Japanese ancestry at the beginning of World War II

2 ” (Rostow 191+5a).
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were established for the Japanese Americans. To do so obscures the issue
which the policy-makers in the WRA recognized as fundamental. As might
have been expected as one effect of the decision to evacuate, organizations
and individuals immediately appeared who sought to bring about complete im

prisonment of all the evacuees, both citizens and non-citizens. Pressures
to move in this direction were very strong in a country at war with the
Japanese and in a phase of that war, during early 19^2, which was going

There were individuals and groups whosteadily against the United States.
assumed that evacuation had been ordered as a result of real evidence that

The influential columnist, Westbrook Pegler, wroteto the public at large.
regularly but without solid information that the Japanese Americans were ex-

The American Legion passed a resolution in convention call-tremely dangerous.
ing for the total imprisonment of all persons of Japanese ancestry (Spicer

Such influences continued strong during 19^2 and led the Un-American19^5).
Activities Committee of the House of Representatives to institute a noisy in-

The pressures mounted steadily for making concentration campsvestigation.
out of the temporary communities which the Army had built and for which the

WRA had taken the administrative responsibility. A segment of Americans had

rapidly become convinced as a result of the misleading action of evacuation

that the U.S. citizens and their parents were dangerous enemies who should

This resulted in the urging of real con-be deprived of all human liberties.
centration camps, that is, places where the men, women, and children were to

be imprisoned indefinitely with no possibility of getting out. The demand

for this kind of treatment reached as far as both the House of Representatives

all persons of Japanese ancestry in the United States were a serious threat

The fact^.that very little evidence was ever pre-to the country’s security.

sented, that which was offered was extremely flimsy, and that even this was 
not applicable to the overwhelming majority of the evacueewere not known
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WRA formulated its policy position with great clarity in the course of

its first year of existence and, ultimately with the help of the War De

lowed through to execute the policy with great consistency uitimat-ely li-
quidating itself as the war came to an end (Myer 1971)*
the way-stations into American life which the WRA called relocation centers

concentration camps” (Bosworth 196?)•

voted itself.

The WRA approach to achieving its policy goals was many-sided. It

maintained constant, close liaison with representatives of the Justice De

partment which had not essentially changed its position that mass evacu
ation of American citizens could not he justified on any grounds and fully

expected that forced detention of the Nisei citizens would quickly be de-
The top officialsdared unconstitutional as Nisei proceeded to bring suit.

of the WRA encouraged the War Department to learn what the Office of Naval

Intelligence (Ringle 19^2) already knew before evacuation, namely, that

there was reason to assume that Nisei were the most actively loyal among

American citizens; Army teams were encouraged to visit relocation centers

and interview Nisei for service in Army Intelligence units; and in 19^3 the

WRA cooperated fully with the Army in developing its plan for re-opening

Selective Service to Nisei and urging them to volunteer for military service.

From the summer of 19^2 the WRA arranged for Nisei to leave the camps for

seasonal agricultural labor in the mountain states. Thus the WRA moved

rapidly on several fronts for establishing the relocation centers as tern-

partment and always supported strongly by the Department of Justice, fol-

It is ironic that

A
ling the appearance of such institutions in American life that the WRA de-

are still often spoken of by commentators on the eyacuation and its after-
y *

math as ’’concentration camps” (Bosworth 196?J • It was precisely to forestal-
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ing contacts between social scientists and administrators at all levels.
This kind of structure was eventually achieved, so that at least three

levels of administrators had available informed social scientists as staff
advisers. What was novel about this arrangement was, first, that it con
stituted an employment of social science not on the assumption that it
consists of already completed bodies of knowledge, but rather that it is

a developing understanding of human phenomena and, second, that social
scientists may be employed effectively within the administrative organi
zation, not only as occasional consultants outside the structure.

This conception of the use of social science was applied first in

one of the relocation centers which had been established on an Indian Reser

vation and over which the Commissioner of Indian Affairs had retained some
The Commissioner at that time was John Collier, who hadjurisdiction.

earlier made an effort to employ anthropologists in an Applied Anthropology

tion center, called Poston, on the Colorado Indian Reservation, John Collier

conceived the idea of setting up an applied social science unit to assist in

He placed the unit under the direction of Alexander H.the administration.

Leighton, who named it the Bureau of Sociological Research and proceeded

to hire as his assistants two anthropologists, Edward H. Spicer and later

Leighton was a psychiatrist who had been associated withElizabeth Colson.
the anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn and who had carried out field research

The Bureau of Sociological Researchamong the Navajos and the Eskimos.

(Leighton and Spicer 19^5) set a pattern of procedure which influenced the

later development of social science utilization in all the other relocation

It relied heavily on a staff of evacuees, both Nisei and Issei, forcenters.

i

Unit in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.A

)y anthropologi

With the establishment of a reloca-
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its knowledge of evacuee attitudes, viewpoints, and ways of behaviour.

Leighton, as head of the Bureau, established constant working contacts,
both informal and formal, as an adviser with the Director of the center.

John Collier as Commissioner of Indian Affairs had demonstrated

administration.

approach in mind and gave him a free hand to develop it in the relocation

While the first focus of attention in the Bureau of So-center at Poston.
ciological Research was on the evacuees and how they saw their problems and

sought to solve them, the Bureau rapidly found itself studying the admin-
Bureau staff frequently attendedistrators as intensively as the evacuees.

administrative staff meetings of various kinds and quickly found themselves

viewing each problem situation in terms not only of evacuees’ but also of

Each problem and each solutionadministrators’ attitudes and behavior.

In October 19^2, when the Bureau of Sociological Research was just be

ginning to function adequately, a series of beatings of evacuees by other

evacuees and related disturbances broke out in Poston, culminating in a

general refusal of the evacuees to carry on any but the most necessary work

The strike was accompanied by withdrawalfor the maintenance of the center.

of evacuees from the administrative offices and by demonstrations with Japa-

The administrators were isolated from the communitynese music and speeches.

for several days, the military police (supposed to confine their guard duty

to the perimeter of the camp) entered the center with armed vehicles, and

was studied as a compound of both.

much interest in the application of anthropology to problems of Indian
> ea v> 4 fir?!

He advocated the view that the^Indian* reservation's ought

to be employed as laboratories for the better understanding of-arose
A 4

■euitural administration (Collier |?^). He had hired Leighton with this
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there was thus immediate threat of the breakdown of the peaceful conditions
which had prevailed. Negotiations were arranged and, at first tense and
difficult, they resulted in increased understanding and new forms of or
ganization with more evacuee participation in management. The head of the
Bureau of Sociological Research took an active role in advising the ad

ministrators who effected the settlement and prevented the taking over of
the camp by the Military Police.

This crisis which was a result on the one hand of the cross-cur
rents of conflict among the Japanese Americans and on the other of fear and

in a book 1-at-er published by Leighton in 19^5> The Governing of Man. The

study effectively presented the approach which had been developed in the

Poston research unit by Leighton and Spicer and their evacuee assistants.

It was quite clear that the work of the Bureau was conceived not as a study

of the evacuees to be packaged for the better understanding of their ways by

the administrators.

Japanese Americans wracked by internal conflicts in their communities and with

out clear clues as to what their future would be in the United States. This

analysis of the successive administrative situations in which evacuees and

administrators participated was interpreted by Bureau staff for evacuee leaders

Leighton’swho developed in the center as well as for the WRA personnel.

published account shifted the focus from Japanese Americans as persons with

of stresses in a process of mutual adaptation with administrators also under

i

mishandling of situations by some administrators, was analyzed and described

It was rather an ongoing analysis of the interaction of 

administrators, at first quite ignorant of evacuee attitudes recent
A

and earlier experience with American prejudice and discriminatory laws, with

a unique and unfamiliar cultural background to human beings under a variety
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of the social scientists had had prior experience in applied situations.
Moreover, none of the administrators had had any experience in the utili
zation of social scientists as members of their staffs in daily operations.
No well-understood model for a working relationship existed. The result
was much variation and the communication which developed depended heavily
on the personalities of both Analysts and camp directors.

Whatever communication did develop with respect to daily operations

public, opinion .in._±he.country- at- large. shift-’ed';’''afid’^?^^Jap*dSese''American
adaptation to the ..changing, circumstances*.-took.-4mexpected- directions^ In

Washington the Head of the Section, drawing on the flow of reports to him from

the centers and on his own frequent trips to the centers, reported regularly
in staff meetings on evacuee attitudes, reactions to programs and regulations,

the activities of evacuees in the centers, and the growth of organization

What he said was for most Washington Division Heads an impor-among them.
tant source of comprehensive knowledge about the currents of thought and

trends of reaction in the evacuee communities, as opposed to the bits of in

formation about specific matters connected with their particular operations.

At the relocation center level Analysts were faced with a different situation.

Here the administrators were all in close touch with many evacuees in the

course of carrying out their responsibilities and were not isolated from

centers.-,. reporting that filled the administrators’

One of the most successful roles was as participant

in meetings between the camp director and his assistants and various evacuee

I *■>I t> is. 5 J i ! .5 a

the_JXrmy_ reyis.ed its...policy—regaFding...Nisei--eombat‘-*-an£i-.-inteHigenjce.-.ser.v>iee^,

was chiefly oral rather than written. Some memoranda were written, but the

WRA program was V fast-moving one -responding to- -rapidly^^a^-ing^iraum-

evacuee contacts J

needs was more difficult.4
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maintained. The question of the availability of confidential file material
is of course still a controversial matter being decided by the courts in
connection with government supported research. No case of breech of con-

Despite the absence of obligation to report to the administered
people as provided in the Analysts’ job descriptions, probably every Analyst
chose to assume some kind of such responsibility. All the Community Analysis
offices in the centers had staffs of evacuees who provided information for
the Analysts’ reports, oral and written. Every Analyst knew that what was

done in his office was known eventually in some form in the evacuee community.

No system of classified reporting was developed. The work of the Analysts
Moreover, the mimeo-in short, common knowledge among the evacuees.was,

graphed reports that emanated from the Washington office were available
ITequally to evacuees and ’’appointed personnel, as the WRA employees were

In addition most, if not all, the Analysts became intimate with acalled.
number of older Japanese with whom they discussed frequently the problems

of relocation life from the social scientist’s point of view. Reports pre

pared for the Washington office of the Section were often worked out jointly

In these relationships the in-with such close associates of the Analysts.

communities.

munity Analysis reports were accepted as the basis for action by the ad-

In both contexts they were part of the situation, sometimesministrators.

exerting strong influence, sometimes merely providing knowledge of alternatives

not incorporated into policy or program of either evacuees or administrators.

i

fidence was ever complained of by any evacuee.

fluences undoubtedly worked both ways, so that in some degree the Analysts’ 

viewpoints and analyses became known in t^e levels of leadership in the evacuee

This did not mean, of course, that the analyses were accepted

■

as the basis for evacuee cooperation or opposition any more than the Com-
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There is no question, however, that in two or three centers the intimate

relations between influential Japanese and Community Analysts affected the

A third kind of responsibility, which is to be regarded as an im
perative in all instances of applied social science, was also recognized and
acted on by some individuals and by the Community Analysis Section
whole. This is the obligation to colleagues in the social sciences to in

terpret the results of the experience in application. The responsibility
as fulfilled by individuals is best and most fully represented by Leighton’s

study focussed around the Poston general strike (Leighton 19^5)- In the
published book Leighton makes an analysis of the particular r< ocation

their behavior in a specific type of administrative situation. This idea

might be applied further in, for example, the selection of personnel for

particular administrative assignments. Leighton, however, went further in

his book and developed an elaborate theory regarding the behavior of in

dividuals and of communities under different forms of The book

was widely read by social scientists as well as by a general reading public

and constituted a contribution of some influence in the fields of both ad

ministrative management and psychology.

Individual Community Analysts also made some contributions in the

For example, Morris. Opler (19^M, Marvinspecial fields of their interests.

Opler 1950\, 1958), John Embree (19^3, 19^), K. Luomala (19^7),

situation in terms of general ideas about the nature of human psychological 

types--^4?wg-minded and people-minded—and provides a hypothesis regarding

E. C. McVoy (19^3), G. Gordon Brown (19^5)5 E. R. Smith (19^8), and E. H. 

Spicer ^19^6^, 1952|^-~t9££b-) published in various journals, ranging from

as a

course of events.

"stress."
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It should be pointed out that both the final reports of 
the Bureau of Sociological Research and the Community i^ttlCysis Section 

if ^''*'**\ /sdevote?* considerable space^ to IJundy0r the Japanese Americans
in^brtns 6f - -t he4»r (Tntere thnic nxyRxiaaaH relation^ in the United 

 States. The social scientists apparently d-id iiu I regard it as pos- 
sible to prepare* reports for their scientific colleagues wholly 

 apart from rl-lsense^“O“f obligation to the people studied. While the 
background material may be regarded (merely]as^necessary for an under
standing of the analysis of, in the case of The Governing of Men, 
a particular in one relocation center and, in the  
case of Impounded People, the dynamics of community development under -4o 4- kx*the relocation center conditions, the character of the introductions 
suggests a great deal more. The social scientists in both instances 

concerned to present what may be called a vindicating picture of
the Japanese Americans hym^aymaAxmimanxngmaHaji for a general reading 
public by clearing away xm misleading implications of the govognniLiiI 
action of evacuation.



J

the American Anthropologist to the Utah Humanities Review, analyses of dif
ferent aspects of the relocation program. It was true also that the Com
munity Analysis Section as a whole made an effort to meet this sort of ob

ligation. The final report of the Section, prepared by four of the Analysts,

1969)- •Adtheu^H.-t--ave4d^^n‘--expli c it—framewor^e-i^^rmulat  ed -theoxy .11

,z4^-Glear-*nevertheless^t*tt^t^lt*"sought"to' provide an overall analysis- of- the

.processes-of restrUdtiirall-Tatibn of community-and"reorientation of collective

value s- The report

■’

1

I

was obviously aimed at social science colleagues (Spicer, et al. Iplifi
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kinds was enacted. The intermarriage of Orientals and "Caucasians" 
o kt ‘

. prohibited ; Alien Land Lawsv psoh>i 
(TH •• 103-1 ix)

owning lanc^; and, far-reaching in its advxerse effect^
4.’ __  _X» T.

TV

focusses on the Japanese Americans as uprooted people seeking to build 
a new kind of community life after extreme disruption- It analyzes the 
processes of reorientation of the generations injrelation to each other 
and to the United States. Lacking the exploit formulation of theory 
that characterized The Governing of Men, Impounded People presents 
a concrete account of life in the relocation centers organized on 
an implicit framework of processual analysis.

The work of the Bureau of Sociological Research and the Commun
ity Analysis Section is hardly to be understood apart from the total 
activity of the War Relocation Authority. A striking characteristic of 
these applied science units ix was their thorough integration into 
the total program. The^ social -»e-ioft44rsts served the gjaxixxafx
hhnxn^nnnyn overall goals of the agency just as did the other special
ized structures of the WRA, as organs of the whole. Hence any evaluation 
of what the social scientists contributed is best carried out in the an understanding oi 
light ofxthe whole accomplishment of the wartime agency.

The WRA program played a decisive role in the interplay of 
opposing processes which came into operation in the United States 
e^Sr -s-iiio-earrival of the first Chinese immigrants in the 1840s, 

A following the Taiping Rebellion and during the California gold rush. 
On the one hand, prejudice against the Orientals grew rapidly in the 
western states, culminating^ a first cycle in the Chinese Exclusion 
Act of 1887. One effect of^Vhu wli legislation was the stimulation of 

new immigration from AbiA, specifically from Japan. A new cycle of 
an±i«=0riental prjudice developed, as thousands of Japanese entered the 
United States. Novelists such as Peter B. Kyne wrote romances rooted 
in the belief that a "Yellow Peril" threatened Calofornia and that 
Japanxese were ^everywhere infiltrating the defenses of the country- 
ffihi3xdixpRnHSH.mimrQmginRBiiaxhRiaamiimihj!imim£gRitxaf  mdmsQxmmmna±EiKj5x±H@iffiia±mmim 
New efforts to stop Oriental immigration, this time directed at the Japa
nese , were successful - fflkmxdapanHSHma±EDadymxmxitihmsmELEiN.riXnyrnhiaK.anieixitihm 
itamgmimniflxdiHRmxmxEiaibHiiymiiBgmxiiartimnnxm Surges of anti-dri ent al feeling 
repeatedly swept California and the western states (McWilliams 1944: 
14-72). By the 1920s isgixialxan discriminatory legislation of several 

’ _________  was
wraed first generation Orientals from 

------------ on the ad apt ac
tion of Japnese to American life, ^citizenship was denied to persons of 

A A
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Kixaxiax ^ajictjipned and confirmed the various local discriminations *»
judi^e and gave rise to new 

first generation immigrants
Vi? their children* who were American citizens by virtue
of tksix birth in this country-

On the other hand, at the same time that hostility agxins 
towards the Japanese grew, the immigrants and their children were making 
notably successful adaptation to American life. The outburts of pop

ular: feeling against them led to their becoming the special subject of 
search. The United States Immigration Commission carried outzstudies They vy<*»-e aefotlh £5 d

as early as 1910 to dptermi np^wha t SQ/t' nf 
The reports of the Commission revealed that among all the immigrants 
from Asia and Europe,^ the werj making an outstandingly rapid
and successful adaption. They were surprisingly quickly adopting Amer- 

a A ican ways. They were keeping their children in school, and they were 
moving up in the economic and occupational scale. Later studies showed 
that the educational achievements of the second generation in the 
public schools and universities kxx^exceptional (Strong 1934). T{*us 
despite the persistent hostility and attempts to exclude Japanese 
Americans from part!cia\ption in American society, they continued to exhib- * > /Ait all the signs of good adjustfmnet. The processes of cultural assimila
tion and snitxKaixax economic adaptation, nrodc'ued reults in marked contrs 

felt to -with the 1beliefs about Orientals, k&wL iHa^e/abatod by the5^^ J*14k. late js

The evacuation order in February, 194®, XEpxaxaHifldx was a 
drastic move by the federal government in support of the restrictive 
actions against Orientals which had begun in the 1880s and continued 
through the 1920s. The action came as a result of the power suddenly 
conferred in wartime a^a particulif tfanarxlgaiiKKaixx commander of the 
Western Defense Command — General John L. Dewitt whose ideas about 
Japanese expressed the extreme in anti-Oriental prejudice (McVilliams 
1944: 251; Grozins 1949: 262-67). The fol-
lowed resulted^in action dire<ttly contrary to that initiated by evacuati- 
ion. The Presidential decree did nothin itself define the nature of 
that action; it merely provided fur the new ay&H&yxisx caretaking agency 
for the Japanese Americans. It was the men who took control of golicy 
in the WHA who initiated the action counter to the old
trend against Orientals in American life-

rr*

Asiatic birth. These laws mnn£aimdatBdmxBdm#axjaxH±3K»±nxit)hB -gayp 
xixHxtnx szanctaoned l.__? ___2L___ 1 _
thatr-dmd grown the widespread prj

. . xu A t u 4-u Asuspicion the Japanese, ihAff*
... . .  

A
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As the WRA moged towards the elimination of restrictions 
on the evacuees, it did so in close collaboration with the Department 
of Justice which had strongly opposed mass evacuation from the first* 
Within a J?ear the WRA found itself forking closely with the War depart
ment, which in its upper levels was flexible and open to consideration 
ah of facts about the Japanese Americans  ̂as in contrast with the lower 
level atxthnx of the Western Defense Command. The efforts of the WRA 

directed primarily to ± undoing the effects of the evacuation 
that is, to opening up the relocation centers promptly to 

resettlement by both first generation and Nisei Japanese Americans, 
the reopening of Selective Service and the armed services to the Nisei, 
and finally the restoration of the evacuees to their land and homes 
on the west coast. In addition the WRA accomplished u othera results which worked to the advntage of the Japanese Americans. The 
resettlement program brought about a much'^der distribution of the 
Japanese Americans oyer the United States than had characterized them 
before World War II. Working in close con junction, K-iih the War Depart- 
ment^xihnxWRAx and the WRA succeeded, through a program of publicizing 
the active part taken by Nisei in both the European and Pacific ttiatres 

A 
j)of war? once the armed services were reopened, in dispelling the 
suspicion about Nisei loyalty which evacuation had raised to a high 
hitck . Finally the WRA xkxxkcIk.x±Xjelh through its resettlement pro- 
gram and other* contributed greatly to the diffusion
through the United States of a broad and sympathetic understanding of 
the Japanese ^experience. The growth of this understanding bore con- examples tinuing frjrais after the WRA ceased to exist: in 1952.the United? States A A
Congress removed the fundamental pins trio bion on the naturalization of 
Japanese and other Orientals. Thus the wholeJ^reAS^Aurtured by ±h» 

p /- 'I hnmtmimxatifoxitmdiRfflxm anti-Oriental prju/dices was reversed and Japanese IcqsI Aassumed a p&tee in American society like that of all others. Shxxxwxx 
4 . - _ - T* AcoTrtTTinfc'dn ■ vcic ihe essence of. the WRAwa5 a hevyand -to b'accomplishment It is as a part of that total effort that the contri- 7 

bution of the social scientists in the WRA is to be understood. /
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The social scientists in the WRA played a part both in 
policy-making and in day-to-day operations. With respect to policy 
the major figure was the anthropologist, John H. Provinse, who was 
from the beginning of the agency’s life prominent in the highest 
level of policy decision. He was one of the original of the President’s 
appointees along with Milton Eisenhower and continued in his same 
role after Dillon Myer succeeded Eisenhower as Director. Provinse 
held th^ position of of the Community Management Division 
throughout the agency’s existence. He participated with Myer, and xx 
PkxixpxfiixKkx former Ditector of the Soil Conservation Service in the 
Department of Agriuclture, and Philip Glick, government attorney with 
wide experience in various agencies, in the first policy decisions 
which moved WRA decisively in the direction of non-restrictive pol
icy. His influence continued xHxikatxdxxREix along the same lines. 
In kxsxxniR this role he sought the aid of^oi&Rx anthropologists. 
andxBthHK In the summer of 1942 he employed Robert Redfield of the 
University of Chicago as a consultant who recommended that ±ka an 
open-door policy be Maintained, that social scientists be included 
axxpaxSxnf the working staff, and that in general the processes of 
adaptation to American life wki&h be continued rather than reversed. 
In addition Provinse set up in the Division of Community Management 
a section of Community Government and employed Solon T, Kimball, 
anthropologist^as Head of the Section. Kimball’s job consisted in 
encouraging and advising evacuees in all the centers with regard to 
estbalishing Community Councils. He regularly travelled to aii the 
centers and advised Provinse of developments in community organiza
tion, thus contributing to Provinse’s under standing of developing 
structure and sentiments in the relocation centers. In addition 
the Community Analysis Section was a part of the Community Management 
Division and rap its head regularly reported individually to Provinse 
as well as to the Director’s top staff group in Washington. Thus 
Provinse, more than any other Washington official,had available the 
fullest information on developments among within the relocation 
centers and was ablj-j t<^ ^^ia^^nake use of this in fulfilling his 
responsibilities as dead of the Division of Community Management. 
While the Community Analysts worked only in advisory roles, they 
nevertheless channelled their findings directly to a WRA official who 
functioned in the top level of policy-making* Their spejcifb influence 

, , , 'it *5 ,1“
cannot be measured, hnt^ -Qf-jto impnxtan^/^^
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dapisixHnx&f ~eA^<>u<L£^L±f94>'■ohU TTTt.tiej.b3j Krom thQifc-pgint^-frf. vku< iVc and tVe Ch!<^o^
&& Comraunity Analysis^ -repert-e regularly x1o^cri jtfd^frtrriTr r f 

The earliest policy decisions, which determined the WRA 
fundamnetal position, were made haisKH before either the Bureau of 
Sociological Research or the Community Analysis Section were in ef
fective operation. One of these was, however, in process of formu
lation as the BSR was beginning its reports. This was the decision to 
open up the centers as soon as possible, beginning in some degree in 
autumn of 1942. The BSR taking its lead from the Collier policy tended 
to emphasize the importance of establishing the relocation centers 
as places of real security in the midst of the hos?^insecurities which 
had developed in evacuees’ lives and to waxixwxikx hold back with 
respect to quch matters as encouraging tempaoigy taxxRxgjfcRaK&HKRxfax 
eiwpiNisei, in agricultural labor during the early fall of 
1942. The WRA decision to push the opening of the centers came ii^ full 
force by November, 1942, and became a point of difference with Collier. 
As this decision was developed into specific programming, it ultimate
ly took the form of a nationwidexTRSRliiamani (except for the west 
coast states) resettlement program. Called the ’’Relocation Program”, 
it became a major focus of WRA actiy^tv. ^agency andfixiaak set as a. 
goal& the emptying of all the centers 'before the war should end, -jgfc 
•p«c-siij±e> a very bold program; it was justified by the WRA policy makers 
on two primary grounds: (1) the need to prevent whqt it was assumed would 
be ^demoralizing effect on the avacuees of living in government-administ A^Cered communities for any length of time and (2) the importance of 
moving evacuees back into the mainstream of American life before the 
end of the war so that there would be the least possible discontinuity 
in their longterm adjustment in American society. In the development 
of this policy the Community Analysts played what might be called an 
indirect role.

The CA reports from an early period the beginning of 1943 
described what took definite form as ’’resistance to relocation.” Evac
uees were not ready to give up the relative security pxMjliy of the 
centers for the uncertainties of life in wartime America far from their 
familiar west coast. A vigorous leadership within the center commun
ities came into existence promptly which took the position that the 
Japanese Americans should not let themselves be pushed around any 
further. T^is leadership continued strong for the duration of the
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centers. The Community Analysts learned a great .degl about the values^ 
and the attitudes connected with^rosiVt^P^to" re 1 sotUrln *,Ct 

X .(t^Vee \W3)4MSbS«-«^Mrixaflj called ’’resistance to freedom^S’^Living intimately with 
the people who maintained these attitudes and gathering details re
garding the position, ^analysts tended to conclude that the all-out 
effort at resettlement during the war was an impossible goal. They 
tended therefore to be at odds with ej.pe<?ial4-y the WRA employees who 
were charged with getting the evacuees to resettle promptly. The Ana
lysts saw. tfee-rr activities scrnMMiriMfrt as a ’’hard sell” approach which 
was likely to msasQxmppHsxitxanm encourage increasing opposition, iftxx 
They did not recommend against the relocation program, but they did 
continue to report constantly the riamaibnpmBnrtixrifm negative develop- 
ments in the centers. In axsiansjisase sense the view which their in- 
vestigations led thHiaxia the Analysts to favor was correct. The WRA 
did not succeed in resettling from the centers quite 25,000 evacuees 
after two and one half years of the relocation program, 
goal terl^not WTSi attained. However, the fact that iha 
gxSm°was a very active part of the^kRA^program^yas^fte« 

<rrTi indication of government pol icy^tXww. achievment of the declared 
goal, and moreover the resettlement of thousands of evacuees in Chicago* 
for example, establishied a new and highly favorable condition for the 
future of the Japanese Americans. The Community Analsyis Section’s 
pessimism was vindicated, but the relocation policy had wider im- 
plications to which the policy-makers were paying attrletion which 
fell outside the purview of the Analysts’ circumscribed operations.

SxmxixKix The Community Analysts played a somewhat similar 
role in connection with the second major policy decision that buirfc—platM- 
during their period of effective operation. In order to open the 
way to the all-out resettlement program, the suspicion that evacu
ation had Engendered among the American public and which had invaded 
the national Congress by the winter of 1942-43 had to be dealt with. 
The policy makers of WRA believed that in order to open the centers for 
the evacuees it would be necessary to give concrete evidence that they 
were not dangerous* 
This decision called for a screening of evacuees so that the WRA could 
give official approval of Cleave clearance” for each one who, chose to MU resettle. Working with the Jfar department, a plan for^separatin. 

* 5^HLoyal from the disloyal’!, wtt-teocjiieTrivuiU This involved. tW called. A*£ a loyalty question, differently phrased for Nisei and 4
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moment of evacuation: they refused to answer the ail o
fl Or £ r "* *x* •“» o ■’-> ** ■** x “4“ r\ -P <1 /% zx r\ r\ ■»« x 4- x zx x o rrt zx P

theory was that thes-e answers would serve as the basis for clas
sifying all the evacuees into two groups, those who could be vouched 
for as loyal to the United States and therefore safe for resettlement 
and those who could not,Jfihj^xadmiuaxn±HXM@xdxdxriiRdRmctm 
The latter group would then be -gw n nA eave clearance and 
held in what was designated a ’’segregation center” for the duration 
of the war, while the ’’loyal” would be encouraged to resettle out of 
the KRinsaf nine regaining relocatioh centers. v

The screening did^ esu Ijt^nd e e^ in two group^T, but the 
Community Analysts were( aware that the classification was
faulty^ Hundreds of young men and women, citizens of
the United States, believed that they had not been treated as citizens f 
from the moment of evacuation: they refused to answer the ’’loyalty 3Y a f ( n I yquestion’^ or answered it^in a spirit of deep criticism of the United 
States government for having dealt with them as it had. Others had 
already decided that they could feel no loyalty to the United S$atesy •(-Keyeven though had been among the most devoted to the coflntry before the 
evacuation, and sought somehow to renounce their citizenship and go 
to Japan. It was clear, even though the questions were modified in 
accordance with suggestions by Nisei and Issei for making them more 

that what the screening did was simply to, that
the evacuation had^G-x^ated an agoni ved £rnnP complex feelings^ 
about their place in the United States anS^VSe relations o^cAiJSren 
and paxMlsx non-citizen parents. The Community Analysts played a leading 
part in recording and describing these attitudes and viewpoints and 
diffusing knowledge of them throughout the VILA staff personnel. Their 
reports, together with those of the Army and WRA interviewers, gave 
solid evidence that the projected XRpaxxtxnnxnfx segregation of the 
’’disloyal” in the segregation center of Tule Lake would not be a neat 
separation of evacuee^otentially dangerous to the United Sates from 
those who could be safely given leave clearance. The screening simply 
was not accomplishing that. The Community Analysts, along with many 
other V/RA staff, knew, in short, that the segregation program was 
not what it purported to be. They were not asked for a recommendation: had Veet WK ’b*' the top policy makers .vnre^ftg rimritc as they of the true situation
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The third major policy decision made after Community 
Analysis came into operation was that ixaix to close down the centers 
completely at the end of 1945 before the war was over. This was a result 
of the 
sx^£msmQnxa§rndmpmnBsaxA&SKmQmnix£xQiaml^HmwBsrhxonms&x2aaxnAmifelgBiixm^ore 

The imraediate evacuee reaction 
in the centers that was that, despite complete freedom to return to 
their homes or wherever they wished on the west coast, there would re
main in the centers an unrelocatable "residue»" Community Analysts, 
again, deeply involved in the relocation center perspective for the 
most part appeared to believe this for several months of the new pro
gram as they reported in detail the evacuee reactions. The WRA, however, 
proceeded on the assumption that all evacuees would be out of the 
centers except Tule Lake by January 1946. iRxihaxfcift* Analysts^o7nd^

For accounts of the heartbreak and turmoil which characterized 
the segregation center, see Spicer et al., Impounded People, 
pp. 178-86, 229-41, 267-76 and Rosalie H. Wax, Doing Fieldwork, 
pp. 59-174. The vivid prntrayal of effects of the WRA "sacrifice” 
by Rosalie Wax was a product of a study of the Kint»xx evacuees 
carried out by another group of sociayscientists including the 
anthropologists Rosalie Hanke (later Wax),Robert Spencer, and 
Tami Tsu^chiyama under the direction of the sociologist, Dorothy 
Swaine Thomas. This study, the University of California Japanese 
American Evacuation and Resettlement Project, ExaxHmmamadiHmimxm 
mnmeratmgHitmoiacandicBiaacnoibc continued for the wholo-porie^- of the 
duration of the centers. It was an academic investigation not 
designed to provide assistance to the WRA administrators. It re
sulted in two major stadtinx monographs among other products 
(Thomas and Nishiraoto, The Spoilage and The Salvage) dealing with 
the evacuees in the rel©cationicenters•

Nevertheless they proceeded with the plan for segregating all those who 
answered "no" to the "loyalty questions" in the segregation center 
apart from the "Yes" answerers in the other nine centers. The justifi
cation for following through with the plan segregation policy wax : 
mained what it had been, namely,, that only in this way could the 
overwhelming majority of evacuees be given leave clearance for re
settlement. A screeninghad been carried out and this 
could be made known to the general American public. The several thous
and sent to the segregation center consisted of some who definitely 
were or had become anti-United States; the majority did not share 
such sentiments. Tv^ey, however, in the eyes of the policy-makers had 
to be regarded as a sacrifice for the great majority.Once segregation 
was carried out, the WRA proceeded with its full scale relocation program.
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ev^n ^though

so
the attitudes and viewpa:

develop viciv?noti m a position tot-Axx
were deeply familiar constituted only one^elementsxki&hxxax*taken into 
consideration by those who made the b^pacL policy decisions. Nevertheless 
it may be said that^each of the new directions in policy KEifiXB±xx 
was decided on in full awareness of the impact on evacuees, c**ahn*f 4e»p />
that factor was not deemed the most def-’ffivc^ ijy tr^ pmlrta

{•trtofits.

predicting that the program could not be accomplished and again found 
themselves wrong. The closing was accomplished xpRx more speedily 
than the WRA expected after the end of the war in August 1945, even 
though at the beginning of the year thHKRxkadx 60,000 evacuees were 
still present in the relocation centers. In each of these istancesZe Zregarding major policyjftcisions during the period of activity of the 
Community Analysis Section, it is significant that the findings of 
the Analysts led them to doubt the feasibility of tRe^WRA programs. 
What seems to be demonstrated is that the social scientists were

deeply involved with their own special^ field of competence, namely, 
ints of the administered people, that they were 
^s^^^^^vernyY^n^cy  ̂The^ data wit^h ^w^i^h^they
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It was as cross-cultural interpreters that the social 
scientists in the WRA were hired. That is, XHxikH.x£aa.ftxQi xkkHXX 
recognition by the administrators in charge that their staff
would be working wit^aJft§fiSy^o?°^ir^nfifferent cultural backgrounds 
from themse Ivo s|jasxstxnaax&axxxaii^ixiiniaa§pe crawls tfeGw££R^&no£f8ffge 
of the unfamiliar suitur ethnic ways, fkxx The expectation of problems 
arising out of the cultural differences played a part in the estab- 
ment of both the BSR and the CAS. In both instances within a very short 
time the conception of "cross-cultural problems" was widened to in
clude not only those stemming from Oriental in contrast with Western 
customs and beliefs, but also those resulting from differences of 
viewpoint and objectives between minority and^mx^nixiy peoples and 
ultimately sxmpiyxas between administrators and administered. In 
short, the idea that help would be needed in something thought of 
as^"cross-cultural" situation was adopted and continued throughout the 
life of the WRA, but the realization that the situation was compli- on® + cated by more than^factor nf came later and steadily broadened^. The 
social scientists employed were by no means all specialists in Jap- 
nese suiiuKai cultures. Only thuxlixsl three of the first hired --
Embree, Laviolette, and Rademaker-- could be so characterized. All
the others qualified simply on the basis oJ^lihkix^cross-cultural 
fflxpKmimnmRmxaxandix or community study experience.

The WRA experience xs±a.hixshB.d contributed! to the definition 
of a type of role in which anthropologists have practical usefulness. 
The Community Analysts demonstrated bpth techniques and of investigation 
and reporting and the nature of xdmxaxsixaixxK needs created in xki 
situations in which bureaucriticakx administration impinges on admin
istered people who are not part of the bureau^structure. In the re
location JSxtHxixaii center situation the reporting by the Analysts 
made clear to administrators the nature of the aims of evacuees and 
pointed out the relation between those aims and their recent experience 
during and before evacuation. The WRA administrators, for the most 
part, exhbited a steady growth in awareness of evacuee problems from 
the evacuee point of view. In the light of such knowledge the adaptation 
became mutual;, that is, ihhmxfflXwaaxaxinmm^ti^mR^mBmt^xifisiixlkKx^adminis- 
trators in their operations ibamkmninxaxDmdixmaiiHniinkQxaKmBiMih increasing
ly accepted advice and assistance from the whole range of evacuees, 
old and strongly Japanese as well as young and strongly Americanized 
individuals. Increasingly they also learned that they could give
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far more responsibility to evacueeshof^aAxag£x ?n°VRe management of 
the centers than they had at first thought inxtsKmsxsfx possible or 
desirable. In this sense there was as much adaptation afx by administrate: A 
of their behavior as there was al by the administered people to the 
situation in which all were involved.

It was by no means true that the only source of awareness of 
the evacuee viewpoints, dasix aims, and capabilities consisted of 
the knowledge which the Community Analysts accumulated and made meaningful 
to administrators. The top administroatrjos and others in the agency 
kept in close touch personally with a variety of Japfci^se Americans, 
especially the Nidei leaders in and out of the centers. The Rep^ots 
Division of the WRA carried out some important research into the 
KxaKMERxhaKk^xaundx circumstances of Japanese American life leading up 
to the crisis of evacuation, made summaries of their findings, and 
distributed them to the WRA personnel as well as to the general public. 
A great many of the employees of the agency developed close relations 
with indiiduals and families and constantly learned in deeper and Adeeper ways how the evacuees felt and how they viewed themselves in 
relation to the agency’s goals and their own. The Community Analysis 
Section was one of the several means through which a significant dif
fusion of knowledge about the Japanese Americans took place, both inside 
the agency and jauoJ^j/more widely in the United States. However, the 
Community Analysts were more than gatherers and disseminators of inform
ation. They had been employed inxxluxx Explicitly to study xndmlmxmxm 
mxaiatmihRmecApQmiBiinxihHnsm the evacuees and taxaxxixix explicitly to 
assist the men and women in charge of the WRA in gaining an^F understand
ing. The existence of the Community Analysis Section constituted a 
formal recognition by the bureaucratic agency of the importance of 
knowing the administered people on their own terms. Community Analysis 
became a symbol of administrative concern for unprejudiced under standing 
of the 1111 people^

V.
A
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condemned at length.

THE REVERSAL OF A RACIST GOVERNMENTAL DECISION 
DURING World War II:

The War Relocation Authority

Worst Wartime Mistake."
has been supported by the Supreme Court of the United 

States on the gorunds of military necessity despite the definition of 
the group to be evacuated in purely racial terms.

A reading of the literature that has resulted from the evacuatio 
and its aftermath gives theimpression that

One of the most significant developments in domestic policy 
during World War II in the United States was the program of evacu
ation and resettlement of the Japense Americans from the west coast. 
The importance of this action by the government can be summed up in 
the following way. The initial action of evacuation demonstrated how, 
in the relative chaos of wartime, policy based solidly in racial prej
udice can be put into operation despite an abundance of information 
pointing to its non-feasibility or justification.

The evacuation of the Japanese af Americans from the awe st 
coast of the United States during World War II has been discussed and 

thy ever since it kapp took place. The Dean of the 
Yale Law School^ ^3 Rostow, during the war called it "America’s 

The evacuation kaaxMaxHatkaiasa decision



ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY
by Edward II. Spicer

ft ( ,- - -their racial origins

single, general who happened to command 
aaA. >

Eugene V. Rpstow, Dean of the Yale Law School, denounced 
the evacuation of Americans of Japanese ancestry^at thg^b eg inning of 
World War II as ^America’s^worst wartime mistake<>” lie also 1 '**■' i--.
the legal cases arising out of. the evacuation ’’disasters’* viewed 
from the standpoint of civil rights^* Rostow . ofljirrriv.'il the ' 
evacuation and subsequent incarceration of Japanese Americans 
as a serious fundamental citizenship rights. He understood
the attack as based on considerations of race and Kightly regarded 
it as indistinguishable, ixi2xa^5egal puinixai. view, from the po
sition of the Nazis with reppect to the Jews in Germany* Rostow was 
one of the few public f igureskn—tliu ~Uni bed ■Statee who did not shrink 
from stating this point of view in the xxxy midst of prepa r at4*=»tis
fossm in a United States soddealy deeply hostile to Japan and the 
Japanese. Yet his poisitibnn was precisely that taken by United
States Attorney General Biddle up until (X

week<prooedi-ng the evacuation* order. 7 '
A A ADenunciation of the action taken in March, 1942, by President 

Roosevelt ordering the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry 
from their homes on the west coast has^ ooirtiAuod ever since. Al- 
though the Supreme Court upheld the evacuation as constitutional on y 
the grounds of ’’military necessity,” the decision was e n^jnri ty
and the dissenting HpiAxiai^slated strong 2£ASi°against the singling 
out of.the more than 80,000 citizens of the Uhnted States on the h&xs < V. United 3^3 (Z5.Z^? X 3 5
basis'^ their racial origins^. The fact is that the governmental action 
took place in the Daxdxtx&l face of vigorous opposition by the De
partment of Justice and can not in any way be regarded as the result 
either of consensus among high government officials or concerted, wide 
spread public demand. The evacuation was rather a response to limited 
special interest groups on the west coast, such as the Shipper-Growers 1 
Association^ in kkmhdqxel business competition with Japanese America- 

/ cans^and constituted a hastyAo-ompremioe in government circles / o 
the implacable prejudice of a 
the strategic west coast military area
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made homeless and excluded fro
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b^expected as one effect of the r^FH^aVfy^-h^a
th-e—Ame^i-aae™^^ organizations and individuals’
bring about complete imprisonment 
and non-citizens^among tb^wedhe
were very strong in a country at war with the Japanese and in a phase 
of that war, during early 1942, which was going steadily against the 
United States. There were.individuals and groups who assumed that 
evacuation a result of real evidence that all persons of Japanese 
ancestry in the United States were a serious threat to the country’s

L security. The fact? that ihmuvta Y?rX little evidence presenteckatwl4^* 
ivkd-'i F *  that -thi^was-mos^ flimsy, what was^not b-rittg applicable

to the overwhelming majority of the evacueeyCXe^not known to the

Nevertheless in March, 1942, the evacuation had bwn ordered 
and there was no rescinding it. The consec£uences^^rX^^ *
since" they affected some 110,000 people had to be dealt with prompt—
ly. What has since been^ almo-st uni-ve-r-sal 1-y judged as a very bad de
cision led to a. ^e^i-e«; which- can•
a determined effort by the United States .government to undo the evr-i-s

&\ V* paiddecision^ ]^d. Tbj-S—ajS£ax>U-pf^-tha_.go^^ has been^
far less attentionxihxnxXat than^tlxu rueiafly basgd"Trevaenartrtm. Within 

a few days of the evacuation order President Roosevelt created a civil
ian agency-----the War Relocation Authority-------and appointed as its
director axMxnxRxpKxisHKadx Milton K. EisenhowerpxnxpRmxfluimRdixmnmxgxdi^m 
muiimKraimaiiMmnmstxmtihHEixm who was soon replaced by Dillon S. Myer, 
both experienced in the administration of agricultural programs growing 
out of the New Deal. It became clear ear|y, as these men sought to 

deal with the problems of 110,000 men, women, and children suddenly 
______ __ __ _______  _____  ... ____ A the wrsIhxh: ’ astal states that . 
the policy pursued would h^^iiaiL^rapxessive.* tne-Uni ted -States

. I frfg.
gjpxe rnmen±..~uo uId -n ot^-ee^M^^hoid • t he' "evaeue es -'t nr^trcrneentratr o n camps» 
It must be t h a t^i s- -was- ■jbhR -re c ognr zed7^1>wr"tinrr;in!nrre

z r rh^^tdiarcly 53^ .
cxntxal^War Relocation Authoirty the issue

 Re-peat^dty* tn the thirty-five years since the Wit/r-canre" into 
e^ee the "concentration camp" has ^bee^oosely applied to

the communities which were established for the Japanese Americans« 
 £o-lTo do so^ ciyrrfuaroe thd funriamental—and 

Reissue which the policy-makers in the WRA recog

nized^ As might
--------x.j - ---------^4? 4.u«-----------------------’t-j evacuat»»w»d^4Mj&-4M^

Lduals wfce sought to 
A 

of all the evacuees, both citizens 
’pressures to move in this direction
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reception of the evacuees

tr-s non-re^presstve policy.
of

as

\y\ 4-Ux*. ty

public at large. The influential columnist, Westbrook Pegley, wrote 
regularly rahmnifax±hmxihhrHaimHifiJ  ̂without solid information that
the Japanese Americans were extremely dangerous. The American Legion 
passed a resultion in convention calling for the tight total imprison
ment of all persons of Jap^fnse anc^tr^t Such influences continued 
strong during 1942 and wo tnlrpn np b^theHowBu Un*AmeriCan Activ
ities Cammitteee j>f the House of Representatives^The ^pressures 
mpunted steadily is makfe Concentration camps out of the iremporarv 

communities which the Army had built and^the WRA had taken the ad- 
^ministr^ative^responsibility. f^.. ■ There was A segment of Americans k 
s-a4d<kil^' convinced as a result of the misleading action of evacuation 
that the U. S. citizens and their parents p 1 oc-ted-on—

were dangerous enemies/^ be deprived of all huan lib- 
s.afcy~hf real concentration camps,

■ be imprisoned 
possibility of getting 
reached as far as both

It was in

rac-i-a-1—o r gin 
erties. This amoun-tx 
that is, places where the men ^women^and c h i 1 d r e 
HiithmnmxpsHsmhmimij5xiflBn indefinitely with no 
out. The demand for this kind of treatment
the House of Representatives and the United States Senate, 
this situation of intensifying demand for repressive measures against 
tjtie evacuees that the War Relocation Authority had to forge its policy 
4n fulfilling the mandate given by President Roosevelt, namely, to 
provide for the welfare of the evacuees^

It would have been an easy course to pursue at the time to d-ee»dre 
jfero accede to the demand for concentration c amps. This was not, however, 
the path which the WRA took. On the contrary, iixxix its policy-makers 
struggled to look at the situation from the point of view of law and 
civil rights, f rom-tlre-7sdaincta«ia«*" of the long term cultural adjustment 
of the Japanese Americans in the United States, with roopoe-t ■to—the- 
effects of arbitrary confinement on a racial basis of young American 
citizens, in short in the broadest possible framework of human problems 
of an uprooted segment of the population of the United States, Con
sideration of the problems from the standpoint that the evacuees were 
human beingsand most of them citizens of the United States required the 
formulation of a set of mJjxe principles for shaping policy. The values 
adopted as the basis of WRA action might be summed up as anti-concen- 

fh...__ , ~tration camp values^err-MM/tyAaiintaiy 
More positively, the WRA policyflmakers chose to open up the whole 
the United States ap^"t from the^restricted west coast to resettlement 
0?^the Japanese Americans. This resulted in a conception of the camps 
4 

which the Army had. built for the
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"way-stations" on the path back into normal American society. This 
basis of policy was fundamentally to the concentration 
camp policy teing advocated iinniifMe by the various^gr^ups and indiv
iduals who had been misled hxx into, unhasoclthe evacuees v:t : . Au-s^dangerous people. It was a difficult policy to pursue, one t i^hat ^re— 
quired courage on the part of the policypmakers in a nation f' wr 
tooling itself ^p for all-out war with the Japanese. Nevertheless
^the |vRA formulated its policy position with great clarity in the 
course of its first year of existence and, ultimately with the help 
of the War Department and always supported strongly by the Department 
of Justice, followed through execut^g the policy with great con— >

C M ye i— I*? T sistency ultimately liquidating itself as the war came to an end^. It is 
ironic that the way-stations into American life which the WRA called 
relocation centers are still spoken of by commentators on the evacu- 
ation #2. and its aftermath as "concentration camps,/’^ It was precisely 
to forestalling the appearance of such institutions in American life 
that the WRA devoted itself.
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The WRA approach to achieving its policy goals was many-sided. 
It maintained constant, close liaison with representatives of the Justice 
Department which had not essentially changed its position tha?^evacu- 
ation of American citizens could not be justified on any grounds and 
fully expected that forced detention of the Nisei citizens would quickly 
be decaired unconstitutional as Nisei proceeded to bring suit. The top 
officials of the WRA encouraged the‘Department s^ War^to learn what xhe 

c ft i^ie,Office of Naval Intelligence^already knew before evacuation, namely, 
that there was reason to assume that Nisei were the most actively loyal 
among American citizens; Army teams were encouraged to visit relocation 
centers and interview Nisei for service in Army Intelligence units; 
and nitxKiaiRiy in 1943 the WRA cooperated fully with the AEmy in devel- 
opingxaxpianxfHK its plan for re-opening Selective Service to|?Jisei and 
urging them to volunteer for military service. From the summer of 1942 
the WRA arranged for Nisei to leave the camps for seasonal agricultural 
labor in the mountain states. Tfrus the WRA moved rapidly on several fronts 
for establishing the relocation centers as temporary way-stations, not 
permanent prisons, from which those evacuees who were able and willing 
could move out even while war with Japan was in progress. It was this 
broad approach to the problems created by the evacuation which the
WRA initiated early and which it pursued through the four and one-half 
years of its existence, ultimately resettling some 25,000 evacuees be
fore the end of the war and closing xtxnifxfiMtxx all the centers and the 
agency itself by the summer of 1946.

As an integral part of its program to re-integrate the evacuees 
into normal American life and JRr forestallXB&xaixthB efforts on the 
part of some Americans to create concentration camps, the WRA enligted 
the aid of social^cientists. This was carried out in a novel manner 
not 1*heretofore employed in ifahmmiixmkagiBXofmKckDQmHihxitiKffltmKfixniiad Bsnxninxnxe- 
nniixB±Hx attempts to bring social science knowledge to bear on administre- 
ative problems„ It was assumed that there would be difficult problems 
confronting administrators as a result of the fact of sharply differing 
cultural backgrounds between themselves and the evacuuees and that these 
problems would be constantly recurrent in the day to day operation of 
the relocation centers. In order to resolve such problems it would be 
necessary to maxn±KXR retain as part of the working staff individuals 
whoxH would to learn frftng.tantXy the bx±mxbxb£ nature of the
motivations and the cultural influences affecting the behavior of the 
administered people; this called for social scientists who would con-
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the Eskimos.

con-

__

! stantly through observation and interview be in touch with the pop
ulation of the relocation centers. The approach also called for fre
quent contact between the social scientists and the administrators, 
so that problems small and large could be freely discussed^ 
social sci ehtlsts-f- moreover since there were various levels of ad
ministrators involved from the iaa j iiw relocation
centers^ to the several levels of administration in Washington, it 
would be necessary to maintain the working contacts between scpial 
scientists and administrators at all levels. This kind of structure 
was eventually achieved, If nu I ill t'UgTlliui pcif cotilxi so that at 
least three levels of administrators had available informed social 
scientists as staff advisers. What was novel about this arrangement was 
, first, that it constituted an employment of social science not on the 
assumption that it consists of already completed bodies of Im owledge, 
but rather that it is a developing understanding of huqian phenomena and^ 
second .that social scierTqe carr opeWito mos effectively> A
within the, administrative organization,tk&NxautsxctKxxtxx not only as 
occasional extvrs-ers outside the structure.AThis conception of the use of social science was applied 
first in one of the relocation centers which had been established on 
an Indian Reservation and over which the Commissioner of Indian Af
fairs had retained some jurisdiction. The Commissioner at that time was 
John Collier, who had earlier kad made an effort to employ anthropologists 
in an Applied Anthropology Unit in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. With 
the establishment of a reloaction center, called Poston, on the Colorado 
Inidan Reservation, John Collier conceived the idea of setting up an 
applied social science unit to assist in the administration. He placed 
the unit under the direction of Alexander H. Leighton, who named it 
the Bureau of Sociological^Research and proceeded to hire as his assist- 
anYs^MwarS^fll°§JiceJ and^Elizabeth Colson. Leighton was a psychiatrist 
KxikxmMK^associayxHH wit^anthropologistxxxuKkxax Clyde Kluckhohn and 
who had carried out field resea^h. among the^ Naya^os^aijc^ 
The Bureau of Sociological Research^set a pattern of procedure which 
influenced the later development of social siience utilization in all 
the other relocation centers. It relied heavily on a staff of evacuees, 
both Nisei and Issei, for its knowledge of evacuee attitudes, viewpoints, 
and ways of behroipux. Leighton, as head of the Bureau, established 

lA/ith ustant working contacts^as^adviser Jfa^the Director of the center,
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approach which

John Collier as Commissioner of Indian Affairs had demon
strated much interest in the application of anthropology to problems 
of Indian administration. He advocated the view that the Indian reser
vations ought to be employed as laboratories for the better under- 

(Celhet- )standing of cross-cultural administration^. He had hired Leighton 
with tdw^s<tme approach in mind and gave a free hand to dev—
elop in the relocation center at Poston.

KZWhile the first focus of attention in the Bureau of Sociological 
Research was on the evacuees and how they saw their problems and 
sought to solve them, the Bureau rapidly found itself studying the 
administrators as intensively as the evacuees. Bureau staff frequent
ly attended^staff^administrativ^meetings of various kinds and quickly 
found themselves viewing each problem situation in terms not only of 
evacueeshRkxviHKxandxx±±i±HXH.x but also of. administrators 1 attitudes 

35and behavior. Each problem and each solution was^a compound of both.
In October 1942, hRfxmRmXinRmBmKiaam when the Bur au of Sociological 

Research was just beginning.function adequately, a series of beatings 
A Mattelof evacuees by other evacuees and e4&e-r disturbances broke out. cul- 

minating a general xixxkR refusal of the evacuees to carry on any but 
athe most necessary work for the maintenance of the center. The strike 

was accompanied by o-gprewd. withdrawal of evacuees from the adminis
trative offices and^cferaonstrations with Japanese music and speeches.
The administrators were isolated from the community for^ twew 
ho-ur-s—a.r—the military police (supposed to confine their guard 
duty to the perimeter of the camp^entered xxik the center with armed 
vehicles, and there was thus immediate threat of the breakdown of the 
peaceful conditions which had prevailed. Negotiations were arranged 
and, at first tense and difficult, they resulted in increased under
standing and new forms of organization with more ixpxMSi evacuee 
participation in management. fflkBxmxmxmxmkad^xhMiRmRii^m The head of 
the Bureau of Sociological Rsesearch took an active role in advising 
the administrators who effected the settlementx and prevented the 
taking over of the camp by the Military Police.

This crisis which was a result on the one hand of the cross
currents of conflict among the Japanese Americans and on the other 
of fear and mishandling of situations by some administrators, was 
analyzed and described in a book^putlished by Leighton in 1945, The 

Governing of Mna. The study effectively presented the
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Historian^ in the Repriots

Director
z| xWi«a^x^ax»aKH^x

Division. Embree and Prtfvinse were engaged in persua^tding the

; the policy/as™Chief of the Division of 
le^ had as early as May, 19427 conceived the idea 

of employing social scientists with knowledge of Japanese cultural 
background. He had been able to hire only one by the fall of 1942, namely, 
John F. Embree, who was employed at first as

had been developed in the Poston research unit* by Leighton and Spicer 
and their evacuee assistants. It was quite clear that the work of the 
Bureau was conceived not as a study of the evacuees to be packaged for 
the better understanding of their ways by the administrators. It was 
rather an ongoing aibalysis of the interaction of administrators, at first 
quite ignorant of evacuee attitudes based in rec&n^e^pejience with Amer
ican prejudice and discriminatory laws, with Japanese Americans wracked 
by internal conflicts in their communities and without clear clues as to 
what their fu^ture would bex in the United States. This analysis of 
the successive administrative situations in which evacuees and adminis
trators participated was interpreted by Bureau staff for bwdii evacuee 
leaders who developed in the center red for the ncn ov&ewe personnel •A ztLeighton’s published account shifted the focus from Japanese Americans 
aS persons with a unique and unfamiliar cultural background to human 
beings under a variety of stresses in a process of mutual adphtation with 
administrators also under stress in an unfamiliar ey*o X of ■ tiopc.

AThe book toKmM^hrtixnxitixnuimimaibiaHtxninmtmx contributed to both a broader 
understanding of the Japanese Americant experience in the United States 
and tn of administration as a process adpatat ire—of administra-

A tors and administrered people.
While the Poston strike and some other relocation center dis

turbances were in progress, an effort was being made in the WRA aikn'iuiio 
tra-tiro-n in Washington to bring social scientists into the agency’s 
program on a ixK&Hxxasxifixx larger scale. When the WRA was first organ—

* T*ized1 included among its top administrators an anthropologist- 
turned-administrator, John H. Provinse, who had worked in the Soil 
Conservation Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics. Profinse had taken a prominent part in the form
ulation of hKHxmxER&xipHihiinym the pxxHKxpiBix value principles on which the 
h&Bxnx#iCib(non-rejpressive WRA policy was based. Together with Dillon 
S. Myer, former director of the United States Conservation Service, and 
Philip M. Glick, government attorney of varied experience, Provinse^ 
had participated in forcing

/^Community Manage^mentT'ir
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of the WRA that Japanese experts could help the administration of 
WRA the agency when the Poston and other disturbances broke out. 
These crises in relocation^a?fairs wx^hatfiRxSJ>impact on the general 
public and on Congress, who began to wonder whether after all concent
ration camps might not be the solution. Both the House and the Senate 
instituted investigations, which ultimately vindicated the WRA approach, 
but which in late 1942 were ominous for the WRA open-door policy. 
Embree had already moved far in convincing the 5op administration that 
scientists familiar with Japanese background could be useful. Now with 
reports coming in that the staff of the Bureau of Sociological Rsearch 
atxPssiini had played a helpful role in jpixHtingx a constructive out
come of the Poston crisis, the Director of WRA became convinced that 
Provinse’s plan for more social scientists should be acted on immed- 
iately, ijhe hope^<jj£ helpz^-to forestall any further disruption of 
the relocation centers. Two outside consultants --  Robert Redfield
ofxik^and Conrad Arensberg, anthropologists who had visited the centers 
briefly during the summer of 1942 --  both supported Provinse and Em-
bree’s proposal that a social science unit be created.

The result was the formation of the Community Analysis Section 
within Provinse’s Division of Community Managemen^. Embree became the 
Head of the Section and proceeded to hire as his assistant, a/f sociologist, 
F^ank Sweetser. Their plan, following the objective of*social scienXlce * 
sstaJ&B at all »l£-vels-/>rt&%iai in addition to the Washington office staff 
of two. Sb plac/i a oooial ocieiitist in each of the ten relocation ven- 7* 5 . hfneters. Within some three months they had filled nighi 1ef the field 
posts^, with^m anthropologists:nndxihxnxnaniningmxAxnxn Wesson {La^.rre, 
E. Adamson Iloebel, Morris Ogier, Marvin K. Opler, J^hn De Young^anc? 
G. Gordon Brown and two sociologists: John Radcmaker and Forrest La- 
violette. Thus by the late spring of 1943, one year after the formation 
of the WRA, working team of social/scientists had been established, link- A Iing all but- the centers with the Washington office.

Meanwhile a difference in policy|thinking had developed between 
JAhn Collier and Dillon Myer.resulting in the withdrawal of Collier 
from administrative responsibility for the Poston center .Leighton 
resigned,from hie- difprTTir"'? enu of /^JL Re

other dTatCT^ronoarrh and poJ^i-e-y—makiirr—in 
Embree^also resigned from the WRA and Spicer took place 

in Washington,’««d axnRxxfiHDUQuAnother anthropologist, David French, 
t$Sftxfii^xfi^^x^x15^^6ommunity Analyst at Poston. ty Analyjij
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The basic formal relationship of the Community Analysts, 
at both the Washington and the inax relocation center levels, was 
that of staff advisers. The Head of the section in Washington met 
in regular staff meetings with the Division Heads and the Director of 
the agency. In some cases Community Analysts in the relocation centers 
similarly\participated,A in staff meetings, but more often the relation
ship between Analyst andx2xs^HK± Director of a center was informal. 
Some Analysts never developed any regular mHpflmtmngxaya±BDam sort of 
communication with administrators. The fact is that with only two ex
ceptions, Morris Opler who had been a member of John Collier’s Ap— 
plied Anthropology unit in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and G. 

£ /2 L. Jb ! B Ba.

Brown who had worked with a British colonial administrator in Africa^ 
none of the social scientists had had prior experience in applied 
situations. Moreover hhxj&^oi the administrators had had any experience 
in the utilization of social scientists as members of their staffs 
in daily operations. No well-understood model for a working relationship 
existed. The result was much variation and the communication which xox 
developed depended heavily on the personalities of both Analysts and 
camp Directors.

Whatever communication did develop fflamxmhmHifliipxmxaimxaittoHiixm 
ifahmnmwmxibtmnmx with respect to daily operations was chiefly oral 
rather than written. Some memoranda were written, but the KRA pro
gram was a fast-moving one responding to rapidly changing circum- 4Uestances as^Supreme Court^de'cisiOirs^arrfwtred kRA-the1 fcRA program, the 
Army revised its policy regarding Nisei combat xrkxxxhx and intelligence 
service, public opinion in the country at large shifted, and the 
Japanese American adapffcttation to the changing circumstances uotki 
took unexpected directions. In Washington the Head of the Section, 
drawing on the flow of reports to him from the centers and on his 
own frequent trips to the centers, reported regularly in staff meeting 
on evacuee attitudes, reactions to programs and regulations, kmc! the 
activities of evacuees in the centers, and the growth of organization 
among ^em^ What he said was for most Washington Division Heads a^ 
ala]i|fc£ source^comprehesnive knowledge about the currents of thought 
and trends of reaction in the evacuee communities, as opposed to the 
xpH&ifxK bits of information about specific matters connected with 
their particular operations. At the relocation center level Analysts 
were faced with a different situation. Here the administrators were all 
in close touch with many evacuees in the course of ihxix carrying out
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were

their responsibilities and 
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Qn th« t rhnrn^pr j 7.Ofl fl4r Vfl7?b f f ■ In T^C
A X» J “f r.
S.ensre reporting that filled the administrators’ needs was more difficult. 
One of the most successful roles was as participant in meetings 
tjbat.-toxdCw^leee between the camp Birector and his assistants and fjjfr 
various evacuee administrative groups, such as the Block Managers, and 
evacuee committees organized for particular pi/rposes. Here the role 
was not simply reporter of information but participant in ^aatowgr ^e“ 
cisions affecting operations. The Analyst in such a role hxnu^ktx com
bined an awareness of the viewpoints of both administrators and evac
uees and often was able to bring about adjustment of differences simply 
by stating the differences clearly. An Analyst mnmtteBXMiitnaifixpHni&xnjin 
who demonstrated this sort of capacity usually gained the confidence 
of evacuees and was relied on for^faix gaining fair consideration by 
them. Not all Analysts had such negotiating xiwt abili^y^ who
did not tended to withdraw from immedi>4c operating participation and 
spent more time in the preparation of written reports which the Washingtoi 
Community Analysis^cjjnstantly requested.

From the beginning the Community Analysis Section undertook as 
a major responsibility the preparation of ^reports^which^were mimeo
graphed in quantity and distributed through^ the agency. The first of 
these dHaitxxxthx by John Embree dealt with such matters as "Dealing 
with Japanese Americans"(which contained a discussion of race and culture 
and the institution of the go-between, among other matiaxs things), 
"Japanese Groups and Associations in the United States," and "Notes on 
Japanese Holidays." While short reports on special Japanese customs 
continued to appear occasionally throughout the program, the kIuukIix 
afx subjects of the reports quickly changed character, beginning in 
February, 1943. "Causes of Unrest at Relocation Centers," "Army Regis
tration at Granada,"2Preliminary Survey of Resistances to Resettlemnt 
at the Tule Lake Relocation Center, " "An ^/Inlaysis of the Segreg
ation Program," Rx and "The Tule Lake Incident’,* were t 
reports^during 1943 and early 1944zWft*«^ indicated the 'focus < 
pg nnr^h.p^nrgpnt immediate problems of center administrationx 
came compIreortoQ—agr A
Nisei, all-out resettlement program from the
centers, and>the "segregation center" Tule Lake..was qgeeked. These* 
ranged from 5 to a dozen or more pages and were circulated among all MoFe. +ha*X/ /e._ j .
WRA personnel. Sows, fifty such reports ------ • e? 3 ‘ Cot^

Z1

• —-• w . sz v* o ^4"—f "O F’t

r as i^J'be- 
the Army’s decision to re-open Selective Service to 

^^VMlA^^ii^tiate^^its all-out resettlement program from the 
and>the "segregation center" Tule Lake^was QgeeWeL. The®*-

to a dozen o Moke tha>tz
4
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was initiated,

ad-
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which shortly
were

among administrators at all levels wa 
growth of understanding^nmnnggMiP adm 
begun their service in. WRA with no understanding whatever of the 
background of Japanese Americans or of the real nature of the impact 
of the evacuation on them-

In the job descriptions for the position of "Social Science 
Analyst” (the Civil Service name for xha what ¥RA called Community 
Analyst) there was no mention of any risibility to the people 
ministered by ^agency for whom the analyst worked

J ******* was to work.

By November 1944 the Community Analysis Section decided that 
there was need for and rninmra fr*. ur a regular and frequent reporting 
of n£ the effects of the WRA programs for resettlement and center clos
ing on evacuee attitudes and organization. A series of trend reports 

collating information from all the centers, 
became weekly- Thirty of these was prepafed and distributed and 
widely read by evacuees and WRA staff. They were issued throughout 1943 
until the closing of th all the c enter ^f*atthe end of that year, as 
the Supreme Court decided that Japanese Americans could no ^longer 
be excluded from the west coast- At the same time a series of studies 
of attitudes of west coast communities to which Japfcnf'e Americans 
were returning or expected to return were initiated: ”Prejuidce in u Hood River Valley — A Case Study in Race Relations,” West Coast Lo
calities: Sacramento County and City,” ” West Coast Localities: Imperial 
Valley,” and others.

The most influential of the Community Analysis xapsLKXs written 
reports wxthxnxihax among the agency personnel were probably those 
that reported directly the results of Analysts’ interviews with evacuees 
of various viewpoints. Notable among these were Morris Edward Opler’s 
’’From a Nieei Who Said ’No’^” and ”A Nisei Requests Expatriation-” 
These were products of the Army’s registration program which required 
evacuees to fill out a registration form containing a question 
came to be labelled -^the^ Loyalty Que/stion-” Many Nisei gave replies of 
”no” whBixbRnKnxnx for various reasons ranging from deep anger at the 
whole evacuation program to wild and careless defiance of 
pawsKX what they felt was arbitrary government power. Some Nisei then To proceeded to renounce their U. S. citizenship and ask for repatriation.

A The ’’morass”, as some WRA staff called it, of conflicting attitudes 
and loyalties among the Nisei was only slowly realized by the adminis
trators. The direct reporting of interviews which were then circulated 

~s a major influence in the steady 
'ministrators, most of whom had
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was described entirely in terms of

—

i a responsibility 
the administrators or the

came 
problems. The first was a result of a complete 

administrators erf Hie "Tel WJTrt’jro’ft

The mH^nnimigxinHapmnffiihiihiihy 
responsibility in reporting and other matters upward to administrators 
in the line organization. The Community Analysts crtetaiBL nevertheless 
found themselves immediately in situations wkxak in which it appeared 
that there were^wrw responsbilities, namely, to the evacuees from 
whom most of the materials with which they worked were derived. The 
Bureau of Sociological Research staff, first in the field, 
promptly up against some 
misunderstanding on—t-h-e— 
center of the nature of social science research. This lack of under
standing was not surprising, in view of the absence oP^ixperience with 
staff social scientistsxnpxNiitxix* It had to be made clear by the 
Director of the Bureau that his staff was not aiming at the collection 
of information on individuals, even though individuals were the sourceJ* M ikyof all the knowledge which the research was^b«4?4*fr»g. short, the 
sources of informationXfere not to bo made available to the adminis
trators, holy the results of interview and observation on an anonymous 
basis. This procedure had to be learned by the administrators and was 
eventually accepted. They ceased to look to the Bureau for information 
about any particular individual and realized that they had to rely on 
other <par*ts of their staff for that, such as Internal Security officers

A and welfare workers, whose work depended on the identification of indiv
iduals. The limitation on what was made available came up again when 
investigators of the Bouse Un-American Activities^appeared in the re
location center. The staff decided to mRmHMHmfMmxifaknxinxflxihiiffl make 
portions of their materials completely unavailable because the handling 
of hearings in Los Angeles had made it apparent that the investigators 
could not be relied on for fair and reasonable handling of evidence.
The decision of the Bureau would probably have forced its staff into ill
egal actions, if the investigators had pushed the matter, but they did 
not, and so the problem was avoided rather than solved.

These experiences made it clear that there was 
to evacuees which was not fully accp^ted by 
agency as an arm of government. The problem was dealt with both formally 
and informally by the Community Afealsyis Section. The responsibilities 
of Analysts were defined in terms of inxAXKkx providingxxH±HMK±xM to 
administrators only information about group processes and^s.tru^ture 
and attitudes and viewpoints anonymously reported. This was^ful^y

A
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complained, by any evacuee. 
r t n *the administered

probably

accepted as policy by the WRA, although to some administrators it 
raise questions about any real utility the Analysts 

might have. In practice it meant that Analysts maintained confidential 
fiinxmatnxiai^. as well as other^file material. In all Analysts’ reports 
the confidentiality of ’’key informants,” through whom they worked 
constantly, was scrupulously maintained. The question of the availa
bility of confidential file material is of course still a contro
versial matter being decided by the courts in connection with govern
ment supported No case of HxacKRiixbreech of
confidence was ever 

Despite the absence of 
people as provided in the Analysts’ job descriptions, 
every^nalyst chose to assume some ond kind of such respons
ibility .xkxaxyx All the Community Analysis offices in the centers 

had staffs of evacuees who provided information tnxXka for the Ana
lysts* reports, oral and written. Evefy Analyst knew that what was 
done in his office was known eventually in some form in the evacuee 
community. No system of classified relorting was developed. The work of 
the Analysts was, in short, common knowledge inxtkaxxBjfisiiin among the 
evacuees. Moreover, the mimeographed reports afxtka that emanated 
from the Washington office were available eujqally to evacuees and 
’’appointed personnel,” as the WRA employees were called. 1$ addition 
most, if not all, the Analysts became intimate with a number of older 
kxxkohs Japanese with whom they discussed frequently the problems of 
relocation life from the social scientist’s point of view- Reports 
prepared for the Washington office of the Section were often worked 
out jointly with such close associates of the Analysts. In these 
relationships the influences undoubtedly worked both ways, so that 
in some degree the Analysts’ viewpoints and analyses became known 
in the levels of leadership in the evacuee communities. This did not mean, 
of course, that the analyses were accepted as the basis for ia&ditxxhxpx 
hxx evacuee cooperation or opposition any more than the Community Anal
ysis reports were accepted as the basis for action by the administrators - 
In both contexts they were part of the situation, sometimes exerting 
strong influence, sometimes merely providing xnlfixnKixfiiixxKl±Mxx Im ow
ledge of alternative}']^^ not incorporated into policy or program of 
either evacuees or administrators. There is no question, however, 
that in two or threes centers the intimate relations
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values. The report

, prapkedd by 
science colleaguesx

between influential Japanese and Community Analysts affected the 
course of events.

A third kind of responsibility, which is to be regarded as 
an imperative in all instances of applied social science, was also 
recognized and acted on te by^indivTSuai^ Anally Aisixmxan dim
bymthHmxsHK.iai and by the Community Ajrjalysis Section as a whole. 
T^jis is the obligation to colleagues in the social sciences to in
terpret the results of the experience in application. The responsibility 
as fulfilled by individuals is best and most fully represetned by 
Leighton’s study focussed around the Poston general strike (Leighton 
1945). In the published book.makes an analysis- of the particular re
location situation in terms of a general ideas about the nature of 
human psychological types^nd provides a hypothesis regarding thei>* 

♦ v* \ behavior six in a *type of adityinistrative situation^(?£ ■ 
......................... --——_________typgsthing-mTiuTed^'ancF’peopl e—» minded personsy<r|iis idea vhafcSh

might be applied further in^for example^the Section of personnel for 
particular administrative assignments. Leighton, however, went further 
in his book and developed an elaborate theory nfx regarding the behavior 
of individuals and of communities under different forms of ’’stress.” 
The book was widely read by social scientists aHGtxhyxadainxst as well 
as by a general reading public adn constituted a contribution of some 
influence in the npnKiaaiixf ields of both administrative management and 
psychology.

Individual Community Analysts also made some contributions 
in the special fields of their interests. For example, Morris 0pler(1944) 
Marvin Opler (1945, 1950a, 1950b, 1958), John Embree (1943, 1944), K. 
Luomala (1947), E* C. McVoy (1943), G. Gordon Brown (1945), E.R. 
Smith (1948), anc^Spicer (194b^i^xr 1952 a, 1952b) published in 
various journals^ranging from American Anthropologist to the Utah 
Humanities Reviewx^analyses of different aspects of the relocation progr
am. It was true also that the Community Analysis Section as a whole 
made an effort to meet this sort of obligation.iRxRaitHagNKX social 
XKXRRK.RxMilRH.gXRXx The final report of the Section 
four of the Analysts, was obviously aimedyyS8jial 
(Spicer, et al. 1946 and 1969). Although it avoided an explicit 
framework of formulated theory, it is clear nevertheless that it 
sought to provide an overall analysis of the processes of re structural- 
ization of community and reorientation of collective
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